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A bstract

We are living in an ever-changing computing world. The post-PC era as predicted 

by Mark Weiser seems to have run its course, thanks to a number of technological 

advances. Wireless communication is becoming more and more omnipresent. Peo

ple can use their cell phones in digital mode in the most remote places, while one 

can check his/her emails in cafes with Wi-Fi access points. Cell phones come with 

embedded GPS, and portable music players can carry gigabytes of data. This has 

led to intense research activity in the fields of mobile ubiquitous computing, context - 

awareness, location-based systems, navigation, and GIS. Usability has regained its 

placed at the top of the list of priorities, and everyday new ways are found to better 

integrate technology in the tasks of a, user’s everyday life. We present here the Dy- 

naMap, a mobile and context-aware pedestrian navigation application. We show how 

such an application helped us in understanding the various ideological, theoretical, 

and technical issues pertaining to the development of mobile GIS systems. We review 

in particular the design of a mobile real-time client based on predefined constraints 

imposed by the user (usability), the domain (spatial data  handling), and the envi

ronment (limited processing power and connectivity). We discuss the difficulty in 

the integration of the user’s context in a way th a t is 1- system generic and 2- practi

cally applicable in a. mobile GIS environment. We show how we circumvented these 

difficulties. Finally, we present the results of a usability study measuring the user’s 

perceived behaviour of a given set of map rotation algorithms.
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C hapter 1 

IN T R O D U C T IO N

In recent years spatial da ta  have become increasingly available and used. This can 

be seen in a number of areas: Geographical Information Systems (GIS), medical 

computing, image processing, etc. M apquest [3] and Google Maps [2] are examples of 

tools now frequently used to obtain location and direction information. Here we are 

focusing mainly on a particular type of spatial data, i.e., those th a t are geographically 

referenced. Such data define objects by their geographical coordinates. For example, 

geographically referenced data  is used when navigating to and from work in the form 

of driving directions, or when determining what the fair value of a house or a cottage 

is. The increased dependency on spatial da ta  motivates the development of new 

technology. In computer science the field of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

specializes in organizing, storing, querying, and retrieving geographically referenced 

data.

Since its inception GIS has constantly evolved. A lot of progress has been made 

towards processing and m anipulating large amount of spatial data  efficiently. Due to 

the increased size of available d a ta  and the complexities of some of the applications 

parallel computers are required to give users rapid access to  requested information. 

This has led to an increase in the number of practical solutions used nowadays such 

as satellite image processing technology and/or advanced accounting of the natural 

resources available in a country for example. However in many cases most of us still 

use traditional paper-based maps to help with the task at hand over any sort of GIS

1
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CHAPTER 1. INTROD UCT10N 2

solution. There are two main reasons for this: 1- the traditional paper-based map 

can easily be taken to where it is needed, and 2- GIS-based solutions, although more 

powerful, tend to  be more difficult to operate and comprehend, or in other words are 

less usable than the paper counterpart.

Currently we can identify a number of recent advances th a t have the potential to 

revolutionize the usage of geographic information:

• The growth and advancement in communication technology, in particular wire

less communication, significantly contribute to the fact th a t many new comput

ing devices have the capability to communicate with each other (e.g. WLAN 

[46], 3G [23], Bluetooth [13], etc).

• The concept of ubiquitous computing, which emerged in the early 1990s [107], is 

beginning to be realized thanks to the proliferation of computing devices such as 

Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), cell phones, portable digital music players, 

mobile video-gaming platforms, etc.

• Computing devices increasingly offer the potential for context-aware and location- 

aware computing. More and more computing devices are being equipped with 

external sensors (e.g. GPS in cell phones). These sensors provide additional in

formation to  the device about the user’s environment allowing them  to consider 

user’s context in the tasks th a t they perform [29].

We foresee continuous uninterrupted access to geographic information and the 

ability to process geographically related information anytime anywhere. We envision 

the emergence of software-based personal assistants who, using this unlimited access 

to geographic data, provide relevant and personalized information to their user. Ap

plications for this type of software are far-reaching. For example we can imagine an 

advanced tourist assistant providing suggestions of places to see and visit based on 

the knowledge the assistant has about its user. We can also imagine business ex

ecutives relying on their software-based assistants to negotiate the location and the 

time of their next meeting, introducing the concept of collaboration. However, we 

observe th a t in many applications there is a notion of the user having to go some

where, having to reach a particular location. Concluding, geographic (spatial) data
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C H AP T ER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

are increasingly available and required by mobile and other applications. We believe 

th a t computer-assisted user navigation is a fundamental building block towards the 

emergence of software-based GIS assistants.

1.1 C ontribution

In a collaborative effort1, we have designed and implemented a mobile and context- 

aware pedestrian navigation application: DynaMap. DynaMap runs on a PocketPCGW  

PDA. Through the help of a GPS, an electronic compass, and a connection to a spatial 

data  server it provides personalized map visualization and navigation services. Using 

recent innovations from the fields of mobile ubiquitous computing, context-awareness, 

location-based systems, and GIS, we have designed a system which is generic enough 

to be re-applied in the context of other mobile GIS applications. Finally we address 

the usability issues of real-time map rotation based on the user’s current orientation. 

In collaboration with the Human Oriented Technology (HOT) lab at Carleton Uni

versity we researched several map rotation schemes and studied how a user interacts 

with and perceives DynaMap for each of the schemes. We have completed the first 

portion (lab-study) of a 2-part user design testing process and completed all software 

expansions required for the second user design study (field-study).

First we begin in Chapter 2 with a review of the relevant work. We then provide 

the design of DynaMap1 s design in Chapter 3 and show how it meets its architecture 

modeling requirements as well as its navigation-assistance tasks. Next we focus on 

the handling of the user’s context within the application’s architecture in Chapter 4. 

We describe the context management system of DynaMap. and show how it can be 

applied in the specific case of a student-aware navigation assistance program. Finally 

we discuss seven map rotation schemes which can be used by navigational tools such 

as DynaMap in chapter 5. We identify the issues pertaining to map rotation, and 

propose several solutions, including the results of a user study. We then conclude and

Sponsored in part by Sun M icrosystems. Stantive Com puting, NSERC, w ith collaboration of 
Jorg-Rudiger Sack. Doron Nussbaum . H ua Guo, Youngsoo Roh, Jiehua Yi, Hongsheng Liu. T ing 
Wen, and with external collaboration by M. Duckharn
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C H A P T E R  1. INTRODUCTION

provide suggestions for future work in chapter 6.
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C hapter 2 

R ELA TED  W O R K

2.1 O rganisation o f th e  L iterature

The work presented in this thesis spans different sub-fields, which come from computer 

science, and to a lesser extent, also from cognitive science and psychology. Since the 

early nineties a large number of publications have been written, which have had a 

direct impact on the design and development of DynaMap. This information was 

organized in a way th a t allowed a better understanding of the global structure of the 

issues to  be dealt with. First, a very high level set of categories was designed as can 

be seen in Figure 2.1.

These broad categories are mobility, context, location, navigation, and geographic 

information systems. The overlap displayed between each of them in Figure 2.1 

illustrates tha t each category is not mutually exclusive with respect to the other ones. 

For example location is often seen as a particular type of user’s context. Another 

example is navigation which is often achieved in the real life with the integration of 

a geographic information system. However each category is distinct in the sense th a t 

it has its own particular set of issues and solutions. Re-using the same examples, a 

common issue unique to location information is to  find a good technology th a t works 

well in both indoors and outdoors environments, which obviously is not a topic related 

to the general discussion on context. Similarly navigation, which is the act of going 

to a destination, is influenced by human-psychology, which is not at all related to

5
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C H A P T E R  2. RE LA TED  W O R K 6

v

Figure 2.1: Organisation of the literature

the field of geographic information systems. We put DynaMap inside the intersection 

of all the categories because it relies on ideas and concepts from all of these fields. 

Finally, we use these five categories to classify the different areas of interest th a t were 

identified relevant to the development of DynaMap. These sub-categories are given 

in Table 2.1.
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C H A PT ER  2. RE LA TED  W O R K

M obility

. Future Vision of a. Ubiquitous World 

. Service Discovery 

. Technical Issues:

. . . Small Display Sizes 

. . . D ata Transfers Optimization

. . . Energy Preserving Methods_______
C ontext

. Definition 

. Acquisition Process 

. Context-Aware Systems 

. P attern  Recognition and Learning 

. Usability Studies________________
L ocation

. Acquisition Process

. Location-Based Systems

. Usability Studies
N avigation

. Definition

. Mobile Navigation

. Psychology Aspects

. Map Display
G eographic Inform ation  System s

. Technical Issues

. Mobile GIS

Table 2.1: Areas of interest relevant to DynaMap 's development
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C H APT ER 2. RELA TED  W O R K 8

We have identified the areas of interest based on our experience with the devel

opment of DynaMap and based on our review of the research work accomplished. 

We find th a t the exercise of categorization and identification of the different areas of 

interest relevant to DynaMap helped us better understand the nature of our work. 

Please refer to appendix A for a. breakdown of the reviewed literature by the areas of 

interest. We proceed in the next section with an overview of the previous work ac

complished organized following the categories and areas of interest identified in Table 

2 . 1 .

2.2 P revious W ork

Since their conception, computer systems have evolved tremendously. From the first 

batch systems of the fifties, to  the first multiprocessing systems of the sixties and the 

time-sharing systems of the seventies, IBM then revolutionized the computing world 

with its introduction of the personal computer (PC) for the masses in the eighties. 

After a reign of twenty years, we have entered the post-PC era, the era of ubiquitous 

computing [108] (see Figure 2.2).

Now and
1950 1960 1970 1?80 future

Batch M ultiprocessing Timesharing PCs Pervasive
systems Systems Systems Computing

Figure 2.2: Computer Systems Timeline

We begin here our review of the previous work accomplished. We start, in Section

2.2.1 with mobile and ubiquitous computing, followed by Section 2.2.2 on context,- 

awareness. We then go over location-based systems in Section 2.2.3 and over nav

igation in Section 2.2.4. We discuss geographical information systems in Section

2.2.5 and “w hat’s next,-’ in Section 2.2.6. Finally we end this chapter by providing a 

concluding remark.
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CHAPTER 2. RE LA TED  W O R K 9

2.2.1 M obile  U b iq u itous C om p u tin g  

Foundations

Weiser proposed a shift in computing paradigm through his observations relating to 

how we had failed to make computing truly adapted to human needs [107]. His claim 

was that. ‘‘The most profound technologies are those th a t disappear. They weave 

themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it" 

[107]. He envisioned tha t computers would become an inherent tool used by humans 

similarly to the way th a t literacy is being used. According to him, “literacy technology 

does not require active attention, but the information to be conveyed is ready for use 

at a glance” .

Weiser observed th a t the main issue with PCs is the fact th a t they always require 

the complete focus of the user, making the initial task th a t the user wanted to  achieve 

become of second priority. In an effort to  provide a solution to  this problem, Weiser 

proposed a new computing paradigm th a t he coined ubiquitous commuting [107]. In 

this world, instead of having one computer, the PC, which serves all computing needs 

of the user, there would be a m ultitude of small, interconnected devices, each with 

processing power. Each device would then serve one purpose while minimizing the 

user’s need to understand how this is achieved. By being all interconnected, the de

vices achieve super-connectivity and can potentially rely on each other to accomplish 

their tasks. In order to prevent a user from having to go to a particular location in 

order to access these devices, or from having to carry them  everywhere, it is assumed 

that a multitude of devices would be available regardless of the user’s location. This 

configuration was later termed anywhere, anytime computing.

Weiser’s futuristic vision was supplemented by the first mobile ubiquitous systems 

which took the forms of mobile tabs, pads, and boards [107]. The mobile devices of 

increasing sizes were meant to be prototypes of mobile and ubiquitous information 

purveyor such as current location, calendar, diary, notes, or slides in a meeting for 

example. Almost at the same time came the Active Badge [105] from the Olivetti 

labs. The Active Badge is an in-door personal location system based on the Infrared 

frequency. Badges worn by the users are detected by sensors spread through out
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK 10

a building. The location of the user is then sent to a central server which can be 
queried. An example application is the one where a telephone operator queries the 
server to redirect calls to the recipient's nearest phone.

From Vision to Reality

Since the mid 1990’s a multitude of smaller and smaller electronic gadgets have ap
peared. We are now more than ever entering in a mobile world by using cell phones, 
global positioning systems (GPS), personal digital assistants (PDA), and even tablet 
PCs (2.3). What we are observing now is the convergence between these devices. For 
example, cell phones are equipped with GPS systems, and PDAs are also phones. The 
integration of these devices in our daily tasks allows researchers to further investigate 
the potentials of pervasive systems.

Cell
Phone

Tablet PC

Figure 2.3: Examples of Currently Available Mobile Devices

Through innovation we are able to get closer to the pervasive computing world 
of Weiser. Many technological issues must be addressed in order to create a truly 
mobile and ubiquitous environment. For example one simply has to look at the 
display size of mobile devices, being smaller than anything system designers have
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C H A P T E R  2. RE LATED  W O R K 11

been accustomed to over the years. Many traditional user interface (UI) assumptions 

have to be discarded and re-established in a mobile setting not only due to the smaller 

screen size but also because of the different contexts in which one uses the devices. For 

example a user involved in an activity requiring most of h is/her focus, such as driving a 

car, will have different UI requirements than one who can devote his/her full attention 

to the tool. Brewster proposed to use sound [14] whereas Oviatt suggested multimodal 

interfaces [82] to overcome the problems of screen size and user focus. Both solutions 

worked well in specific applications, but more work is needed to determine when 

to apply them in more general terms. For the particular case of graphics rendition 

Suomela et al. came up with different views (2D, perspective, 3D) and provides a list 

of advantages and disadvantages for each one in a mobile setting [99]. In DynaMap we 

decided to offer 2D maps due to simplicity and the fact th a t users are accustomed to 

such maps. However it would be interesting to see how users behave when presented 

maps in the other views.

The diversity of the devices also means th a t there is more than  one way to interact 

with them. Nowadays the use of hardware buttons and touch-sensitive screens with a 

precise stylus seems to  be the norm, but we can expect new methods to  be developed 

like in the head-mounted display in the mobile authoring system of Baillot, et al. [6]. 

Often the same application can be run from a multitude of different devices like in the 

mobile Vindigo™ GIS application [16]. In th a t case the application must adapt to 

the changing constraints of each device, e.g. in the mobile navigation system of Baus 

et al. [10]. Fischmeister proposed in [35] a generic UI description language which is 

understood by all devices, which then knows how to generate such UI on themselves, 

hence alleviating the system ’s designer task. We were inspired by Fischmeister work 

and used a similar technique to gather system settings in DynaMap (see Section 

3.5.4). Rist et al. propose instead th a t graphics be modified on the fly to  fit different 

devices [88]. In any case, there will always be displays of all sizes with different user 

input techniques. This review process where old assumptions have to be reconsidered 

is refreshing, and will be pursued for some time.

Display size is by no means the only issue encountered by mobile and ubiquitous
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C H A P T E R  2. RELA TED  W O RK 12

system designers. To keep devices truly mobile they depend on wireless communi

cation technology. Although communication networks are never perfectly reliable, 

wireless communication suffers more from noise, slower speed, and interm ittent con

nectivity. Since most of the time application designers have little tha t they can do 

about which communication channel they can use, they have to instead look at ways 

to  reduce their dependability on data exchanges. The first step is to  reduce the 

amount of data to be transferred, and compression algorithms are often used, e.g. 

see [104] [16] in a mobile setting. Another solution is to modify the data  structures 

to be transferred in a way tha t enables them to be sent progressively, or in other 

words, th a t the first amount of data, sent can be used right away without having to 

wait for the completion of the transfer ([67] and [104] are theoretical and applied 

solution related to this technique). Radio streaming on the Internet is an example of 

a progressive data transfer where the data  is used by the application as it is received 

regardless of whether or not the transfer has completed or not. If the information 

being transferred is related to the user’s location, then there exist ways to cache the 

result of the transfer using cache replacement rules based on the delta from the user’s 

previous location [87]. The inverse consists of trying to predict the next location of 

the user and therefore trying to determine future data requests to be communicated. 

This technique known as prcfetching (or hoarding) reduces wait times experienced by 

the user due to data  transfers, if done successfully [66]. In addition, depending on the 

type of query made (e.g. shortest path  query) and on the type of data being retrieved 

(e.g. graph data, geometric data, etc.) one can take advantage of some of the latest 

results obtained in the field of external memory data  structures and algorithms [79] 

[21] [22] [4] [55] [44], In DynaMap simple communication optimization techniques are 

used such as caching the transm itted data, requested, and ad-hoc prefetching of map 

segments expected to be required in the near future.

There are many other issues related to mobile and ubiquitous systems for which 

researchers have provided solutions. We term inate this section with an overview of 

some of the ones we find to be the most interesting. First of all one of the most, 

basic problem is the one of finding a good hardware design for mobile devices. This 

is a, crucial part, of development, since everything else is built, on top of it. Schmidt,
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proposes the Smart-Its [93] as a standard hardware platform th a t can be integrated 

into any object tha t needs to become mobile and ubiquitous (application dependent; 

Schmidt uses the example of a cup). The Smart-Its optimized design offers wireless 

communication and low power consumption while providing decent processor power 

and memory storage. T hat brings us to another issue, the one of energy scarcity in 

mobile devices due to their reliance on battery power. As we know batteries can only 

supply energy for a bounded time period before recharging is needed. In order to 

increase the usability of an application one must take great care to preserve power 

and thus extend the time between charge ups. There is a new trend in the field of 

algorithms and data  structures to not only evaluate performance of various solutions 

by their speed of execution and their memory usage, but also by their impact on power 

resources. For example An et al. provides a study on “energy-performance trade-offs 

for spatial access methods on memory-resident data” [1]. Another issue is the one of 

service discovery. Since devices are mobile they cannot always rely on known resources 

to  complete their tasks. Instead they must adapt to new computing environments as 

they are being carried from one place to  another. Due to the impossibility to predict 

the configuration of every environment, a device must use a discovery protocol to find 

out what services are available. A number of protocols have been defined to provide 

such discovery process. These include SLP [57], HAVi [50], U PnP [73], and Jini [74], 

We refer to  [36] for a review of the work done on this topic. Finally there is the 

issue of privacy, which is quite relevant in this context since devices are often learning 

intimate facts about their users (e.g. their location) in the name of so called better 

technology integration. A number of authors have raised some issues in the fear tha t 

all the information pertaining to a user would fall in the wrong hands [31], while 

others have noticed th a t to gain acceptability, technology will have to demonstrate 

the benefits to the user for him /her to let go of h is/her private information [59] [17] 

[105] [7] [63]. We do believe this to be true, bu t we also note tha t in many cases of 

privacy breaches it did not m atter whether or not the best technology at preserving 

user privacy was being used, but whether the user took care at doing his/her best at 

preserving his/her privacy. We believe th a t it is the human who should be in control 

of which private information is being released.
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In any case, it was quickly observed tha t in order to achieve calm computing, 

computing th a t requires the minimal user’s attention, as referred by [108], applications 

running on mobile devices need to become more proactive in understanding the user, 

and his/her context.

2.2 .2  C on text-A w aren ess

Foundations

One key concept th a t emerged from mobile ubiquitous computing is the need to 

change the user’s relationship towards the m ultitude of tools available nowadays. We 

can no longer expect the user to learn or train  him /herself for each new mobile device 

th a t becomes available. Instead improvements must be made in key areas such as 

ease-of-use and peripheral output [108]. A user cannot handle many items if each one 

requires h is/her full attention. The onus is therefore on the technology to integrate 

more naturally into the user’s context of action. Besides calm computing [108], many 

other names are used to  describe the same concept such as invisible computing [80] 

and the disappearing computer [109] (listed here for reference only).

Schilit [91] first formalized the notion of user’s context and context-aware com put

ing in his research on the Xerox PARCTABS, which were first introduced by Weiser 

[107]. The tabs are palm-size hand-helds th a t can communicate with other nearby 

sm art tabs, pads, boards, etc. It was observed th a t the usability of the device de

creased quickly if the user had to reconfigure it every time it was brought into a new 

environment with different apparatus to communicate with. This has lead to the 

first definition of context-aware computing: “software th a t adapts according to  the 

location of use, the collection of nearby people, hosts, and accessible devices, as well 

as to changes to such things over tim e’' [91].

Not entirely satisfied with this rather technical definition, other researchers have 

tried to find a more general definition of what context and context-aware computing 

are. Of special significance is the work of Dev. Dey defined context as “any informa

tion that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity” and context-aware 

computing as “a system th a t uses context to provide relevant information and /or
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services to  the user, where relevancy depends on the user's task” [29]. These defi

nitions, which are based on the notion of relevance to the user, eliminate the need 

to enumerate the environment in which a user operates. Indeed, depending on the 

situation, context is as simple as a user profile composed of certain user’s preferred 

settings (font size, user’s mother tongue, etc.), while in other cases it may consist of 

more complex information like the user’s immediate computing surroundings (avail

able printers, internet access, etc.), or even historical information such as the past 

one hundred queries th a t the user made in his favourite search engine for example. 

What, information is worth to be labeled as relevant to the user is dependent on the 

current situation, and is consequently unbounded.

C on text C lassification

As the understanding of user context, and context-awareness became clearer, more 

work was conducted at defining the characteristics of context. For example, in their 

survey paper Chen and Kotz [17] differentiate between

Active Context Awareness: an application automatically adapts to dis

covered context, by changing the application’s behavior,

and

Passive Context Awareness: an application presents the new or updated 

context to an interested user or makes the context persistent for the user 

to retrieve later.

This distinction allows for different levels of context-awareness in an application. 

Barkhuus and Dey [7] offer a third level, tha t of 'personalization, which mainly consists 

of a deterministic number of settings th a t a user can set to h is/her liking.

Finally in his Ph.D. thesis, Schmidt [93] offers a three dimensional context cate

gorisation: Self (device state, physiological cognitive), Activity (behaviour, task), and 

Environment (physical, social). Table 2.2 presents examples of different context-aware 

systems classified by the above mentioned characteristics.
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Self A ctiv ity Environm ent

A ctiv e A cell phone tha t 
turns itself off before 
it runs out of battery

A navigation appli
cation th a t provides 
the simplest route 
when the driver is 
driving in a dense 
traffic area such as 
downtown

A PDA th a t auto
matically configures 
itself with the nearest 
printer

P assive A refrigerator tha t 
reminds the user to 
buy milk when the 
box of milk is almost 
empty

A word processor 
th a t recommends 
some preform atted 
documents when it 
finds out what kind 
of a document the 
user is writing (e.g. 
a professional letter)

A car that, reminds 
the user to slow down 
when it detects th a t 
the police is doing 
radar control in the 
area

Table 2.2: Examples of context-aware systems classified by their characteristics.

Context-awareness is currently at the center of much research work, and like any 

evolving technology it is easy to get lost in the various definitions and notations th a t 

are given. O ther names given to context-awareness include sentient computing [53], 

situated computing [54], and pervasive computing [15]. In this document we use the 

terms Mobile Ubiquitous Computing to refer to the emergence of smart, always on, 

and interconnected devices, and Context-Aware Computing to refer to the concept 

of integrating the user’s context as an integral part of a system ’s behaviour. W ith 

respect to context-awareness, we use the term  throughout this document as it is 

defined by Dey [29]. We also refer to  the categorisation of context given by Chen and 

Kotz [17], as well as Schmidt [93] (see Table 2.2).

The problem of understanding context and defining it did not prevent context- 

aware systems from being developed. After the auto-configuring tabs from Xerox 

PARC, many other projects followed. For example, in their work Nagao and Katsuno 

[75] used personalized mobile agents to implement what they termed the Hyperdialog 

tool. The tool enables two members, e.g. in a social gathering event, to exchange 

information digitally such as email addresses and/or websites, etc. But even more
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interesting is the capability of these mobile agents to  automatically communicate to 

each other, exchange information about their user, and search for other users in the 

proximity who might share common interests.

Of course, one of the most often cited context-aware system implementations is 

the GUIDE [19] project developed at Lancaster University. This particular project 

consists of a number of tablet PCs th a t can be borrowed from the Lancaster tourism 

office for use by tourists. These tablet PCs, which are each equipped with WLAN 

receivers, are running the GUIDE client application whose task is to assist the tourist 

in his/her visit of the city. A number of non-overlapping WLAN cells arc deployed 

around the city, which then provide two im portant items to the GUIDE system: 1- 

it allows the GUIDE client application to know in which part of town it is currently 

located by using the cell coverage map and, 2- it allows for within-cell broadcasts of 

local tourist information to the clients. Finally, an effort is being made at providing 

the users with tailored tourist information based on their profile, which they must 

enter in the system prior to using it.

C on text A cquisition

There are naturally many other context-aware systems th a t were implemented over 

the years, but it is outside the scope of this document to list them  all. However, 

the development of these systems helped identify many of the difficulties th a t one 

must face to build a context-aware application. One of the most basic problems is 

the one of acquiring context. Unless the only context used by an application is of 

type personalization (user profile, entered directly by the user once) otherwise a lot 

of work must be done for collecting context, interpreting it. and acting upon it.

Indeed, most software engineers will stop at this point in the reflection and ask 

themselves: “How do I go from the various abstract and encompassing definitions 

of context-awareness to an actual concrete implementation of such system?” . The 

answer to this very basic question is still open, and is the source of intense research 

activity.

The first step in realising context-awareness is to  find a way to model the user 

and his/her environment. To th a t effect, a number of solutions have been proposed,
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two of which have passed the test of time. First of all, Dey in his Context Toolkit 

[28] proposed tha t one should borrow from the widget metaphor, which is already 

used extensively in the world of graphical user interfaces. The widget metaphor is 

to encapsulate in a reusable piece of code, termed a “widget”. functionality that, is 

most likely to  be needed in multiple places. Every time the functionality is needed 

by an entity, that entity simply has to use the widget as a black box. In the context 

of a. GUI, widgets are used to encapsulate various user input mechanisms (text fields, 
radio buttons, drop-down boxes, etc). W idgets in the Context Toolkit represent a 

pre-defined piece of context to collect (either simple or complex, e.g. location or 

user’s intention). The benefits from using them are multifold. First, of all, a widget 

abstracts out the complexity of dealing with low-level sensors. For example, an ap

plication might, require to know the location of the user, in which case it would make 

use of a location widget. Since the interaction with such a widget is standardised, the 

application does not need to know how the user’s location is extracted from which 

sensor. Additionally, in the event th a t the actual underlying sensor were to be re

placed by say a more accurate one, the cont.ext-awa.re application would not. need to 

be modified as long as it makes use of the standardised widget, (which however must 

be replaced by one that, can deal with this new sensor). In Dey’s model, a context- 

aware application would have a “library” of context, widgets available to be used. 

The fact, tha t this model has been implemented, and tested in a number of scenarios 

explains its popularity [28]. One of the other benefits of the Context Toolkit is how 

it provides for a complete context architecture from context, acquisition, to context, 

encoding, and context, propagation. For a more in-depth overview of the Context 

Toolkit refer to  Section 4.1.1.

The second approach, proposed by Schmidt [93], is a bottom -up object, oriented 

view of the world. Schmidt, argues that, instead of trying to understand and model 

the whole set of entities that makes up the user’s context, one should instead focus 

on making each object a context provider based on the features of th a t object. An 

example is the MediaCup [11] where coffee mugs are equipped with sensors and circuit, 

boards which enables the cup to provide information about, itself such as current 

capacity, temperature, etc. The cup itself is indifferent to who uses this information
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th a t it provides, which is one of Schmidt's aims: to remove the need to model the 

complete world around the user. In order to achieve such a ubiquitous and context- 

aware environment, where each object is aware of its states and can provide them to 

the outside, Schmidt and his colleagues developed the component called the Smart-Its 

[93] th a t we introduced in Section 2.2.1. This small circuit board provides the most 

basic functionality for objects to become context providers.

The bottom -up approach of Schmidt does not necessarily contradict the widget 

m etaphor of Dev. They simply are two different models based on different assump

tions, and one could attem pt to bridge the two paradigms. One thing so far is 

common, however, and th a t is the central role of sensors in each model. This has 

often been criticized as being too simplistic and in somehow helping the current trend 

where most context-aware applications only make use of low-level context information 

(e.g. location, tem perature, current time, etc). Barkhuus proposed in [8] tha t a clear 

distinction be made between “User level” information, “Context level” information, 

and “Sensor level” information in any context-aware design and development.

C ontext In terp retation

Another issue when dealing with context information is the interpretation of context. 

Namely how to  use context and how to  draw appropriate conclusions from it. For 

example some cars nowadays offer an autom atic door locking mechanism as an extra 

security measure in case of accidents. Initially it was decided by the system designers 

th a t the doors should lock automatically after the engine had started. However there 

were cases when such behaviour was not wanted. For example a driver starts the car 

with the door opened and without shutting the engine steps out of the car closing 

the door to fetch something th a t s/he has forgotten to bring along. The result is 

th a t the car locks tire doors with the driver being outside of the car. Therefore effort 

is required in order to facilitate context interpretation at design time. Using Dey's 

Context Toolkit, a developer can build Aggregators and Interpreter widgets, whose 

aim is to respectively combine different pieces of context into one. and to deduce new 

context from previously acquired ones. There exist also advanced context inference 

engines based on artificial intelligence [65] as well a,s context fusion platforms [77]
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th a t can merge together context information coming from different sources whether 

or not they are contradicting each other.

C on tex t D istr ib u tion

The distribution of context consists of making available to the entities tha t requested 

it the newly acquired and interpreted context. Again we refer to Dey’s Context 

Toolkit as one possible solution to this problem. The toolkit is based on IP networks, 

allowing anybody with a network connection to have access to the widgets. A dis

covery protocol is used to perm it autom atic widget detection. Finally, the notion of 

the blackboard m etaphor [110], i.e. where the user’s entire context is available to all 

clients in a central fashion, is also supported via an extension. Indeed, the blackboard 

infrastructure is often assumed in the context-aware literature, but is achievable in 

practice only for systems working in a setting involving a few different pieces of con

text. We note at this juncture th a t the overall idea of using the network as the 

communication layer does not only allow each context provider to  run independently, 

but it also provides for a standard interaction procedure th a t facilitates the overall 

integration of the context-aware application with the outside world. The problem of 

global integration of independent systems is a major obstacle in the general effort to 

bring to life the concepts of mobile ubiquitous and context-aware computing [27].

C on text-A w aren ess U sab ility

Over the past few years new context-aware applications have evolved from merely 

sensor-based systems, into sm art and more advanced inference engines. For example 

refer to Marmasse [68] and similarly the work of Ashbrook [5]. In both cases they 

developed a learning mechanism used by their system to  discover places th a t are 

deemed relevant to the user. The inference is based on the user’s travel pattern, 

as well as the amount of time spent within a pre-defined radius. Once a location 

is discovered, the user is asked to confirm whether or not this place is relevant to 

him /her. and slowly a user-centered location model is built.

Recent research into the usability of context-awareness seems to  indicate th a t the
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current philosophy tha t “more context is better than less” does not equal increased 

usability. The problem mainly lies in how context-aware applications often take the 

user out of the control loop, when the intended objectives were to simply better 

integrate the application into the user’s everyday life [32], If the user is no longer 

the one tha t controls the application then tha t application must always correctly 

interpret the user’s context in order not to behave in ways th a t arc in contradiction 

with the user’s desires [7] [18]. However, it is well accepted th a t no m atter how 

advanced our technology is, it is still quite far from a truly intelligent system that 

can fully comprehend the human world (refer to the autom atic car locking system 

described previously as an example). Another issue is how to deal with uncertainty 

due to noisy context [18] [27]. Baillot et. al. [6] even recognised this to be a problem 

in their own system used for authoring physical environments. Finally, assuming we 

are dealing with accurate context information, then comes the difficult task of not 

making any error of interpretation [18]. Yet again, the general solution to all these 

usability problems comes from a return  to the basic principle of letting the user be in 

charge, since s/he  is the only one who can with certainty decide what the next step 

should be [32]. In other words, when in doubt, developers should favour the use of 

passive context, and keep active context for cases th a t are not dram atic if an error 

occurs.

It is im portant to emphasise at this point th a t most usability studies whose focus is 

on context-awareness show a high appreciation rate from users, despite the previously 

mentioned usability bugs. We give as example the GUIDE system [19], the WalkMap 

[99], the work of Brewster on overcoming lack of screen space with the use of sound 

[14], and the scenario-based usability study conducted by Barkhuus and Dey [7].

2.2 .3  L oca tion -B ased  S y stem s

User location is playing a key role in the world of mobile, ubiquitous, and context- 

aware computing. We only have to look at the acceptance criteria of location-based 

systems (LBS) as defined by Geake [39]:

• speed of delivery
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• completeness of delivered information

•  compactness or clarity of delivered information

• currency of delivered information

• relevance of delivered information

• simplicity of use

All these points are in line with the defining thoughts of context-awareness. There 

is in fact a movement in the research community which argues th a t location is too 

predominant in the research on understanding context-awareness, and th a t a more 

encompassing view of all possible contexts should be favoured [92] [28].

L ocation  A cquisition

A large number of applications are developed where user location is an input to  their 

system. An explanation for the growing popularity of LBS comes from the fact tha t 

user location can now be detected by computing systems in a variety of ways. Current 

location acquisition technology is divided into two sectors: 1- outdoors location and 

2- indoors location. The main reason for this physical dividing line is due to the 

difference in the coverage area for which the user's location must be detected. For 

most outdoors systems it is considered fine to provide location information within a 

few meters of precision, while some indoors systems require sub-centimeter accuracy. 

This can be explained by the observation th a t user location is a relative concept 

dependent on the coverage area. For example to locate the user within one or two 

meters in a coverage area of ten thousand square kilometers is considered accirrate, 

whereas the same precision in a twenty square meter room is not. Fortunately indoors 

environments tend to be much more controlled than outdoors ones. This gives more 

options to engineers in developing location obtainment technology. However, it is 

often forgotten tha t outdoors vs. indoors location represents fundamentally different 

types of information altogether. Indulska and Sutton [59] classify location information 

into three categories:
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• physical

• logical

• virtual

According to them, physical location comes in the form of some coordinate system, 

or frame of reference. Longitude and latitude, (x, y) coordinates, or “you are three 

meters away from the sensor’' are all examples of physical location. Logical location 

refers to  location in a logical location model. For example, a hierarchical location 

model based on the containment topological relationship (I am in the psychology 

lab, which in tu rn  is on the third floor of the social science building, which is...). 

Finally virtual location is defined as location information obtained from deducing 

or inferring location from other types of information. For example “Tom must be 

at home because I just called him on his land line” , or “Jack is in the psychology 

lab because he has just logged on to one of the workstations there” are examples of 

virtual location. W ith this type of location classification, we can see th a t outdoors 

LBS are more involved with physical location. Alternatively, indoors LBS deal more 

with logical location and are insensitive to whether this information was acquired 

directly from logical sources, or via a physical or virtual transformation.

There exist currently many ways to  acquire location information. It is an undis

puted fact th a t the most commonly used location technology for outdoors environ

ments is the global positioning system (GPS). In 1973 the U.S. departm ent of defense 

designed a system, based on radio signals sent via satellites, to determine the loca

tion of anyone on Earth with great accuracy. In 1978 the first, satellite was launched, 

and by the mid-1990s the system was fully operational with a total of twenty-four 

satellites. In order to obtain h is/her location, a user must have a GPS receiver, which 

must have access to the signals of at least four satellites. Due to the frequencies and 

amplitude of the signal emitted by the satellites, the receive:' must have line of sight, 

forcing the global positioning system to be used only outdoors, and in open areas. 

In addition, the U.S. military used to scramble the signals em itted by the satellites 

reducing the accuracy at which the receiver could pinpoint its location. This was 

done in fear tha t the technology could be used by enemies of the United-States, and
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was initially detrimental to making GPS a mainstream location acquisition system. 

However, some people tried to circumvent this loss in accuracy by planting at fixed 

known locations extra signal emitters. GPS receivers could be augmented to take into 

account the signals for these extra emitters in order to more accurately produce their 

own location. This system is known as the differential GPS (DGPS), and has been 

used in some of the earliest Location-based systems [101] [98]. The scrambling of 

the satellite signals has now been reduced to the point where high-end GPS receivers 

can obtain a location up to  two to three meters in accuracy. This level of precision is 

good enough for most LBS and studies have shown th a t the little bit of extra accuracy 

possible via DGPS is no longer relevant in most practical cases [94], Nowadays GPS 

is the most common position system for outdoors LBS and is therefore the location 

acquisition method of choice for several projects found in the literature ([85], [10] to 

name only a few).

However, GPS is not the only outdoors location acquisition system th a t exists. 

More and more location-based systems are using the cellular phone network to estab

lish the user’s location. The coverage area of cellular phone networks is defined by the 

union of the coverage areas of each individual deployed antenna. The area covered 

by an antenna has some geometrical shape, which can be approximated by measuring 

the strength of the signal, and analysing the impact of the topology of the terrain 

into which it is located. Since a cellular phone receiver communicates with only a 

single antenna at any given time, the one with the strongest signal, means th a t the 

location of th a t receiver is assumed to  be in the area covered by th a t antenna. In the 

best case, nowadays, the location of the receiver can be estim ated plus or minus fifty 

meters, in urban settings. Although th a t level of accuracy is still too low for most 

LBS, the fact th a t the same technology can be used for both communication, and for 

location acquisition makes it interesting. Among the positive points is a reduction 

in necessary external hardware, and a decrease in the energy7 required to run the 

overall system. Beside accuracy, there is however one more negative aspect to  this 

approach and that is the fact, tha t the user’s location is detected from a central entity. 

This central entity is the phone network adm inistration utility, which then knows the 

location of all the users. This setup raises prospects of privacy infringements.
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More recently, another approach is being investigated, and tha t is the one of 

assisted GPS (A-GPS). This technology came up with the passing of a US Federal 

Communication Commission (FCC) rule tha t stated tha t all wireless carriers had to 

be able to  provide geolocation of an emergency 911 call [33]. According to the rule, 

network-based solutions had to be accurate within one hundred meters sixty-seven 

percent of the time, and within three hundred meters in ninety-five percent of the 

time. Handset-based solutions had to be twice as accurate from the network-based 

solutions for the same percentage of the time [33]. It is at tha t time tha t the A-GPS, 

which is essentially the combination of the cellular phone with the GPS, was born. In 

th a t system, when satellite signals are sensed, the GPS functionality is used to provide 

location detection, with the help of the cellular phone network. This results in a more 

accurate positioning, similar to DGPS, and in one which requires less signal strength 

from the satellites. In cases when no satellite signal is detected, cellular phone network 

positioning is used with its limited accuracy. However, since GPS time can be used 

to  help establish a synchronized clock, the positioning precision of an A-GPS cellular 

phone is still better than  the one without GPS integration [33]. Since many LBS are 

already using both cellular phone networks as their communication carriers, and GPS 

for positioning, the arrival of the A-GPS seems like a natural evolution.

A current disadvantage of cellular-based phone networks is their limited avail

able bandwidth compared to other wireless communication technology such as 802.11 

WLAN [46]. Cell-phone companies are not yet ready to provide a high bandwidth 

wireless data  stream  to a large number of mobile and ubiquitous users, even with 

the upcoming of the new 2.5G and 3G protocols [23]. T hat scarcity of bandwidth 

resources is a direct consequence of its high price, making most LBS with on-demand 

data transfer features rather expensive to use. The need for a better and cheaper 

wireless communication stream has lead some to tu rn  to privately deployed wireless 

networks using IEEE 802.11 WLAN for example. T hat implies a significant amount 

of manual labour to deploy the antennas and any other required equipment in order to 

create the desired network. This however gives system operators a complete control 

over the coverage area of each antenna, and can therefore achieve a. fairly accurate
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positioning system in the same way tha t it is achieved for cellular-based phone net

works. Example of LBS which used tha t approach are the GUIDE system from the 

city of Lancaster, UK [19], and tha t of the MUSA-Shadow developed in Constance, 

Germany [35]. There are however a few trade-offs in using a private network: 1- The 

overall coverage of the network is limited due to the high cost of deploying it, and 

2- the energy burden which is put on the batteries running the devices using these 

high-bandwidth networks is high. Data transfers, and more particularly wireless ones, 

are indeed costly in terms of energy usage due to the increased voltage requirements 

th a t come with transm itting.

Note that, we are at a cross-point here since WLAN networks, when used as a 

location detection facility, may be used both in indoors and outdoors settings. In

deed, one of the most popular methods of providing location information indoors is 

through some kind of proximity sensor, like in the WLAN case. However proximity is 

usually detected at a much smaller range than  th a t of outdoors proximity detection. 

The first piece of work th a t started the location-based system movement was actually 

describing a new indoors location acquisition technique: the Active Badge developed 

in the Olivetti labs [105]. The system consisted of a network of infrared sensors de

ployed at various locations throughout the building. Users would be wearing a badge, 

whose signal could be detected by the sensors. The system was used by a telephone 

operator, who redirected calls to  the nearest phone where that, person’s location had 

been determined. Many other research projects subsequently used the Active Badge 

as their location detection technology. The main drawbacks of this system came from 

the infrared system, which provides, at the most, room level accuracy since an infrared 

signal bounces off walls and furniture. Similarly, radio frequency (RF) based systems 

have been developed, such as bluetooth [13], but their location detection capabilities 

are again limited. This time though it is for the opposite reason: RF signal goes 

through walls: therefore the emitters must limit the intensity of their signal so that 

it should not be picked up in other locations. This results in a. bothersome increase 

of RF sensors to detect these weaker signals in a continuously covered area.
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In an attem pt to solve all of these previously stated issues, the Olivetti research 

labs team  proposed yet another location acquisition system: the Bat Ultrasonic Lo

cation System . [106]. They used time measurements of sound pulses to establish a 

receiver's location. The system consists of at least three or more receivers fixed at 

known locations on the ceiling of a room. A transm itter, identifying a mobile user or 

object, then transm its a sound pulse picked up by the receivers. The receiver then 

evaluates the distance of tha t object to them by measuring the time taken between 

the emission of the pulse and its actual reception. A centralized system captures all 

these time intervals, and through multilateration calculations (like in the GPS case) 

determine the exact position, plus or minus fifteen centimeters, of the transm itter. 

The Bat Ultrasonic indoors location detection system is to date the most accurate one 

available. However it does suffer like its infrared, or RF counterparts, from potential 

privacy breaches since location is determined via a central administrative entity as 

opposed to from the devices themselves (whose location is to  be determined).

Although the wireless signal proximity sensing methodology is one of the most 

common ways to detect the user's location indoors, there are quite a number of other 

ways to do so. The most basic one is to let the user specifically confirm his/her 

location. The Maxim iButton  [56] is an example where a user gets near a reader with 

a computer chip embedded in a metallic button. T hat chip uniquely identifies the 

user, and the reader then recognises th a t the user is located at that, reader's position. 

This system has been used in the Context Toolkit [28], and other similar machine 

readable ID systems (e.g. bar codes ID tags being scanned) have been used in other 

cases [75]. Such system, although intrusive and providing only logical location, has the 

advantage of having an almost, non-existent, error rate. Among other types of indoors 

location systems we also note the Context-Aware Floor [93] were a floor is sensitive 

to the load being put. on it. Sensors are installed at. certain positions on the floor, 

and are capable of determining the location of a single moving entity. Although this 

method suffers from multiple limitations, it shows the level of innovation currently 

found in the held of LBS and context-awareness. For more location acquisition ways 

we refer to the survey on context-awareness by Chen and Kot.z [17].
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L ocation  M odels

Obtaining location of a user is only the first step of any LBS. The end goal is to 

actually act upon it; to change behaviour based on tha t information. In order to 

work with location, an application must first understand it. For this reason all LBS 

must define their location model. There are different ways to model location, and 

there are trade-offs between them. Therefore a, LBS designer must take good care of 

choosing a location model th a t satisfies the need of the system. Bauer et, al [9] have 

listed the following items as requirements of what a location model language should 

be able to do:

• describe the geometry of objects relative to different, coordinate systems,

• express symbolic information, e.g. names and descriptions of objects,

• express all possible relations between objects,

•  support the description of objects in different levels of detail and provide the 

means to express connections between sub-models in different levels of detail, 

e.g. containment.

To which we add the following communication requirement:

•  support transfer of information via the given communication channels.

Again, different location models will serve different purposes, and some location mod

els arc better at certain things than  others. For example, pure positioning is the 

location model of many LBS. For several LBS, exact, geometry and placement of ob

jects is what m atters the most, and such location models tend to be closely related 

to a certain coordinate system such as Longitude/Latitude and Cartesian systems. 

But exact location in space is not necessarily what m atters to  all applications. In 

certain cases what is important, is more the topological relationship between prede

fined locations such as in RAUM model of Beigl et. al [11]. Their model is based on 

a, hierarchical tree representation of the space. The parent-children relationship in 

the tree represents a topological relationship in the space. This specification of the
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actual topological relationship is defined at design time by the engineers of the LBS. 

as long as it has all the mathematical properties defined in [11]. A common example 

is the containment relationship where the root would be the parent of all things, e.g. 

the universe, and going down the tree means entering inside the space of the parent. 

Another example of a. location model is the Semantic Location proposed by Pradhan 

[84]. In his model the meaning of location is more im portant than its actual position, 

or than its spatial relationship to other places. Therefore he proposes a model based 

on uniform resource identifiers (UR1) which could include various contextual infor

mation about the place encoded (including possibly its position). He argues that, this 

way, a semantic web of locations is created, opening the door to current web tech

nology for accessing the information. He also argues th a t privacy issues disappear in 

his model due to  the anonymity of web users, and to the lack of possible inference on 

their actual physical location. Finally, Marmasse and Schmandt [68] came up with 

an interesting model, one th a t is based on the user’s im portant places. Based on 

previous latitude and longitude readings, they have developed a pattern  classification 

engine capable of extracting places relevant to the user based on the number of oc

currences the user has spent at these locations. Their m ethod used in the comMotion 

[68] system then asked to user to  confirm the importance of the newly found location, 

and to categorize it under certain criteria. Their idea is based on the notion tha t 

context should drive the model and not the other way around.

A pplied  LBS E xam ples

As we can see, a large amount of work has been done to  understand and improve 

location-based systems. Over the years a huge number of LBS have been brought to 

life; only a few of those are enumerated here. We refer to [28], [17], and [93] for an 

extended list of the work accomplished. We provide a sample of the most relevant 

work here, classified by different application types/objectives.

There is a large number of LBS's aimed at easing day-to-day tasks of office workers. 

We recall the “find-me” telephone operator service provided with the first indoors 

location acquisition technology: The Active Badge [105] (introduced earlier in this 

section). Similarly, Dey developed a few office related applications to  dem onstrate the
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benefits of his Context Toolkit in [28]. In particular there is the In /O ut board which 

detects who is in the building and who is not (actually based on the work of Xerox 

PARC [107]), and also the Intercom system which allows intercoms to be used on 

a one-on-one basis, based on the participants' location, as opposed to the broadcast 

scheme th a t we are accustomed to. Then there are also a few LBS prototypes aimed 

at improving a user’s shopping experience. For example there is the Shopping Jacket 

which alerts the user if s/he walks past of shop tha t might interest him /her [85], and 

similarly there is the M R M  Server which provides location/user aware advertisement 

via surrounding displays [61]. Proactive displays have also been used in other settings 

such as in conferences [72], The tour guide type of LBS has already been visited with 

the GUIDE system of Cheverst et al [19] as we have shown in Section 2.2.2. Along 

similar lines is the tourist guide of Simcock et al. which offer a smooth integration to 

different tourist areas as it is deployed by the system designers [94], Field engineers 

in the UK working in the utility industry in the public sector now have access to  a 

GIS mobile context-aware system. This application was developed in Manchester to 

increase efficiency of collaborative or single work among team mates [52], In case 

of emergency we might soon be located by just a few meters to  our actual position 

thanks to our A-GPS cell phone which would guide the rescue team  to  us [33]. The 

emergency team  might even be helped by a tailored navigation system for a rescue 

effort such as the one found in Montreal, Canada at Urgences Sante [90].

Most of the previously cited examples of LBS are in prototype stages, and still 

under research. There are however a number of already commercially available LBS 

on the market. For example, car navigation systems such as [58] have been offered 

for a while in high-end vehicles (see next section for more information on navigation). 

As well, certain personal digital assistant (PDA) computers, or cell phones, now offer 

information regarding services offer in your vicinity like in the Vindigo mobile device 

[16]. In any case, whether LBSs are in prototype stages or not, their usefulness has 

been studied and documented [63] [45], and are destined to grow both in number of 

services available, but also in the value th a t these services bring us.
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2 .2 .4  N av iga tion

D efin ition

Navigation is defined as “The theory and practice of navigating, especially the chart

ing of a course for a ship or aircraft’' by The American Heritage Dictionary of the 

English Language. They also define navigating as “To plan, record, and control the 

course and position of (a ship or aircraft)” . Our understanding of navigation goes 

along the same lines, with the exception of having no limitation on the type of vessel 

used (ship, aircraft, car, on foot, etc.). Our definition of navigation therefore is: 

Navigation: The act of planning, recording, and controlling the course and posi

tion from a known starting location, to a known arrival location.

The task of navigation is therefore well suited to be assisted via a mobile ubiquitous 

and context-aware system, and th a t is because of three reasons:

1. User’s location is central to the task of navigation. It is also part of the user’s 

context.

2. As a user is navigating, therefore moving into some environment, only a light 

and self-sufficient, hence mobile device can be carried around to help with the 

task at hand.

3. Beside location, Baus et al. [10] have shown th a t other contextual informa

tion about the user is essential to provide him /her with tailored navigation 

instructions. They give the example of navigation instructions given to a time- 

pressured business man, versus the ones given to a more relaxed tourist (see 

also Nivala in [78] for other examples of how context can influence navigation).

A pplied  E xam ples

It is therefore not a surprise tha t there are quite a few already developed mobile 

ubiquitous and context-aware navigation systems. We have in fact already mentioned 

th a t in-vehicle navigation syst ems have been around for a while already in high end 

cars [58]. One of the first navigation applications is the map-in-the-hat of Thomas et
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al. [101] where a user, having previously entered a number of waypoints to be followed, 

is given through a head-mounted display the status of the orientation/position to the 

next waypoint. Although limited, their application was a pioneer in the field. Later 

Tarkiainen et al. [100] developed a turn-by-turn pedestrian navigation system to be 

used bv WAP browsers (e.g. on cell phones). User location was entered manually, 

arid so was the confirmation th a t the last step was accomplished. That aside, the 

simplicity of their application, and the care taken to provide pedestrian-tailored route 

information proved to be a success among the users. Then came the work of Baus 

et al. [10] with the R E A L  system, which they portrayed as being resource-adaptive. 

Consisting of both  an indoors (infrared sensors) and an outdoors (GPS) component, 

the R E AL  system offered to date the most context-aware navigational features. For 

example route description is tailored according to  screen resolution, size, and colour 

capabilities, and as well to  location accuracy, user orientation, and user speed. Finally, 

the work of Suomela et al. [99] consists of the WalkMa/p. a navigation tool whose 

focus is on map visualization. They experimented with three different views of the 

geographic data: birds-eye view, perspective view (like birds-eye view but at a fixed 

angle other than  90 degrees), and virtual view (full three dimensional rendition of 

the data). They argued th a t the perspective view suffered the most from location 

acquisition inaccuracies, and favoured the virtual view as it was more general, and 

could always be used to simulate the other two if the user preferred them. On that 

note there is also the work of Harrie et al. [48] who developed a fish-eye-view of 

map data. Fish-eye views are well known in virtual environment navigation since 

they distort the resolution of the viewed data so that, the center is viewed at a higher 

resolution then the edges. This provides a high level of detail at the center (where 

the user is), and a lower level of detail as we move away from the user’s location. 

Therefore at the same time the user is provided with a local and a global view of 

his/her surroundings, at the expense of having a distorted view of the environment. 

It has not yet been shown whether, in the context of real world navigation, users like 

fish-eye-view rendering of maps. Additional context-aware applications th a t assist 

users in their navigational tasks are not listed here since it is not the focus of this 

thesis.
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There are however many human cognitive aspects tha t must be taken into con

sideration when one wants to assist someone navigates. Especially in the case of 

pedestrian navigation, where there are a. few characteristics tha t are of particular im

portance. Suomela et al. [99] identified the skills required for a successful navigation

8.-SI

•  the ability to locate oneself on a map,

• the ability to recognise the destination,

•  the ability to  plan and execute the route to the destination.

For example, in their work on the turn-by-turn WAP-based navigation system [100], 

Tarkiainen et al. mentioned th a t pedestrian users had difficulties to  evaluate dis

tances, especially large distances. They also realised th a t landmarks are essential

in pedestrian navigation instructions. These observations are confirmed in a more 

formal study done by May et al. [69] where the following guidelines for pedestrian 

navigation where drawn:

1. Use landmarks in navigation instructions.

2. Distances and street names are not easily understood.

3. Offer redundant information for confirmation purposes.

4. Street names are perfectly acceptable to  be used as confirmation information.

5. There is no need to provide the “next” instruction a long time in advance.

These recommendations are of high value, and might help in the generation of future 

geo-datasets oriented towards pedestrians. In a similar effort Corona and W inter [26] 

[25] proposed a unified ontology for pedestrian navigation. Their approach consisted 

of first finding the central concepts of pedestrian navigation. They then used the 

lexical tool Word.Net1 to obtain a categorization into families by abstraction, and

'http://www.sogsci.princeton.edu/~wn/
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hierarchical dependencies. They adopted the Navigation Markup Language (NVML) 

as the structure of their ontology.

The general consensus is tha t landmarks are a critical component of any pedestrian 

navigation. But what is a landmark, and what makes a landmark good for naviga

tional purposes? According to Sorrows and Hirtle: “landmarks in navigation serve a 

different purpose by identifying choice points where navigational decisions are made, 

identifying the origin and destination points, providing verification of route progress 

and influencing expectations, providing orientation cues for homing vectors and sug

gesting regional differentiating features” [95]. Their criteria for a good landmark are 

defined by its distinctiveness, its prominence, its accessibility, and its prototypicality. 

Vinson proposes th a t virtual environments follow the below suggestions in order to 

improve navigability [103]:

1. It is essential th a t the virtual environment contains several landmarks.

2. Include all five types of landmarks (path, edge, district, node, reference point) 

in your virtual environment.

3. Make your landmarks distinctive.

4. Use concrete objects, not abstract ones, for landmarks.

5. Landmarks should be visible at all navigable scales.

6. A landmark must be easy to distinguish from nearby objects and other land

marks.

7. The sides of a landmark must differ from each other (for orientation).

8. Landmark distinctiveness can be increased by placing other objects nearby.

9. Landmarks must carry a common element to distinguish them, as a group, from 

data objects.

10. Place landmarks on major paths and at path junctions.

11. Arrange paths and edges to form a grid.
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12. Align the landmarks main axes with the path/edge grids main axes.

13. Align each landm ark’s main axes with those of the other landmarks.

Although it might not be possible for a designer to follow each single suggestion when 

defining her virtual environment (e.g. a pedestrian data visualisation), but each little 

bit done to help improve navigability of tha t environment will increase general user 

acceptance of the overall system. Finally, we report on the work of Hampe and Elias 

on landm ark autom atic extraction [47]. They developed a data-mining algorithm th a t 

identifies which entities can be used as landmarks for pedestrian navigational instruc

tions using the German authoritative topographic cartographic information system 

(ATKIS) data set. Gartner [37] even suggests th a t entities identified as landmarks in 

the real world should also include proximity sensors. This would serve two purposes: 

1- to  provide location information to the user and, 2- to confirm whether the user is 

on track with the navigation instructions provided.

M obile C artography

Navigation entails th a t users build some sort of mental model of the space th a t they 

are traveling in. Maps and the field of cartography in general have always been helpful 

assistants in providing navigators with a be tter understanding of their environment. 

According to  Steiner: “Cartography is the art, science and technology of making 

maps together with their study as scientific documents and works of a rt” [97]. A new 

sub field is now emerging: Mobile Cartography to help discover the various details in 

mobile map display/behaviour th a t makes them  more useful to  the eyes of their users. 

Reichenbacher says that: “mobile cartography deals with theories and technologies of 

dynamic cartographic visualisation of spatial data  and its interactive use on portable 

devices anywhere and anytime under special consideration of the actual context and 

user characteristics” [86]. He claims th a t the user and his/her context need to  be 

central in mobile cartography, which is akin to  the example in route description given 

by Bans et al [fO] (quoted previously at the beginning of this section).

A particular issue being at the center of a. small controversy is the actual position 

on the device’s screen of the user's current location. This information is normally
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displayed as some kind of “You Are Here” (YAH) symbol. Some people argue tha t 

the environment (map) should be static, and the YAH symbol should move as the 

user travels in the space. The tourist guide application of Simcock et al. [94] is an 

example of this scheme. However in general it is difficult to adopt this scheme since 

in most cases it is impossible to fit on the screen the entire map data. The standard, 

which was for a long time to put the user at the center of the screen and update 

the screen according to the user new locations, is now being challenged. More and 

more people are arguing th a t the user should instead be located on the bottom  third 

of the screen so th a t two thirds of the screen are dedicated to what is currently in 

front of the user, and only one third to what is behind (and thus cannot be seen) 

[38]. However not everyone agrees with this, like Suomela et al. [99;, where in their 

WalkMap application they have put the YAH symbol at the bottom  quarter mark 

of the screen, leaving three quarters of screen real estate for what is in front of the 

user. There are even some who argue th a t since a mobile navigation application is 

about helping the user understand her surrounding environment in order to  get to 

her destination then the YAH symbol should literally be at the bottom  of the screen 

[112]. In this way only what the user sees in front of him /her is displayed on the 

device’s screen. We argue tha t this aspect of visualisation should be decided by users 

themselves. For example, under different circumstances (context) a user might prefer 

to  be placed at the center of the screen at certain times, and in the bottom  th ird  of 

the screen at other times.

Another interesting viewpoint coming from mobile cartography is th a t displayed 

maps should be rotated to fit. the user’s current heading (head-up) vs. a North-up 

map which is never rotated. Gartner reports th a t the results of a study conducted 

by Radoczky shows th a t eighty-six percent of all participants preferred the head-up 

oriented map. as opposed to only nine percent who preferred the North-up map [37]. 

We note th a t the authoring system of Baillot, et al. [6] as well as the REAL system of 

Bans et al. [10] used head-up maps. In their weather forecasting for ships Hartigan 

uses a north-up map, but argues th a t had the system supported it, they would have 

rather used a head-up map [49]. Not all is fine however with head-up maps as reported 

by Suomela et al. [99]. They have noticed th a t in their WalkMap system th a t users
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were complaining of constantly rotating maps due to insignificant change in their 

heading. They solved th a t problem by requiring a change in user’s heading of at least 

ten degrees in order to generate a new map rotation. Again we argue tha t the user’s 

context should be used to determining whether a map needs to be rotated 011 not. We 

provide in Chapter 5 a study 011 different possible map rotation algorithms developed 

in DynaMap and give the results of a usability study measuring in which context is 

a given algorithm more relevant.

2.2 .5  G eographical In form ation  S ystem s

Navigating in the real world implies using real world data. Geographical information 

systems (GIS) is a m ature field, which specializes in representing and analysing the 

geographical world in which we live in. Roger Tomlinson, known as the father of 

GIS [41], literally helped create the field of GIS in 1963 by leading the Canadian 

geographical information system (CGIS) project. Since then this field has progressed 

tremendously. New data structures and algorithms were invented to deal with the 

intrinsic requirements of spatial data. We are now better at storing, indexing, per

forming complex computations such as overlays and shortest path queries. Advances 

in a number of related fields like computational geometry, graph theory, and par

allel computing is in part the reason why we can perform such complex operations 

efficiently. GIS, due to the increased availability of data, tend to be bulky, resource 

intensive, rich in features, and complex to operate. These have proven to be an 

obstacle in trying to bring GIS more accessible to the m ainstream  user.

M obile GIS

W ith the advent of mobile ubiquitous and context-aware LBS, there was yet another 

reason to make GIS applications thinner and more accessible. This is not a straight

forward process and many issues need to be resolved. One problem resides in the big 

gap between the large scale computer systems normally running GIS vs. the thin and 

mobile clients used by LBS. A decision has to  be taken regarding the roles of each
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entity. We know it is impossible to  simply rely on the mobile devices to do every

thing; similarly the GIS servers, even with all of its processing power, cannot do all 

the work and simply use the LBS devices as dumb terminals. This would overtax the 

GIS servers, and would result in large delays while data is being transm itted back and 

forth. At the same time current systems must take into consideration the expected 

increase in processing power of mobile devices in the future. Perhaps a system where 

roles be easily moved between the GIS server and the thin client is the long term 

solution. Even for simple things such as the visualization of data, we realise that 

work must be done in order to overcome the lack of screen space. In th a t specific 

case Oviatt provides an interesting insight into the use of other types of interfaces 

than just graphical ones to interact with maps (e.g. speech recognition) [82], We also 

refer to V irrantaus et al. [104] and to  a lesser extent to Stockus et al. [98] for a more 

in-depth discussion on the problems in bridging the technological gap between GIS 

and mobile ubiquitous and context-aware LBS.

A pplied  E xam ples

Most location-based systems out there th a t display the user’s location on some kind 

of map rely on GIS data. However, beyond this simple example of GIS-LBS collabo

ration, there are a number of applications th a t have achieved, with success, to  bring 

more advanced GIS features to  mobile clients. We first note the work of Hope et al. 

[52] where they have designed a mobile context-aware GIS for the utility industry in 

the UK. Their aim was to  increase fault restoration response time of workers without 

compromising their safety. Their system makes use of an advanced GIS containing 

data on the utility resource network (e.g. electricity lines) th a t could be queried re

motely by the workers. Another example of GIS-LBS collaboration is the mobile local 

marine weather forecasting of Hartigan [49]. Their system called the Maritime Now- 

casting Service (MNS) consists of a full GIS marine weather forecasting lab, a wireless 

transmission mode (2G or satellite), and a collection of service subscribers (ships at 

sea) each equipped with thin clients. Based on the client location, MNS provides 

them with real-time up-to-date on-demand weather forecast and weather alarms for 

their area. Finally, in yet another example of GIS-LBS collaboration we introduce
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the work of Baillot et al. [6] where this time a client device is used to acquire on

site geodata, and subsequently feed a bigger GIS system. Their mobile authoring of 

physical models system suffers from inaccuracies in their acquisition mechanism, but 

nonetheless the idea of using a LBS as a GIS data acquisition clients is interesting.

Geographical information systems still have a long way to go before they become 

fully mobile compliant, but the recent work shows th a t advances are made at a fast 

rate. More work needs to be done on standardizing GIS server databases access, 

and queries. Standardization is an engineering tool to facilitate exchange of expertise 

between system designers. This is the topic of our next section.

2 .2 .6  W h a t’s N ex t

The field of mobile ubiquitous context-aware systems is quite young and suffers from 

growing pains. At the moment most of the work published comes in the form of 

prototypes or new ideas worth considering. Slowly we see the light at the end of this 

sometimes incoherent tunnel, and progress is made to drive the field further than  the 

“prototype” stage.

A pplied  E xam ples

The work of Fischmeister et al. [35] [34] is an example where a good system design 

was one of their prim ary objectives. They built a software agent architecture for 

LBS which is modifiable/adaptive, scalable and fault-tolerant. They used Java to 

implement their decentralized architecture in order to  allow code mobility. Another 

interesting piece of work is the tour guide utility of Simcock et al. [94] which focuses on 

extensibility. They design their system so tha t users can easily modify the spatial data  

being used, and the tours being proposed. We are still far from autom atic adjustm ent 

to  the environment, but this is a step in the right direction. Finally we would like 

to point out the work of Yau and Karim [114] in designing a middleware for context- 

sensitive communication. Their concept was to extend the CORBA-ORB (from the 

Object Management Group (OMG)) to  support multi-platform, across programming 

languages context-sensitive communication. It is unclear however at this point how
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much current mobile devices can support CORBA code and an ORB with its heavy 

network protocol considering the cost of wireless communication. T hat aside, the 

adoption of an architecture like CORBA comes with the credibility of the OMG.

Softw are A gents

According to the American Heritage Dictionary, an agent is One empowered to act 

for  or represent another. Although this definition makes sense when one thinks about 

travel agents or real estate agents, it fails to truly characterize software agents since 

the notion of “empowered” or “representative” is unclear in the realm of computer 

processes.

Software agents have also been described as an arrangement of one or more classes 

with a specific goal, where a class is an object-oriented programming concept. This 

concept known as Agent-Based Software Engineering [40], although interesting, is too 

restrictive to characterize software agents in general. The principles by which agents 

are defined may serve as a good m etaphor whose purpose is to help software designers 

in their tasks.

We provide here the characteristics th a t are commonly found in software agents 

and th a t are the most widely agreed upon [113].

A u ton om ou s To be autonomous means th a t the software agent can act on its own 

initiative.

P ersisten t A software agent is an entity tha t evolves over time. As opposed to 

traditional programs, a. software agent does not have a fixed objective, which, 

once reached, denotes the term ination of computation. A software agent has a 

persistent goal (e.g. finding good stock prices on the stock market, setting up 

meeting times for the user, etc).

A dap tive Some software agents may be adaptive in the sense th a t there can be 

behaviour changes as their environment changes. This concept borrows from 

the Al field, in particular algorithmic learning and reasoning.
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P ro -A ctiv e  Some software agents may take pro-active actions according to the cur

rent state of their environment. In other words these agents will take action in 

anticipation of incoming events.

Social A software agent is said to be social if it interacts in some ongoing fashion 

with entities in its environment. These entities for example could be other users 

or some other agents, etc.

M obile This characteristic is truly optional. A mobile software agent is one th a t 

can move itself (behaviour and data) to other hosts, which could be the same, 

or some other platform.

W ith these characteristics in mind we envision what a software agent, is. According 

to  [113] a software agent is “a computer system, situated in some environment, th a t is 

capable of flexible autonomous action in order to  meet its design objectives” . It is not 

necessarily acting or representing some user or some thing, although it may, but it is 

always acting on behalf of a persistent goal. It does so in a way th a t is autonomous, 

reactive, sometimes adaptive, sometimes pro-active, sometimes social, and optionally 

mobile. W hat differentiates a software agent from the average computer program is 

the objective it is trying to  achieve. The objective of a software agent consists of an 

ongoing task which, if it were not for the presence of a software agent, would require 

intensive resource usage. We could say th a t a software agent is a computer program 

involved in a slave relationship towards its task. A good software agent, is one who 

works towards its objective in a m anner described by the six properties we mentioned 

above.

Software agents have been the focus of intense discussions as to whether they 

should be seen as being a breakthrough for the advancement of context-awareness. 

Reichenbacher says: “Future research in mobile cartography includes the tasks of 

automatic information search and retrieval supported by mobile intelligent agents” 

[86]. There are two projects where software agents wTere used to  accomplish the task 

at hand. First, one of the earliest context-aware systems by Nagao and Katsuno 

is their work on “situation-aware personalized mobile agents” [75]. They used the 

Java based agent programming system and language (APSL) to create a platform of
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agents representing users. These agents would be responsible for carrying tasks on 

behalf of their users, according to their user's current location. For example a user 

agent, could perforin queries on the library search engine on behalf on the user, and 

provide the results to th a t user when s/he gets to the library. Fischmeister et al. 

also used agents in designing the MUSA-Shadow  agent, platform for location-based 

systems [35] [34], In their system the}' model the user world into a virtual world of 

agent, anchor points corresponding to locations the user could go to. Once a user 

went to  such a location, its assigned agent, moved (using the code mobility features 

of java agents) to  the anchor point corresponding to th a t location. From that, anchor 

point the agent, discovered the services offered at th a t location and through context,- 

awareness on its user, registered only to  the services deemed relevant,. We note that, 

so far the world of software agents is closely tied to the Java programming language. 

Indeed, an interesting agent, platform known as Java, Agent DEvelopment Framework 

(JADE) [83], and its mobile light, weight, extension: LEAP have achieved a comfort 

level in terms of developer acceptance and appreciation.

Softw are U sab ility

Finally we have observed th a t the one software engineering field th a t thrives in mo

bile ubiquitous context-awareness computing is definitely the one of software usability. 

The user experience being such an im portant focus, this comes with little surprise. On 

that, note we list here some of the work where a usability study has been performed. 

First of all, the GUIDE system has been tested for different purposes, first, from a, user 

appreciation perspective [19], then from a, comparison between active and passive con

text, [20]. User perceived lost of control, and its occurrence in context-aware software 

was the center of the research of Barkhuss and Dey in [7]. The research conducted 

by Kaasinen arrives at similar results: too often in context-aware applications is the 

user taken out, of the control loop [63]. Many authors have expressed their doubts 

about, the claimed benefits of mobile ubiquitous context,-aware computing. We can 

think of Cheverst et ah [18]. Davies and Gellersen [27], as well as Erickson [32]. In 

terms of usability studies performed on current mobile ubiquitous and context-aware 

application, some results have been obtained. Brewster showed how users found tha t
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sound could supplement graphics to make up for the lack of screen real estates in 

small displays [14], and along a similar line of thoughts O viatt showed how more effi

cient were users in using multimodal interfaces (speech and graphics) to interact with 

dynamic maps [82], Research conducted by Suomela et al. came to the conclusion 

that users did not prefer a perspective view to a map in a navigation context [99]. 

Finally a study on field experiments to evaluate mobile guides by Goodman et al. 

proposes a number of suggestions in order to obtain adequate usability results [45].

As shown in this chapter a lot of work has already been accomplished in the fields 

of mobile ubiquitous computing, context-awareness, and navigation. W ith the pro

liferation of devices and the advances in wireless communication technology, we are 

slowly entering the post-PC era. We have a better understanding of what defines user 

context and of the issues related to  its integration in applications. We see repercus

sions of this new knowledge everywhere, including in navigation, where a number of 

new tools are being proposed. This has lead researchers to further study what infor

mation is more relevant when providing navigation instructions to a user in different 

settings (pedestrian, driver, at the mall, etc). Finally geographical information sys

tems are becoming more light weight and thus more mobile. There are still a number 

of outstanding issues however, such as how to integrate together many of the solutions 

presented in this chapter. There is little concrete help offered to  system designers, 

which often end up re-doing everything from scratch. We also have little knowledge 

about the usability of many of the mobile GIS solution proposed. In an attem pt to 

answer some of these questions we introduce in the next chapter DynaMap , a proto

type application th a t offers real-time map visualization services integrating the user 

context.
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Vast amount of research is carried out in areas related to mobile and ubiquitous 

computing. However, we observe th a t even though a lot of progress has been achieved 

in specific domains, there are still many issues and problems of incorporation and 

implementation of ubiquitous computing solutions. The way current context-aware 

systems are being implemented is still following the “prototype” model where issues 

are addressed on a case-by-case basis, saying little on how to solve them in a general 

setting [27].

We now have access to state of the art acquisition of location technology for both 

indoors and outdoors environments (see Section 2.2.3). We also have a much better 

understanding of how to  model context and on how to  integrate it into the user’s 

workflow in a way th a t minimizes usability problems (see Section 2.2.2). Finally we 

better understand the impact of working in a mobile environment, with lim itations on 

the available processing power, available memory, screen real estate, and communica

tion bandwidth (see Section 2.2.1). However there has not been a formal statem ent 

made, to the best of our knowledge, on how to  integrate these independent solutions 

into a fully featured mobile system ’s design th a t works in the real world. We would 

like such design to be as generic as possible without loosing its usefulness in the 

abstraction process, and also w ithout compromising performance.

44
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We introduce in this chapter the DynaMap application. This application provides 

to  a pedestrian user personalized navigation services. We further constrained the 

domain to  th a t of a student user in a campus environment. From this applied problem, 

we propose a system design tha t meets the requirements. We demonstrate, at the 

same time, how the proposed design is generic enough to be applied to other mobile 

ubiquitous and context-aware applications by addressing issues related to spatial data  

handling in a mobile environment. As a proof-of-concept we implemented our design 

and tested its functionalities with real users.

In this chapter we look at the DynaMap application under many angles, namely 

its history, its aim, its environment, its design, and its usage. We show how Dy- 

naMap’s conception consisted of many im portant design decisions, unveiling the true 

complexity hidden in the system. But first, in order to  better understand the context 

around DynaMap, we start with a fictitious scenario where a student named Charlie 

uses an application likeDynaMap in his daily routine.

3.1 One Scenario

Charlie is a first year student at Edulearn 1 University. He just moved into the city 

for his studies and is excited about his new life. There are many new things th a t 

Charlie must adjust to: the new city, the new campus, more advanced studies, new 

people, etc. To assist him, he decided to  bring along with him his Personal Digital 

Assistant (PDA), which is equipped with a GPS.

He downloaded a special software system from the University’s website which is 

aimed at easing the transition of new students to University life. The software system 

includes a map of the campus and a navigation tool, which helps students to reach the 

different buildings on campus. From tim e to  time the software system accesses the 

Internet and updates itself with new information. For example, the software knows 

Charlie’s class schedule. It reminds him of an upcoming assignment or of a class th a t 

got cancelled. W hen a book th a t he borrowed from the campus library is due back, 

the system sends a reminder to Charlie. The application also knows th a t he rents a

1fict.ional nam e
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room in the residences, and offers him information about services tha t are available 

to  him, such as cafeteria hours and menu, study rooms, school sponsored events, etc.

Initially, the software enabled Charlie to be on time for classes. When Charlie 

needed to  get to  his next classroom, it provided him with navigation instructions 

overlaid over the displayed campus map. As Charlie gets more familiar with the 

campus, he relies on the system to inform him whether his usual path is blocked 

by some hazard or construction work (e.g. stairs closure in the winter time), and is 

presented with alternate routes. At night, when it is raining, or when it is cold out, 

the application provides him with navigational cues on how to avoid being outdoors 

by using the University tunnel system. Charlie is also impressed th a t the map changes 

according to the time of the day. For example, in the morning buildings with coffee 

shops are highlighted. Around noon, buildings th a t serve food are displayed using a 

different colour. And in the evening, the location of on-campus pubs and recreational 

areas are shown.

T h a t’s not to  mention the personalization capabilities of the software. Charlie’s 

friends have different ring tones for the various alarms of the applications (assignment 

deadlines, class cancellation, etc). Charlie found it confusing to have blinking items 

on the campus maps, so he opted to have highlighting by a colour scheme, which 

he finds visually pleasing. He provided his own icons for each of his classes, so they 

reflect his opinion about the course, or the professor teaching it. It became a bit of 

a competition among his friends to  come up with the funniest icons for the classes 

they share. Charlie would not consider for a minute to stop using the application he 

downloaded. It is simply too useful to give up.

3.1 .1  A n  ap p lica tion  to o  good  to  b e true?

Not too long ago such a scenario, as described in the previous section, would have 

been classified as a work of science fiction, or at least as embellished reality. However 

today such a system does not sound so esoteric anymore.

From a conceptual point of view we can recognise many models from this scenario. 

First of all there is a notion of ubiquity since the functionality of’ the system is
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available at all times throughout the campus. The application always knows about 

changes in the cam pus’ physical and logical layouts, as well as changes in the user’s 

preferences or behaviour. It is also always there to provide assistance to Charlie. 

The argument for context-awareness is also quite explicit. We note how Charlie’s 

current location, his travel habits, his class schedule, the time of the day, or even 

the current weather all have an influence on the behaviour of the system. Campus 

navigation is one of the features of the program, and the user’s current location 

can be used as a starting point. T hat alone makes the application location-based. 

In addition, it also knows about Charlie’s im portant places on campus such as the 

residences, his classrooms, the library, etc. Of course, to maintain such a dynamic 

information system, based on spatial properties of the campus, there must be a GIS in 

the backend. We also note th a t the application is personalized to Charlie. Someone 

else using Charlie’s application on Charlie’s PDA for the first time would find the 

behaviour unpredictable, user-unfriendly, or even useless. T hat could be solved if the 

user is abstracted out from the application via the notion of personal software agents. 

The agents, representing a user, would be responsible for moving themselves onto 

whichever applications their user is currently accessing. As we can see, the previously 

described scenario relates to most of the research fields we have touched in Section 

2 . 2 .

From a technical point of view, we can see th a t such an application is now feasible. 

First of all there is the communication component. We see th a t the system can work 

offline, as long as it had a chance to update itself at least once (upon download for 

example). However, in order to remain up-to-date, then a wireless network, such as 

the IEEE 802.11 standard [46] could do the job (since we are talking about a limited 

area consisting of the campus). From a location acquisition point of view, we know 

for a fact, that, GPS can interact with most PDAs nowadays, so this is not a problem. 

There is the issue of indoor location acquisition for which there are also a number 

of possibilities (see Section 2.2.3). Finally, in terms of power consumption, we note 

th a t now most PDAs can last a few days without recharging. In terms of processor 

load, then again, most PDAs nowadays have enough processor power for real-time 2D 

graphics, and shortest-path computations on limited da ta  sets. So from a technical
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point of view, the previously mentioned scenario is practically feasible.

From a software engineering point of view, we can see that the challenge resides 

in bridging the required proposed solution mentioned in Chapter 2 into one complete 

integrated system. In order to  have a system th a t is modular, easily maintainable, 

scalable, and powerful, care must be taken in the design.

3 .1 .2  T h e em ergen ce o f  D yn aM ap

It is after imagining many scenarios such as the one described previously (other 

scenarios include tourist guide application, collaborative fire-fight.er units system, 

multi-tier meeting scheduler, etc) th a t we came up with the project of developing 

DynaMap as a research project. W hat was originally assigned as an honours project 

to further investigate the implementation issues of such ideas2 quickly grew into the 

work presented in this document. The original applied problem was to implement a 

small navigation application to run on a PDA [42]. The application was to display 

the user always centered on the screen, and the map always rotated according to the 

user’s orientation. Due to  the number of ways in which this project could be achieved 

the work completed was mainly to  do research on how to concretely solve this applied 

problem, such as finding the best hardware configuration.

At the time the chosen platform was the Casio Cassiopeia E-200 for its physi

cal properties (storage capacity, processor power, colour display, and the number of 

available peripheral input slots) as well as for its advanced operating system (multi 

threading): Windows CE 3.0 from Microsoft Corporation. The chosen GPS was the 

eTrex Summit from Garmin due to its price and its incorporation of an electronic 

compass th a t provided orientation independently from location (see Figure 3.1 to see 

the initial hardware). After the hardware was chosen and purchased, a GPS connec

tion was programmed, as well as the parser to  extract the needed information from 

the G PS’ output. The general m ulti-threaded design of the application was provided 

with little implementation however. A general description of future issues to be dealt 

with was also provided.

2The scenarios and proposed ideas were the  result of personal discussions between m em bers of 
the IMA research group
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F igu re  3.1: In itia l H ard w are  used  by  DynaMap

A fte r th e  com p le tio n  of th e  h o n o u rs  p ro je c t we decided to  e x ten d  th e  w ork in to  a 

re search  p ro jec t. T h e  w ork consisted  of im p lem en tin g  th e  basic layers of th e  nav iga

tio n  ap p lica tio n . T h e  G PS  connec tion  a n d  p a rse r  w ere in c o rp o ra te d  in to  th e  genera l 

P D A  im p le m e n ta tio n  of w h a t w as th e n  called  The DynamicMap  app lica tion . T h e  

n ecessary  th re a d s  w ere c rea ted , a n d  a  co m m u n ica tio n  sy stem  betw een  th e m  im p le

m en ted . A JP E G -b a se d  m ap  v isu a lisa tio n  co m p o n en t w as im p lem en ted  as well as 

th e  so ftw are needed  to  encode geograph ica l co o rd in a te s  in to  J P E G  im ages (see F ig 

u re  3.2). F inally , we im p lem en ted  th e  rea l-tim e  u p d a tin g  of th e  m ap  so th a t  it  is 

alw ays cen te red  on th e  u se r’s c u rre n t lo ca tio n  an d  alw ays ro ta te d  accord ing  to  th e  

u se r’s c u rre n t o rien ta tio n . See F ig u re  3.3 for a  screen  sho t of w h a t th e  orig inal D y

namicM ap  ap p lica tio n  looked like.

T h e  m ain  o b jec tiv e  of DynamicMap  w as to  prove th a t  such an  ap p lica tio n  could  

ru n  on a  sm all P D A  in  a  w ay th is  is accep tab le  from  a user p o in t of view  in te rm s  

of perfo rm ance. W e will show  in  th e  re s t of th is  d o cu m en t how  we im proved  an d  

e x ten d ed  D ynamicM ap  in to  DynaMap  by  re-design ing  it  in  a w ay th a t  is generic an d  

reusab le  w hile s till m a in ta in in g  th e  p e rfo rm an ce  accom plishm en ts. T he re s t of th is  

c h a p te r  p rov ides th e  ob jec tives of DynaMap.  show s th e  fram ew ork  su rro u n d in g  its  

developm ent, p rov ides a n u m b er of req u irem en ts  th a t  m u st b e  m e t by DynaMap. 

goes th ro u g h  som e of th e  m ost im p o r ta n t design  decisions, an d  finally  concludes w ith
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Figure 3.2: The Jpeg Geoinfo Encoder

a global and high level view of the current DynaMap with comparisons to other similar 
applications.

3.2 Motivations

DynaMap serves a proof-of-concept purpose by providing an implementation to the 
presented design. The design is an attempt at providing a concrete solution that 
integrates emerging concepts in mobile ubiquitous computing, context-awareness, 
location-based systems, and GIS. Some of the technology referred to may itself still 
be at the prototype stage. DynaMap is more than just a prototype application in 
the sense that it must support real-life usage requirements such as performance and 
usability. In summary, the end result must be one system that provides mobile and
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Figure 3.3: Screenshot of the Initial DynamicMap Application

ubiquitous location-based information, in a user’s context sensitive way.
The main goal of the DynaMap  project is to design and implement a system that:

• solves an applied spatial problem (map visualization and navigation) in a mobile 
environment (outdoors),

• incorporates location based context,

• proposes a framework that supports real-time ubiquitous services,

• allows for a general user context modeling within the system,

• offers pedestrian navigation visualisation services.

There are many sub-objectives inter-related to the main ones which we have just 
listed. From these objectives we derived a number of requirements which can be 
found in Section 3.4.

These objectives were dictated from the needs of a larger scheme, for which D y

naMap  is a sub-project: The Intelligent Map Agents  (IMA). The IMA project pro
vides the framework behind DynaMap, and this framework is the topic of the next 
section.
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3.3 T he IM A  fram ework

DynaMap is a part of a bigger project based on the notion of intelligent map agents. 

This undertaking consists of establishing a global framework in which multiple GIS 

agents would be able to assist users in given spatially defined tasks. The framework 

is an actual research project carried out at Carleton University as part of the Intel

ligent Map Agent (IMA) research project [89]. We give a brief overview of the IMA 

architecture and how DynaMap is integrated into the system. We will first begin 

by introducing the framework, then describe “intelligent map agents” . We provide 

the aims and the benefits of having such a framework, and conclude by showing how 

DynaMap contributes to the development of the framework.

One observation th a t we made in Section 2.2.5 on the nature of GIS was how 

context-aware applications would benefit from the power of decision making tools 

provided by GIS. The greatest difficulty in this case, both from a technological and 

a theoretical point of view, lies in the big gap tha t exists between the large scale 

computer systems normally running GIS vs. the thin and mobile clients common 

in context-aware computing. In an attem pt to  find solutions to  these problems, the 

IMA research group proposed the IMA framework. The purpose of the framework 

is to bring to mobile users, via their mobile devices, a class of applications whose 

degree of complexity is higher than  what the computing capacity of such devices 

would normally be able to accomplish alone.

The IMA group used the notion of intelligent software agents to look at ways at 

bridging the two worlds th a t are GIS and mobile ubiquitous context-aware comput

ing. The conceived solution entails a framework where lives a collection of intelligent 

agents, each representing its user in h is/her various tasks. Services would be dis

tributed across a networked infrastructure and agents would automatically find out 

about them. The agents could then use the services as they see necessary.

3.3.1 In te lligen t M ap A gen ts

As expected, an intelligent map agent is also a. software agent (refer to Section 2.2.6 for 

a discussion on software agents). Therefore an intelligent map agent, is characterized
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by the same six attributes defining software agents: autonomous, reactive, adaptive, 
pro-active, social, and mobile.

However we want to be more specific than that so that we can show that intelligent 
map agents define a family, a class of their own within the encompassing set of all 
software agents.

A crucial observation is to notice that intelligent map agents are all focused on 
their users. That is they, like the dictionary definition previously given in Section 
2.2.6, L‘are empowered to act or represent" the user. That means that there are no 
such things as intelligent map agents that are simply goal-oriented, without at least 
the notion of a human user.

With that in mind we can now start describing the common attributes that char
acterize the environment of all intelligent map agents. The elements that are part of 
a typical intelligent map agent can be seen in Figure 3.4.

I n t e l l i g e n t

J i t  ;i|> Agen^*-
I h e r  •  >• Network

T  ’A

m  i  m
O t h e r  Dat a  TEIJC O t h e r  \ g c n K

Sou rce s  V (op t i ona i i y t
(g eo g r aph i c  Data

Figure 3.4: Intelligent Map Agent Environment

User The user is central to an intelligent map agent,. It is the entity that the agent 
is representing and acting for.

Geographic Data Intelligent map agents all have in common the fact that, they 
involve geographic data. This is true for all GIS applications whether they are 
agents or not.
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D a ta  Sources Depending on the application, other data sources may be required. 

These data sources can be anything from dedicated databases to the plain world

wide-web. Legacy systems are also part of this category.

N etw ork  All intelligent map agents have to interact with other agents or other sys

tem  components. This is done by using a computer network, e.g. the Internet. 

W ith the emergence of wireless networks more and more IMAs are bound to be 

in a. wireless network environment.

O ther A gen ts (op tionally) In some cases an intelligent map agent, may require to 

interact with other software agents. This depends on the actual application.

We can now start looking at what internally differentiates an IMA from the more 

generic software agent. At the core of our vision of IMAs lies this concept of relevance. 

According to [96] relevance is defined as follows:

An assumption is relevant in a context if  and only i f  it has some contextual effect 

in that context.

E xten t condition  1: an assumption is relevant in a context to the extent that its 

contextual effects in this context are large.

E xten t condition 2: an assumption is relevant in a context to the extent that the 

effort required to process it in this context is small.

We notice th a t the notion of relevance was first introduced in the definition of 

context-awareness given by Dey [29] (see Section 2.2.2). An IMA is therefore a spe

cialized software agent for two reasons:

• it revolves around a spatially-related task,

•  it is user context-aware.

We can now define more concretely an intelligent map agent, as: “a software agent 

based on spatial data  th a t acts relevantly on behalf of its user” . In addition, the 

intelligent map agent’s environment consists of networks, possibly other data sources, 

and other intelligent map agents.
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3 .3 .2  F ram ew ork’s A im s and B enefits

The IMA research aims to provide a. framework to ease the development of mobile 

ubiquitous and context-aware GIS applications. Through such framework the intel

ligent m ap agents have access to a range of available services, either offered by the 

framework itself, or by other agents available via. the communication and sharing ser

vices provided by the framework. The development of such framework is currently 

under way and many design decisions have been taken. One decision is to divide it 

into a three-tier system: backend, service, and client. We can see an illustration of 

the framework three-tier view in Figure 3.55.

The direct advantage of the framework is to solve many common issues of mobile 

GIS applications. It facilitates the development process of mobile GIS applications 

th a t make use of the framework services. The second type of benefits comes from the 

fact th a t when designing applications, developers have to separate the “services” tha t 

are offered, from the “clients” tha t use them. Originally these services were aimed at 

the clients in one context, but the framework makes those services also available to 

any agent who requires them. Each agent running on the IMA framework is therefore 

a possible client to  all services, giving potential features to applications th a t were not 

part of their original design.

The IMA framework, having to provide core services to intelligent map agents, is 

based on the JADE platform for software agents [83]. The JADE platform provides an 

environment for Java agents to  interact with one another, and to  move from one place 

to  another. It also has an extension, LEAP, which allows agents to run on smaller 

mobile devices. For these reasons, the IMA framework includes an extension of the 

JADE platform with an emphasis towards services aimed at mobile GIS applications 

(spatial data, transfers, location acquisition, etc). We can see an illustration of the 

framework architecture model in Figure 3.6D.

3 .3 .3  D y n a M a p ’s role

The role of DynaMap within the IMA framework is to dem onstrate some of the 

possibilities of the framework. It enables us to envision issues th a t are to  be expected
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in the development of the framework as well as services th a t it should provide.

Therefore DynaMap is part of a bigger system. Its design is to be reused by future 

framework applications. Its architecture will serve as a prototype, and if it happens 

to meet the requirements it was designed for, it will serve as a model for both the 

architecture of the framework, and th a t of future applications.

More specifically DynaMap mainly fits into the client-tier of the IMA framework, 

as can be seen in Figure 3.6 and 3.55. Informally, DynaMap's roles are to gather 

the information relevant to the user, and to  display it in the most useful way. It 

is therefore a client of services and data sources offered by the framework. However 

certain components of DynaMap belong to  the service tier (shortest path computation, 

user context information sharing, etc) and to the data  tier (spatial data server, context 

information storage, etc). Its main contribution to the framework is to serve as 

a model to future clients to be developed. Being developed in parallel with the 

framework, DynaMap allowed the IMA group to better understand what was expected 

in all of the framework’s three tiers. It allowed better define and understand the roles 

of each layer in the overall system. The next step forward from a framework point 

of view is to develop more clients, services, and also data  sources in order to more 

exhaustively show the benefits of the framework.

5Source: The IMA research group internal publications
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3.4 R equirem ents

Requirem ents’ gathering is the first step when designing a new system such as Dy

naMap. We therefore start by providing the requirements tha t influenced the design 

of DynaMap (including the objectives defined in Section 3.2). We first provide them 

in a concise tabular form to facilitate traceability back to the requirements when fur

ther explaining the design decisions later on. Additional explanation is provided at 

the end of this section.______________________
R eference N am e D escrip tion

R EQ #1 GIS Solves an applied spatial problem (map vi

sualization and navigation) in a mobile en

vironment (outdoors).

R E Q #2 LBS Incorporates location based context.

R E Q #3 R,T Architecture Proposes a framework th a t supports real

time ubiquitous services.

R E Q #4 Context Allows for a general user context modeling 

within the system.

R E Q #5 Navigation Offers pedestrian navigation visualisation 

services.

R E Q #6 O /S Independent Provides a system architecture that, is plat

form generic (including mobile platforms).

R E Q #7 Modular Provides a system design based on modules 

th a t can be easily extended modified and 

maintained.

R EQ #8 Performance Provides information to the user in real

time.

R EQ #9 Robustness Shall gracefully handle unforeseen situa

tions.

REQ #10 Hardware Requires hardware components tha t are 

widely available.
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R EQ #11 Software Reuses acclaimed solutions. Do not rein

vent the wheel.

R EQ #12 Abstraction Favours abstraction of concepts to facili

ta te  code reuse.

R EQ #13 Standard Follows approved standards when avail

able.

R EQ #14 Framework Shall be compatible with the IMA frame

work.

R EQ #15 User Shall never compromise the user experi

ence of the system.

We note th a t the requirements provided here are mainly high-level. These are 

the requirements th a t relate to any generic mobile ubiquitous and context-aware GIS 

application. They capture the defining lines for these types of applications.

The requirements are grouped into subcategories. For example, requirements 

R EQ #1 to R E Q #5 consist of the system objectives as defined in section REQ #6. 

R E Q #7  to R E Q #9 are the non-functional requirements. R EQ #10 to R E Q #14 are 

all associated with design and code reuse, and finally R,EQ#15 ensures th a t in the 

end, what m atters is the user experience.

As we will see, these requirements greatly influenced the design of DynaMap, 

which is laid out in the next section.

3.5 D esign

Any application which attem pts to  integrate a m ultitude of different technologies 

and concepts such as DynaMap requires a well thought-out design. The fact tha t 

DynaMap is to be held as a prototype and a model to follow in the context of the 

IMA framework calls for an even more thorough design process. In the rest of this 

section we first review the decisions behind the choice of tools used for the develop

ment. We then discuss the design decisions taken for DynaMap. We explain the need 

for a multi-threaded application as well as how to accomplish it. We describe the
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abstraction process used and the separation of the code into modules. We present 

each of the components of the system and describe their role and the reason why we 

decided to have them. We provide the underlying mechanism used to facilitate GUI 

independence from the rest of the system. Finally we show how our design works in 

a real-life environment by describing the usage of DynaMap by actual users.

3.5 .1  T h e choice o f  d evelop m en t to o ls

Determining the development tools may have a profound impact on the development 

of a new system. We take the opportunity and describe two decisions taken regarding 

the development tools used for DynaMap: the chosen hardware, and the chosen 

integrated development environment (IDE).

H ardw are

We have already mentioned in section 3.1.2 what PDA (Casio Cassiopeia E-200), 

and what GPS and electronic compass (Garmin eTrex Summit) were initially chosen 

to  allow us to begin the development of the DynamicMap application. However, a 

number of issues required us to  make changes to  th a t initial selection.

First of all came the omnipresent problem of obsoleteness. The time interval 

between releases of new and improved mobile devices into the mass market is notably 

short. In less than  a year our PDA was obsolete in terms of storage capacity and 

processor power. T hat became a direct consequence of the second issue: lack of 

service from the manufacturer. Our PDA suffered from a few technical issues such 

as the incompatibility of the manufacturer provided serial cable for the PDA and 

the lack of a functioning backlight. The manufacturer decided not to address those 

issues and instead oriented their focus towards producing newer and more advanced 

devices by discontinuing our PDA. Finally, we realised tha t due to the un-usability 

of the serial port of our PDA it was becoming impossible to  access the GPS and, at 

the same time, provide a network connection. We therefore decided to obtain a new 

PDA.

In order to  reduce the impact on development we opted to  minimise change.
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W e therefo re  chose th e  H ew le tt-P ack ard  iPA Q  H5550 ru n n in g  th e  sam e o p era tin g  

sy s tem  as before, M icrosoft P o c k e tP C (™ \  only in a  new er version. In  a d d itio n  to  

h av in g  an es tab lish ed  m ark e t p resence  th is  PD A  also cam e w ith  an  em bedded  IE E E  

802.11b [46] ne tw ork  card . W e th e n  only  h ad  to  connect th e  G P S  to  it, w hich we 

w ere quickly  ab le  to  do. F inally , th e  e x tra  sto rage  space available an d  th e  faste r 

p rocessor red u ced  th e  lim ita tio n s  of th e  prev ious P D A . F igu re  3.7 illu s tra te s  th e  

c u rre n t h a rd w are  s tru c tu re  of DynaMap. W e believe th a t  th is  ha rd w are  configura tion  

m ee ts  th e  p o p u la r  ava ilab ility  req u irem en t, R E Q # 1 0 , defined in  sec tion  3.4.

Serve r(s)

Other Sensor(s)
Internet

F ig u re  3.7: D y n aM ap  H ard w are  S tru c tu re

Development Environment

T h e  choice of th e  rig h t d ev e lopm en t en v iro n m en t h as  a  long la s tin g  im p ac t on any  

softw are p ro je c t co m p arab le  in  scale to  DynaMap. M arry fac to rs  com e in to  p lay  

in  such decision, am ong  o th e rs  we can  th in k  of th e  in ten d ed  o p e ra tin g  system , th e  

backg round  of th e  d ev e lopm en t te a m , a n d  obviously  th e  p a r tic u la r itie s  of th e  p ro je c t 

in  question. In  o u r case, we knew  th a t  th e  o p e ra tin g  sy stem  w ould  consist, in  th e  n ear
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future, of the Microsoft PocketPC1-™ / and th a t the development team was proficient 

in both C + +  and Java in terms of programming language. The particularities of 

DynaMap revolves around REQ#15: the user experience, which is somewhat related 

to R E Q #8: real-time behaviour.

The challenge was therefore to  decide between a Java and a C + +  development 

environment. The arguments in favour of Java are its cross-platform support, its rapid 

development turnaround, its built-in code robustness enforcement, and its acceptance 

by the academic community as the programming language of research. However, in 

the world of mobile devices not all of these claimed advantages of Java are true, 

at least not currently. For example, many Java virtual machines (JVM) for mobile 

devices are platform centric due to the huge differences between different devices. 

Also few vendors offer a complete Java programming environment tailored specifically 

for mobile devices, leaving the programmer with more work to  write, debug, and 

distribute his/her code onto the device of his choice. Finally, one of the main issues 

with Java programs is th a t they tend to be slower due to the introduction of another 

layer in the process, the virtual machine (JVM), as well as the occurrence of the 

garbage collector which operate outside the scope of the developer.

On the other hand, if care is taken, C + +  code can be made so th a t it compiles with 

little modifications onto different platforms. The fact, th a t C + +  code is compiled into 

machine level instructions eliminates any extra layer in the process, and ensures the 

fastest possible speed of execution. We also note the absence of any garbage collector 

in C + + , leaving the developer with complete control over how, and when resources 

are allocated and freed. Of course this comes at the cost of the program m er’s added 

responsibility of writing sustainable code. Finally, it occurs th a t Microsoft favoured 

code reuse when they offered the Pocket.PC^7 M'> platform in the sense th a t they took 

their Windows operating system and scaled it down to what could be supported by 

smaller devices. This resulted in the availability of the usual Microsoft C + +  libraries 

to help the developer faster implement and better integrate their applications. It also 

meant th a t development in C + +  011 the PocketPC-™ ) platform was possible through 

the eM bedded'7 A/) Visual C + +  IDE, which Microsoft provides free of charge. This 

IDE allows rapid development through its provided simulators, its direct connections
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with the devices, and its impressive range of debugging services and documentation.

Due to  all of these reasons, and due to  the confidence of the development team in 

their ability to write concise, clear, and sustainable C + +  code, it was decided th a t the 

development of DynaMap would be done in C + +  with the help of the eMbedded^ A/- 

Visual C + +  IDE from Microsoft.

3 .5 .2  T h e D y n a M a p  thread s

We decided to partition DynaMap into multiple threads. The fact th a t DynaMap 

relies on many independent systems (GPS, Spatial da ta  servers, sensors, etc.) makes 

the prospect of using a single thread of execution worrisome. W hat would happen if 

the entire execution of DynaMap had to be halted while it waits for the spatial data  

server to  respond with its reply to a data query? This scenario seems intolerable from 

a user’s perspective. Indeed, requirements R EQ #3, R E Q ^8, and R EQ #15 respec

tively on RT architecture, performance, and user experience, all speak in favour of 

the use of multiple threads. One of DynaMap's tasks is to  display to  the user a map 

centered and rotated in real-time according to the current user location and orien

tation. This real-time requirement in particular speaks against any possibility of a 

system tha t hangs, or is slow to  respond to  events, whereas the performance require

ment is more likely to be met if independent processes are allowed to  run separately. 

Finally the user experience can only be improved when one reduces the impact of 

a failure of one independent process onto the other processes. Since DynaMap is to 

serve as a model for such systems in the IMA framework, its design should encompass 

established solutions to such problems, such as multi-threading.

The task of multi-threading is not the same at the one of finding objects and 

defining classes. Threads should not overly and unduly be created. Threading in 

DynaMap is done by separation of concerns. The concerns in this case are as follows: 

GUI, server(s), GPS, context sensor(s), application’s logic. These entities have all 

in common th a t they act independently from each other. For example, the role of 

the GUI is to serve as an inp u t/o u tp u t mechanism to the user, quite independently 

from the application’s logic execution, or the GPS. By creating a thread for each of
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th e se  en titie s  we m odel th a t  k ind  of independence  in th e  co m p u tin g  process. For an 

i l lu s tra tio n  of th e  cu rren t th re a d s  available in DynaMap  refer to  F igure  3.8.

To C n t t t & i m B n :
C m  THREAD
TERMINATE _APPLI CATICM
LOADJSETTINGS
SET_MGD£
SEI DATAJTERMINATEDJFEE 
DBACK
SET_I*W_ALG 
SET_1* W  DATA 
GET_LAT_LGN

SeiveK st ;
\   , /

GIT

Io  C O :
CONTROLlERjrOTIALIZED 
R E F R E S  SCREEN 
NEW_ALCCRITHH SET 
DAIA_IERMINATED , 
LAI_LCN_ANSWER ,--------- -

I o  C k a t n l C m t a k :
DATASCXJRCE INITIALIZED 
DAIASCURCE J>AIAAVAILABLE

To Sw « ( i) i
TIRMNATE_DATASOURC£ nnTIAU2ZJ>ArAS0URCX 
FETCH DATA

Central "\\
\

TERMENATE_CCKTEXr k miTiALizz.ccra EXT

GPS
TERMES'ATE_CaP 
INITIALIZE O P To C a t n l O a t n k :  

CaP.INIIlALIZED 
GIP DAIAAVAILABLE

/  C o n t e x t  \
T o Central C oidw lijr \  }
CCNTEXTJNITIALIZZD \  S  e i lS G T  < S' » /  
CGNTEXTJIAIAAVAILABLE^ ;------ ;— ^

F ig u re  3.8: D y n aM ap  T h read s

T h e  g enera l id ea  b eh in d  th e  m u lti- th re a d in g  design of DynaMap  is to  have a m as

te r  th re a d : th e  c e n tra l con tro ller, w hich co n ta in s  th e  a p p lic a tio n 's  logic, to  ensu re  th a t  

th e  overall flow of events goes well. T h ro u g h  th e  m essaging  fea tu re  of P ocketPC T ™ ) 

th re a d s , th e  c e n tra l con tro ller h as  a w ell-defined m essage b ased  p ro toco l w ith  each 

o f th e  o th e r  th re a d s  (d isplayed in  F ig u re  3.8 as th e  floa ting  te x t  a ro u n d  th e  th re a d  

o b jec ts ). M ost o f th e  th re a d  m essages are generic an d  are  used  as m eeting  p o in ts  

(d a ta  exchange) be tw een  tw o th re a d s . For exam ple  from  a th re a d  p o in t of view  

th e  G PS  does on ly  tw o th in g s  (see F ig u re  3.8): 1- som e h a n d -sh ak in g  a t  th re a d  cre

a tio n  tim e  w ith  th e  cen tra l co n tro lle r (G IP .IN IT IA L IZ E D  m essage), an d  2- I t  notifies 

th e  cen tra l co n tro lle r w hen it h as  new  lo ca tio n  or o r ie n ta tio n  in fo rm atio n  availab le 

(G IP_D A TA A V A ILA B LE m essage). I t is how ever possib le  to  define ap p lica tio n  sp e 

cific m essages to  su p p o rt a d d itio n a l fu n c tio n a lity  of a co m p o n en t. For exam ple  in 

th e  co n tex t of a u sab ility  lab  s tu d y  (refer to  S ection  5.3.2) we have in te g ra te d  th e
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GET_LAT_LON message between the GUI and the central controller (Figure 3.8). 

This message is called whenever the user points and holds the stylus somewhere on 

the displayed map for a few seconds. The GUI then sends this message to the cen

tral controller with the screen coordinates of the query. The central controller sends 

back the LAT.LON_ANSWER message containing the latitude and longitude coor

dinates of the point on the map, which the GUI can then display to the user. This 

functionality was added for debugging purposes.

This multi-threading architecture works well in DynaMap. Threads are kept sim

ple and are used for the sole purpose of decoupling autonomous processes. The only 

two threads in this system which are not allowed to hang are naturally the central 

controller, and also the GUI thread. The former is to avoid a complete system freeze, 

while the la tter is to always provide response to the user and therefore improve the 

user experience (REQ #15). Indeed, the central controller role is to respond to mes

sages sent by the other threads, either by taking a few deterministic steps, or by 

dispatching work to another thread. In this way we ensure th a t the central controller 

does not become a bottleneck in term s of performance. This architecture also al

lows the central controller to detect when another thread is not responding, using a 

timeout value, and to  act accordingly (restart the thread, or notify the user). This 

makes the system more robust (R EQ #9). We enforce a safe behaviour in our threads 

by making a clear distinction between the data accessed by a single thread and the 

data  used in thread communication. The latter is always accessed via some m utual 

exclusivity mechanism such as semaphores or mutexes. Finally it is often claimed 

th a t debugging a multi-threaded system is more complicated. This is true and care 

has to be taken during development to keep the thread related code clean and simple. 

However, if m ulti-threaded debugging is supported by the IDE, such as with the Mi

crosoft cM bedded 7 u Visual C + +  IDE, then debugging is not as much of an issue 

anymore.
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3 .5 .3  M od u les and A b straction  C lasses in D y n a M a p

In DynaMap we decided to constrain the code into partitions of well-defined objectives 

(modules). This has resulted in a code structure with components of specific roles. For 

example, the GUI module of DynaMap is solely responsible for relaying information 

between the user and the application’s logic (through graphical display, and input 

devices), whereas the GPS (location acquisition) component is solely responsible for 

obtaining the data  from the location provider, parsing it, and sending the relevant bits 

to the application’s logic. The other components of DynaMap (see Figure 3.9) are the 

Server, responsible for the data acquisition process, the Context Manager, responsible 

for collecting and pre-processing the user context, and the Central Controller which 

includes the application logics and manage the flow of events in DynaMap.

PDA
Central 

Controller
GUI
Proxy Interface nPeStce GPS

Proxy

Da^l^ase

Server
Proxy(ies

Server 
( Intenace(s)

Context
Manager

Context
Wldqets

Figure 3.9: Code Modules of DynaMap

The advantage of using modules is to have grouped together tasks of a similar 

nature. For example, several problems need to be dealt with in extracting location 

information from the GPS. We can think of the establishment of a communication 

channel, the reception of the location information, the interpretation of th a t informa

tion, etc. If for some reason it was decided th a t a new location acquisition technology
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should be used, then the code affected by tha t change is found all in one module. As 

long as the inter-module communication protocols are respected, no impact is felt on 

the other modules. Finally, the impact of such change is further diminished within 

t he module itself if the designers took the time to abstract out the different concepts 

found in th a t module.

In our case, we are faced with the DynaMap paradox when it comes to abstracting 

out the different concepts. On one side we have an application th a t should serve as 

a prototype/m odel for other similar application development. This is a strong argu

ment in favour of abstraction. On the other hand we have a well-defined application 

whose concrete objectives are to provide user’s context-aware navigation services and 

whose real-time requirements are strongly established. This calls for a system with 

optimized code and therefore leaves little room for generality and reuse via abstrac

tion. Therefore the challenge in the design of DynaMap was to find the right level of 

abstraction in order to meet all of the objectives equally. We decided to abstract out 

only those parts of the system which offer an im portant architectural concept, and to 

otherwise favour optimized code development in the other parts in order to maintain 

a good level of real-time responsiveness.

We refer to Figure 3.10 as an illustration of the concepts th a t were abstracted out 

in DynaMap. We use the UML 2.0 class diagram notation, i.e. the filled diamond 

means “Composition” , the empty triangle with the solid line means “Generalization” 

(inheritance), and the empty triangle with the dotted line means “Realization” [81]. 

The diagram shows, using inheritance and abstract interfaces, which components are 

abstracted out in the code. The names shown are the actual class names used in the 

code. Finally the doubled-sided arrows indicate thread communications.

As we can see in Figure 3.10, the abstraction process comes right after the step 

of code modularity. This comes from the fact, th a t abstraction in DynaMap is done 

in favour of code reuse, therefore it is tightly related to the different concepts defined 

in DynaMap. The idea shown in Figure 3.10 is th a t each component of DynaMap 

can be abstracted out. For example, the central controller is where the application’s 

logic resides, the GUI is where interaction with the user is performed, the GPS is 

where location information is collected, the spatial da ta  server is where external data.
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Figure 3.10: Modularity and Abstraction Diagram of DynaMap

is queried, and finally the context manager is where the user’s related information is 

assembled. All of these abstracted out concepts could be reused in other applications. 

Their structure, common across applications, is preserved via this abstraction step. 

These components are, in the code, made abstract which means th a t these classes 

contain no implementation, simply a definition of concepts. To obtain a working 

system, these components need to be realised (via an inherited implementation in 

C + + , or interfaces in Java), which is what was done in DynaMap. For example 

the application’s logic, to offer navigational services, has been coded in the central 

controller and the GUI behaviour, supported by the PocketPCl™ ) platform, has also 

been integrated. We therefore believe th a t a small one-step abstraction price had to 

be paid in DynaMap w ith little impact on performance, but to the huge benefit of a 

clear design and increased code reusability.
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3.5.4 The components of DynaMap

We now describe in more details the components that make up DynaMap. As intro
duced in the previous section these components are the Central Controller, the GPS, 
the Context Manager, the Data Sources Controller (Server), and the GUI. We can sec 
in Figure 3.11 the different layers involved in DynaMap. The top layer represents the 
end-units of the system, that is the GPS. the PDA, the spatial data server, and the 
sensors. Directly underneath are all of the DynaMap  components, working together 
to provide context-aware navigational assistance to the user. These components use 
the PocketPC^™* messaging service to communicate among each other. This service 
offers a reliable way for independent entities within the PDA to send data to each 
other, and therefore becomes the third layer of our system termed “Internal Com
munication’' . Finally, there is the External Communication layer consisting of the 
Serial BUS used to communicate with the GPS and of the TCP/IP network layer to 
communicate with both the spatial data server as well as the various context sensors. 
DynaMap  performs its work at different level throughout these layers. We will now 
see what the purpose of each component is and how they fulfill it.

EiuM. 'nits

s p a

&

IhnaM rtp  Component:- GBP C tr l  G i l  C trl
| Context | D ata  Sources

Sensors C tr l ( t i l

A ,
Internal Ci >mm

\ /
PocketPC' Messaging Service

External Comm Serial BUS N etw orks (T C P IPt

Figure 3.11: Layered View of the Components of DynaMap
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T he C entral C ontroller

The central controller contains the application’s logic. As its name implies, it is also 

the central entity from where decisions are taken and where work is dispatched to  the 

other entities of the system (Figure 3.12).

Central Controller
•Notification 
o f new context

•Copy working buffer mtcy 
GUI buffer 

•Update Jnstoiy

W aiting for 
context

•Calculate map displacement 
•Translate map
•Request missing map segments

G U » a rnge
Wait, for 

spatial data

•Integrate new map segments 
•Integrate contextual info 
•Rotate map 
•Request GUI buffer

Figure 3.12: The DynaMap Central Controller State Diagram

The central controller’s flow of events consists of three main states: waiting for 

context, waiting for external spatial data, and waiting for the exchange of information 

with the GUI. In the initial state, context, the controller waits for new contextual 

information such as new user’s location or a change in the weather forecast for exam

ple. Once such an event occurs, the controller analyses the incoming information and 

acts upon it. W hen the controller requires more spatial data to complete its tasks, it 

requests it from the data, source proxy and then waits for tha t data to arrive. Finally, 

using the newly acquired spatial data, it performs its last computation step, prepares 

a new buffer for the GUI, and sends it off.

The central controller is of course tailored for the specific requirements of Dy

naMap. However, the state diagram of Figure 3.12 is fairly general and can easily
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be applied to other mobile context-aware GIS applications. In th a t diagram, the 

application’s logic of DynaMap is represented by the action taken in between each 

state, i.e. what it does with the acquired context, what information it requests from 

spatial da ta  sources, and how it prepares the display for the GUI. However the states 

themselves are generic and offer a general way of handling context, spatial data., and 

the other components of the system. In the Central Controller module these states 

translate into function calls of the same names. When introducing new application 

the system designer only has to fill these functions with the application’s logic code.

T he G P S

The GPS component, also known as the geographical information provider (GIP) 

component provides the user’s location and orientation information to the central 

controller. It does so in the form of latitude, longitude, and a heading value. It 

abstracts out to  the central controller which location acquisition technology is used 

to capture these values. In the case of DynaMap, we decided to use a GPS with an 

embedded electronic compass. Therefore the GIP component does the following two 

tasks: 1- set up the serial connection to the GPS, and 2- parse the incoming data, 

which follows the NMEA 0183 encoding standard. We can see these steps in the form 

of a state diagram in Figure 3.13.

We made a conscious decision to  trea t geographical information separately from 

any other contextual information. The reason for doing so is because the user location 

is central to DynaMap and all other mobile context-aware GIS applications for which 

it may serve as a prototype. By treating this information separately from the other 

user’s context information we are better able to  optimize for performance, specifically 

addressing requirement R E Q #8 on performance. Also from the experience of others 

who developed similar applications [10] [19] [94], we realised the importance of geo

graphical data and of the need to model it properly, which made us create the GIP 

component.
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Geographical Information Provider
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Figure 3.13: The DynaMap GIP State Diagram 

T he C ontext M anager

The context management component is responsible for collecting contextual infor

m ation as it becomes available, and of notifying the central controller when new 

context information has arrived. We refer to Chapter 4 for more information on this 

component as the entire chapter is devoted to context-awareness in DynaMap.

T he D ata  Sources C ontroller

The data source component performs queries to  external data repositories on behalf 

of the central controller. Again, an immediate benefit of having the data source 

component is th a t changes in the external da ta  repository do not require a rewrite of 

the central controller. By external data repository we mean anything th a t the mobile 

context-aware GIS application might need. In the case of DynaMap this consists only
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of sp a tia l  d a ta  servers th a t  could be accessible w irelessly th ro u g h o u t th e  cam pus of 

C a rle to n  U niversity . Since no such server w as available in  th e  IM A  fram ew ork a t th e  

tim e , we decided  to  sim u la te  one from  w ith in  th e  P D A  itself. We decided to  ru n  th e  

server d irec tly  on th e  P D A  since th e re  was no ex tensive w ireless netw ork  available 

th ro u g h o u t th e  en tire  cam pus of C a rle to n  U niversity . F igu re  3.14 show s a  d iag ram  

of th e  c lie n t/se rv e r a rc h ite c tu re  in  DynaMap.

Central
Controller

Data Source 
Server Data Source 

Proxy
Data Source 

Controller

Internet

2 F iw d  le q u e s t to th re a d

3 R e tu rn  execution

4  E n co d e  1 equest and  send  v ia  H T T P

6 E ncode resu lts  a n d  s en d  v ia  H T T P

D ecode le su lt an d  n o tifv

! 8 ‘/rive in su lts  to  C ti I

^  In te g ia te n e w  da(a  w ith  ex isting  one

F ig u re  3.14: T h e  DynaMap  C lie n t/S e rv e r A rch itec tu re

We o p te d  to  use H T T P  to  exchange th e  d a ta  b e tw een  DynaMap  an d  th e  e x te rn a l 

server (F ig u re  3.14). T h e  sim p lic ity  of th e  p ro to co l an d  th e  fact th a t  it  has b een  

used  ex tensively  are  th e  m ain  reasons b e h in d  th is  decision. O th e r protocols w here
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considered such as CORBA from the OMG, and Jini from Java. However none of 

these other protocols where as simple and lightweight as HTTP, which are im portant 

features in a mobile environment. However as the development of more data  sources 

become available we should revisit the decision taken behind the protocol used for 

communication. There are also a. number of im portant factors involved in the de

cision of which communication protocol to use, such as how it handles security, or 

how queries are formulated and answers are returned. For this iteration of DynaMap 

we decided not to address security. Queries were sent to  the data source by sim

ply expressing via latitude/longitude coordinates the region of interest, which was 

returned by the server in the form of a jpeg image. The steps illustrated in Figure 

3.14 worked well with our simulated server and are expected to behave similarly in a 

real environment. The steps are general and are reusable in future applications. Of 

special interest we note tha t the central controller maintains a cache of previously ac

quired spatial data. This reduces the number of times th a t data  need to be retrieved 

from external sources. Similarly, the central controller will request more data than 

what it really needs in the hope th a t the extra da ta  will become useful in the near 

future, hence reducing the number of requests to the data  server, and providing a 

more seamless visualization to the user. This was inspired from the examples set by 

the work of Ren and Dunham on spatial data  caching [87] and the work of Kubach 

and Rothermel on prefetching [66].

T he F lex ib ility  o f th e  G U I C om pon en t

As opposed to most PC-based software, little can be assumed about the capabilities 

of the device to which an application like DynaMap might be ported to. Indeed, the 

slightest notion th a t developers have taken for granted, such as minimum display size, 

has to be reconsidered when modeling for mobile devices.

However, physical constraints are only one of the concerns in designing the GUI 

outline of DynaMap. The way in which the system has been modularized and ab

stracted out brings another issue: the one of sharing system-specific information with 

the user without breaching abstraction rules. How does the GPS component ask the 

user about the various connection details to the GPS (COM port, baud rate, etc.)? It
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is tem pting for a programmer to hardcode these artifacts into the GUI and therefore 

to solve the issue right away, but this practice is a direct violation of the principle 

of separation of concerns and abstraction. W hat would happen if a new location 

acquisition mechanism were used instead of using GPS? The new location module 

most likely would not care about COM ports and baud rates. Therefore, in the above 

scenario the GUI would require to be changed including the wav in which the data 

is exchanged to and from it. This GUI model fails to constrain changes to the mod

ules where they occur. We opted not to follow th a t route and instead propose a GUI 

model which preserves separation of concerns, and therefore evolves well with change.

Our solution resides in the adoption of a user interface description language. That 

technique in itself is not new. In fact Fischmeister introduced a similar system in 

the MUSA-Shadow  system [35], and there also exists the User Interface Markup 

Language (UIML) as a standard way of encoding UI specifications [24], We found 

these solutions to  be not easily obtainable (as in the case of Fischmeister), or quite 

broad in their objectives (as in the case with UIML). In all cases their integration 

requires intense programming effort and little support is offered. Since the cost of 

using these solutions was quite high, we opted to develop our own language, tailored 

for a system like DynaMap and optimized for performance and efficiency. Indeed 

our solution not only focuses on the description of what is needed from the user 

(in a way th a t can be efficiently rendered), but also comes with a transfer protocol 

that, facilitates the communication between components. Refer to  Figure 3.15 for an 

illustration of the various steps involved in the form of a message sequence chart.

The flow is as follows: the central controller, upon initialisation, is aware th a t each 

component might require user provided information to function properly. It therefore 

asks each component for what they need to  know from the user, which is returned 

by the components in XML format (See appendix B for the full specifications). The 

central controller then passes the aggregation of these documents to the GUI compo

nent, which can render them into familiar interfaces for the user. Whenever the user 

provides new information regarding these settings, the central controller is notified 

with the changes in question, which is then forwarded to  the relevant component. 

The only notion common to all components is the establishment of a communication
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F ig u re  3.15: Flow  of E v en ts  in  th e  G U I A b s tra c tio n  P rocess

channel for u ser se ttin g s  tran sfe rs . T h e  sem an tics  of th o se  u ser se ttin g s  is confined 

to  th e  co m p o n en t th a t  needs th em . In  th is  w ay se p a ra tio n  of concerns is p reserved  

w ith  no o b s tru c tio n  to  b o th  m o d u la rity  an d  a b s tra c tio n . A ll of w hich com es to  th e  

low cost of first encod ing  th ese  se ttin g s  in to  a fo rm a t w hich  is u n d e rs to o d  from  a 

ren d erin g  p o in t of view  by  th e  G U I.

F in a lly  th e  fac t th a t  we lim it ou r ap p ro ach  to  th e  tra n s fe r  be tw een  m odu les of 

user se ttin g s  allow s us to  keep th e  G U I specifica tion  sim ple . T h is  is different from  

UIM L w hose goal is to  be  ab le  to  d escribe  ev e ry th in g  th e  G U I can  do. W e lim it th e  

exchanged  d a ta  to  be  o f sim ple types: in teg er, te x t,  float, e tc  (refer to  A p p en d ix  B ). 

Since ev e ry th in g  can  be  expressed  via th e se  sim ple d a ta  ty p e s  we provide a genera l 

way of specify ing  user specified se ttin g s  no m a tte r  w h a t th e  a p p lica tio n  is. H ow ever
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we do so efficiently because keeping our approach simple also means th a t less time 

is used encoding/decoding the GUI specifications and therefore more time is spent 

performing the core tasks of the application.

3.5 .5  R aster  versus vector  spatia l data

We term inate the discussion on the design of DynaMap with the slightly controversial 

decision to only support raster based spatial data  during this development phase. We 

first explain the two types of spatial data  available nowadays: raster and vector based.

a) Raster Data b) Vector Data

Figure 3.16: Raster vs. Vector D ata

Raster-based da ta  is analogous to multi-dimensional arrays, where each array cell 

represents a location in the geographical domain. Usually a numeric value is stored 

in each cell, representing a certain property at th a t location. For example, one could 

store in each cell the height above sea level, making this data  set into what is known 

as a digital elevation model (DEM). In recent history we have seen an enormous 

increase in the number of raster-based data sets th a t are available. The invention of 

new technologies such as digital cameras and da ta  collecting satellites, whose output 

is in raster format, provides an explanation for such proliferation of raster-based data.

That being said, raster-based da ta  is not perfect. One problem is the high amount 

of memory required to store data  in such format. For example, many adjacent cells in 

a, raster may store the same value. One way of reducing the memory requirement is to 

merge all these cells together into one object and to assign only once this value to that 

object. That new object can now be described by the coordinates of the vertices th a t
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define it. We call such data representation vector-based. Vector data can therefore 

be points, line segments, polygons, polyhedral, etc. Another immediate advantage 

of using this da ta  format is in the possibility to attach topology information to  the 

data. For example, we can now maintain with each line segment representing, say, a 

road, the other roads th a t such line segment share an intersection with. Such type of 

information was difficult to store with raster-based data  since objects such as roads 

are implicitly stored and cannot be directly indexed. Figure 3.16 shows the same 

data  stored in a) raster format and b) vector format.

The main reason to mainly support raster based data  in DynaMap is simplicity. 

Raster based data  is conceptually simpler than  vector data  (it is also less powerful). 

It was also easier to obtain raster based spatial data  in a standard format than 

it was to obtain vector based spatial data. However we decided th a t in the ideal 

scenario an application like DynaMap must be able to support any kind of spatial data 

formats. We therefore abstracted out the various operations th a t DynaMap required 

to be executed on the spatial da ta  used and theoretically any format supporting the 

DynaMap imposed API will work. To this day we only tested DynaMap with raster- 

based data for the reasons mentioned above but it should be possible to use vector 

based data (or any other format for th a t m atter) with little or no code modifications 

to  the central controller.

As a final note we would like to  point out th a t some small amount of vector da ta  is 

being used in DynaMap in order to  test our user’s context management system (which 

is the topic of section 4). The data  was however self-collected and self-encoded in 

order to satisfy our needs in term s of level of details, stored attributes, and topological 

relationships.

3.6 E nd-P roduct

The design of DynaMap ensures its viability and fulfillment of our objectives. The 

result of the design decisions is a system th a t is sound in terms of its real-time 

architecture (R E Q #3, R E Q #8), and th a t is easy to develop due to the support 

provided by the IDE. Its design relies on both  code modularity and abstraction, as a
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w ay to  favour sep a ra tio n  of concerns, an d  a rch itec tu re  reuse. F inally , th is  is achieved 

w ith  cu rren tly  available softw are an d  hardw are .

R a s te r  d a ta  is cu rren tly  used, b u t n o t s tr ic tly  enforced. As a  m a tte r  of fact, som e 

m em bers of th e  IM A  research  g roup  are  cu rren tly  in v estiga ting  how  to  in teg ra te  a 

m assive vecto r d a ta  set in to  th e  IM A  fram ew ork. DynaMap  w ill be ex ten d ed  to  

su p p o rt such  fo rm at w hen it  becom es available. W e wall show  in C h a p te r  4 how 

DynaMap  encom passes th e  u se r’s con tex t.
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F igure  3 .173 prov ides a n  overview  of th e  d ifferent fea tu re s  of DynaMap. W e  can

’The screenshots were generated  in the con tex t of th is thesis. T he fact th a t  th e  title  of the 
application still says “D ynam icM ap” is purely  due to  a m ishap by th e  program m er.
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see a screenshot of DynaMap used in text mode (Figure 3.17a). In this mode Dy

naMap gives to the user a summary of the information available from the GPS, which 

includes latitude, longitude, speed of travel, GPS current date and time, and heading 

(displayed both tcxtually and graphically in the form of a compass). The user may 

change the format of the displayed information. The user may even decide to turn  

off some of them. The text mode is provided when no spatial data  is available. It 

may also be used as a quick wav to test whether the DynaMap has acquired correctly 

access to  the GPS.

However, the most interesting mode is the graphical mode as seen in Figure 3.17b. 

In th a t mode a map is displayed such th a t the user appears in the center of the screen 

(shown as a small target symbol). The user’s heading is shown both  literally, at the 

top of the screen, and graphically, as a rotating arrow anchored at the user’s location. 

Depending on the map rotation algorithm chosen (see Chapter 5), the map may or 

may not be rotated. In any case, a cardinal symbol is shown in the top-right corner of 

the screen th a t indicates in which direction is North. Finally, we have also integrated 

the breadcrumb feature to the graphical mode after a discussion with members of 

the Human Oriented Technology (HOT) lab at Carleton University. This feature is 

to  display in the form of line segments up to  th irty  of the user’s last positions. We 

hypothesize th a t this feature helps to improve the user’s understanding of the map 

and reduces the scale of the mental interruption felt after a large map rotation.

Finally Figure 3.17c shows one of the multiple setting screens available in Dy

naMap. In th a t particular case we see the GPS settings. The other setting screens 

are the server settings, the context-related settings, and the miscellaneous settings 

(mainly affecting display). In Figure 3.17d we see one of the menus available from the 

menu bar, and in Figure 3.17e we find a user in the process of testing DynaMap. In 

order to have fewer objects for the user to carry in h is/her hands, and to enforce th a t 

the GPS be kept in a stable horizontal position (to obtain more accurate readings 

from the electronic compass), we built a board where both the GPS and the PDA 

can sit.

The DynaMap application has been used extensively not only by the development 

team, but also by external users. The application has gone through a usability lab
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experiment (refer to Section 5.3.2) where multiple users where asked to try  the appli

cation in a  simulated environment. Before the experiment took place, members from 

the HOTLab at Carleton University evaluated the application in a real-life setting. 

We are now in the process of preparing a field experiment where even more users will 

get to  try  DynaMap in a more realistic environment.

In this chapter we have introduced DynaMap from many different angles. First 

we provided a fictitious scenario giving an example which laid down the context in 

which such an application might be used. We then introduced the IMA framework, 

and explained the philosophy behind DynaMap. We then showed the various facets 

of DynaMap by displaying its development requirements as well as the design tha t 

met those requirements. We finally provided the results of its design and compared 

them  to  the results of other similar applications. There is however one more aspect of 

DynaMap which we have not yet approached, and th a t is the one of context-awareness, 

and more im portantly how to  manage it. This is the topic of next chapter.
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C O N T E X T -A W A R E N E SS IN  

D Y N A M A P

Looking back at the scenario given in section 3.1 we note that, as portrayed up 

to now, DynaMap is still far from encompassing the user’s context in a global and 

systematic way. The only user’s context considered by DynaMap, up to now, consists 

of location and orientation. Indirectly, the history of the user’s past locations, i.e. 

the breadcrumb feature, as well as the adaptive rotation mode based on the user’s 

orientation patterns (see chapter 5 for more details) can also be included in the list 

of user’s contexts to which DynaMap is sensitive to. However, we note tha t so far 

the user’s context is integrated into DynaMap in a case-by-case basis, without any 

overall organisation and strategic planning.

4.1 C ontext M anagem ent System

Indeed history has shown th a t the integration of context in an application is often 

done on the side, w ithout any organisation, in prototype mode only (e.g. [91] [75] 

[19] [68] [5] [6] [99] [10], refer to Section 2.2.2 for a review of the work done in 

context-awareness). We wanted to seize the opportunity offered by DynaMap to 

model Context Management so th a t it can be reused in other IMA clients, and possibly 

even in non-IMA clients. We therefore dem onstrate here how we have integrated into

82
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the design of DynaMap a Context Management System (CMS) .

We have already given, in Section 3.5.3 on the design of DynaMap. the different 

components of the application (in particular refer to Figure 3.9). The component 

dealing exclusively with context is the Context Manager. When combined with the 

Central Controller, which is responsible for acting upon the acquired context, these 

two components provide the context management services and therefore act as the 

CMS of DynaMap. We define a CMS to be a computing entity tha t can achieve the 

following features:

R eference N am e D escription

C O N # l Language Provide a formal way to describe and ex

change context

C O N #2 Flexibility Allow to  easily integrate new or different 

context

CO N #3 Logic Can easily integrates into any application’s 

logic

C O N #4 Storage Provide a way to store context, and to re

trieve context from storage

CO N #5 Profile Provide a way to  switch between context 

pertaining to different users

These features provide the necessary requirements for a CMS in a general setting. 

First of all, to achieve global acceptance a CMS must facilitate its integration into an 

application’s logic. This is currently an issue as there is little help offered to  system 

designers who wish to make their system context-aware. Secondly, as context-aware 

applications become more commonplace there needs to be a way for these applications 

to integrate new user’s context as it becomes available. At the same time the context 

acquired by one application might be useful to another application. Therefore context 

communication and sharing needs to be supported by the application’s CMS. Finally, 

because user’s context is built over time one needs to be able to  store th a t context
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and later analyze and extract further context from the archived context. Similarly, 

an application might serve multiple users and it must be able to switch from the 

context of one user to another. We believe that a CMS supporting features C O N ^ l 

to C 0 N # 5  is complete and provide a generic context management solution to mobile 

context-aware applications.

The realization of the CMS within DynaMap covers all of the above listed features. 

The flexibility (CO N #2) and in part, the storage (C O N #4) features are covered by 

the use of the Context Toolkit [28], and is the topic of next section.

We address the rest of the CMS features on two fronts. We start with the concept 

of user profiling. Because context is gathered over time, sometimes requiring machine 

learning, and pattern  recognition algorithms, it must be preserved in between sessions 

when an application is executed. Context-awareness would be a much weaker concept 

if it consisted of only user-session information. Therefore a way has to be developed 

to store context. We propose in DynaMap a Context Description Language (CDL), 

based on XML, th a t allows context to be communicated, or stored. Figure 4.1 shows 

a scenario where a system based on CDL allows context sharing and archiving.

User Context 
Storage Service

CDL
CDL IMAgent

IM Agent

CDL
DynaMap

Other Client-side Apps.

Figure 4.1: Context Communication and Storage with CDL
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< C ont.  e x t D e s c r i p t  i o n D a t a  C om m en t= "  t. e s  t " >
< C o n t e x t D a t a  C o n t e x t I d = " C T T I D "  T i t l e = " M y D o g ">

< C o n t  e x t U n i t  C o n t  e x t S u b I d = "  Name I D " Hame= "D og N a m e" T y p e =  " T e x t  ">
F i  do 

< / C o n t e x t U n i t >
c C o n t e x t U n i t  C o n t e x t S u b I d = " Age ID" N am e = " D o g A g e " Typ  e= " I n t  ">

2
< / C  o n t e x t U n i  t >
< C o n t e x t U n i t  C o n t e x t S u b I d = " W e i g h t I D "  H a m e = " D o g W e i g h t "  T y p e = " D o u b l e  ">

20  . 3  
< / C o n t e x t U n i  t >
C C o n t e x t U n i t  C o n t e x t S u b I d = " I s M a l e l D "  N a m e = " D o g G e n d e r " T y p e = " B o o l " >  

t r u e  
< / C o n t e x t U n i  t >
C C o n t  e x t U n i t  C o n t e x t S u b I d = " F o  o d ID "  N a m e - " D o g F o o d "  Typ  e = " Senum" >

C E l m C h o i c e  C h o i  c e I d = " f o o  d c h o i c e o n e " > y u m m y c / E l m C h o i c e >
< E l m C h o i c e  C h o i c e l d = " f  o o d c h o i c e t w o " > s o s o < / E l m C h o i c e >  
y un iny  

< / C o n t e x t U n i  t >
< C o n t e x t U n i t  C o n t e x t S u b I d = " F r i e n d s  ID " N a m e = " D o g F r i e n d s "  T y p e = " M e n u m " >

< E l m C h o i c e  C h o i  c e I d = " f r i  e n d o n e " > D a i s y < / E l m C h o i c e >
< E l m C h o i c e  C h o i  c e l d = " f r i e n d t w o " > J a c k < / E l m C h o i c e >

D a i s y  ; J a c k  
< / C o n t e x t U n i t >
< C o n t e x t U n i t  C o n t e x t S u b I d = " B i r t h D a t e l D " N a m e = " D o g B i r t h D a t e "  T y p e = " D a t e ">

2 0 0 3 - 0 4 - 1 2  
< / C o n t e x t U n i  t >
c C o n t e x t U n i t  C o n t e x t S u b I d = " T i m e l D "  H a m e = " D o g S u p p e r T i m e "  T y p e = " T i m e ">

17  : 0 0  
< / C o n t e x t U n i  t >
C C o n t e x t U n i t  C o n t e x t S u b I d = " C o m p e t i t i o n s I D "  N am e = " D o g C o m p e t i t i o n s " T y p e = " C o n t e x t U n i t " 

C C o n t e x t U n i t  C o n t e x t S u b l d = " C o m p e t i t i o n D a t e l D "  H a m e = " D a t e "  T y p e = " D a t e " >  
2 0 0 4 - 2 3 - 1 0  

c / C o n t e x t U n i t >
C C o n t e x t U n i t  C o n t  e x t S u b l  d= 11 Compe t i t  i o n S  c o r e l D " Name= " S c o r e  " T y p e = " i n t " >  

9 4 . 3  
c / C o n t e x t U n i t >  

c / C o n t e x t U n i t >
< / C o n t e x t D a t a >  

c / C  on  t e x t D  e s  c r  i p  t i  onD a t  a>

Figure 4.2: Sample Context D ata Encoded with DynaMap's CDL

The CDL allows the designer to specify a context ontology tha t is used in the 

application, i.e., to define what context is used and how it is described in a current 

setting. DynaMap's CDL stores the context in a recursive attribute-value pair scheme 

as can been seen in the example provided in Figure 4.2. The full specifications of Dy- 

naMap's CDL may be found in appendix C. The proposed CDL in DynaMap provides 

a first step in standardizing and therefore facilitating how context is expressed be

tween two entities. Eventually more work will be required to determine whether the 

current specifications address all needs of all context-aware systems. In addition a 

meta-language needs to be established to  provide a mechanism to  describe the ontol

ogy of the context informat ion specified in a CDL encoded stream. The CDL therefore
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covers the language (C O N ^l) and in part the storage (C 0 N ^4 ) requirements of the 

CMS. Once context can be expressed contextual computation does not have to orig

inate where context is collected. For example certain shortest path computations in 

GIS are some of the most computation intensive operations done. Therefore such 

computations would normally be handled by a high performance server. If the short

est path is based on some user’s context attributes, then those can be passed to the 

server using CDL. Along the same line of thought, user profiling is simplified once 

there exists a CDL. Indeed, for each user a different CDL profile (stored as a file, a 

database record, etc.) can be loaded, effectively switching between the contexts of 

different users. Which context is saved and reloaded is application dependent. In 

DynaMap we opted to have for each user a local hie stored directly into the PDA in 

DynaMap1 s CDL format (appendix C).

The other point addressed by the realization of the CMS within DynaMap is the 

one of integrating context-awareness in the how of execution of the application’s logic 

(CO N #3). Care has to be taken here so th a t the integration of context follows the 

same principles of abstractions and modularity as dehned in Chapter 3 in order to 

m aintain a generic design th a t can be re-applied. In order to recall the current system 

architecture of DynaMap we refer to Figure 3.9 describing the code modules and to 

Figure 3.12 providing the central controller’s state diagram. Both figures can be 

found in Section 3.5. In these illustrations we see th a t there is a “Context Manager” 

component. We also see th a t the central controller event how is triggered via some 

external event informing it of new available context. The context manager component 

is the one sending th a t event. We illustrate in Figure 4.3 the state diagram of the 

context manager.

The purpose of the context manager is to handle sources of context information. It 

contains a list of locations where context information can be acquired and it manages 

the communication with these sources. This list might be deterministically speci

fied or built over time using a discovery mechanism. This is application dependent. 

The context manager is then responsible to preprocess the acquired context from the 

sources and to present it to the central controller component in a pre-established for

mat that is understood by both  components. The context manager is also responsible
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ContextManager: Waiting for Context

Relevant time

New Location

Weather Info

Scheduled Alarm

Figure 4.3: The DynaMap Context Manager State Diagram

for storing historical context as well as loading and saving the user profile. From the 

central controller’s perspective, once it is made aware of new context information, 

it proceeds by taking decisions based on the application’s logic, and then acts upon 

those decisions. We can see in Figure 4.4 a typical contextual da ta  exchange between 

the central controller and context manager components as well as the context sources 

(called widgets as they are defined in the next section).

From DynaMap's perspective the context manager has a predetermined list of 

context sources th a t are considered. This explains why the state diagram provided 

in Figure 4.3 contains the given states. The specific context information used by 

DynaMap is covered in Section 4.2. Once acquired and preprocessed, the DynaMap's 

context manager provides the context to the central controller. In DynaMap the most 

common operation based on context da ta  is to integrate personalized information in 

the visual display of the presented map. The details of the context induced behaviour 

in DynaMap is covered Section 4.2.1. However there is still one missing piece of the
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puzzle: what are the context sources and how do we extract the context from them'.'’ 
The answer is provided in next section with the introduction of the Context Toolkit 

[28]-

class Sch. W idget weather W idget
Itod W idget I

Central 
Contro le

Context Man. 
Proxy

Context Man. 
Controller

Internet

1. Initialize

2 . F rw d  init re q u es t to th re a d .

4. S u b sc rib e lo

5. S ubscribeT o

6. S ubscribeT o

7. N ew  C ldss Schedule

N ew  tim e of day

9 . N ew  w e a th er

10. N ew ;user location

12. D ecode results a n d  notify

Figure 4.4: The DynaMap Context Data Exchange

4.1.1 The Context Toolkit

The Context Toolkit [28] was introduced in section 2.2. It consists of a set of software 
tools whose purpose is to support context acquisition, aggregation, interpretation, 
and distribution. As a result of his work on the Context Toolkit, Dey has not only 
formalized the notion of context and context-awareness. but he also provided a tool 
that is both simple to use and to understand. It is built on software engineering 
principles such as robustness, scalability, efficiency, etc. We decided to use the Context 
Toolkit in order to help us systematize our process of context acquisition.

The toolkit is based on the widget metaphor often used in graphical user interface
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development. The idea, is to separate from the application’s logic the internal com

plexities of on-going context extraction. The second objective is to be able to reuse 

context in other applications by separating the process of context extraction from 

the other processes involved in the application. The idea there is that by decoupling 

context extraction, multiple applications can tap  into this shareable resource.

The widget metaphor provides a solution th a t meets both of the toolkit’s objec

tives. In the toolkit context is seen as information waiting to be retrieved. Specific 

context will have specific logic in how it is acquired. For example user location of

ten requires an application to connect to a GPS, to parse the GPS output, and to 

encode the location information in a useful format. On the other hand a system 

architect designing the application’s logic has little interest in “how” the context was 

obtained. The “how” part of context acquisition is a cumbersome task to the sys

tem designer, offering little added value to the application. The difficulty involved 

in extracting context provides an explanation why very few applications make use 

of context, and why very few types of contextual information are considered. Just 

like the way GUI widgets are used to simplify user input access, a context widget 

is something the system architect would like to use to simplify context access in the 

application. Referring back to the user location example, by using a user location 

widget an application would no longer need to include the GPS connection logic and 

the parsing logic, all of which would be included in the widget. As the user location 

technology evolves so does the user location widget successfully hiding away to the 

application the complexity behind context extraction. Now in the case of context 

th a t is accessible via a central location such as current traffic conditions for example, 

the context widget plays a second role: to be a common access point. In addition 

to containing the logic to extract context, the context widget manages who wants 

what context under what conditions providing a way to  share common context across 

applications.

The Context Toolkit is based on four components as well as a communication 

convention. We show a simplified diagram of the components in Figure 4.5 in a 

way th a t shows the inheritance relationships between the components. We reuse 

the notation of Dey [28] to display the application, the Base Object, the Widget.
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the Aggregator, and the Interpreter components. This allows us to  provide context 

acquisition diagrams in the same way defined by Dey [28] (see Figures 4.6 and 4.8).

The component central to the toolkit is the widget . It is the component responsible 

for extracting specific pieces of context, and for managing the subscribers to the 

information. Clients can connect to a widget and query the status of its context as a 

whole or in parts. They can also register themselves to be notified when a predefined 

context occurs. Finally, a widget comes with the capability to store the context it 

has extracted into an archive and provides a way for clients to query the archived 

context.

An example of the use of a context widget is as follows: imagine an application 

th a t needs to be aware when the user suffers from an anxiety attack. To measure 

anxiety the application uses a heart rate sensor. The code required to connect to the 

sensor and the code required for the communication protocol used is a cumbersome 

task for the developer to write. In addition, anytime another application wants to 

know of the user’s degree of anxiety the same code as to be rewritten. By embedding 

the sensor in a context widget we automatically solve the problem of code duplication 

since the widget runs as a server and can accepts multiple subscription requests to 

the context information. Moreover the applications can request to  only be notified 

when the context is relevant to them, such as when the user’s anxiety level is high 

enough to be classified as an anxiety attack. Finally the applications need only care 

about the user context and not about the particular characteristics of the sensor, 

which is all encapsulated in the widget. W idgets can be more complex than  just a 

single sensor wrapper. For example a widget could be used to  provide the current 

weather conditions in a city such as Ottawa, Canada. The widget could then use as its 

sources of information multiple websites providing th a t weather forecast information. 

Relying on da ta  fusion techniques the widget could then make a final decision on 

the actual weather conditions, and provide th a t information to  its subscribers in a 

standard way.

Another im portant component is the aggregator which is in fact nothing more 

than a specialized widget. The aggregator provides context built on top of context 

acquired by other widgets. It is both at the same time a context widget and a client
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to other widgets. The aggregator is often used to generate higher-level context from 

sources of lower level context by containing the logic to merge and combine them. As a 

simple example one could use an aggregator to determine whether the user is in a rush 

or not by combining the following lower level context: user's schedule, user’s speed of 

travel, user’s heartbeat. An application that would only need to know whether the 

user is in a rush or not would only have to register itself with the aggregator, which 

would then take care of the rest.

A th ird  component is the interpreter whose purpose is to  convert context from 

one type into another. A physical to logical location converter (refer to section 2.2.3) 

would be an example where the use of an interpreter would be useful.

Finally, the fourth component is actually the parent of all the others: the BaseOb- 

ject. The BaseObject provides the communication knowledge of the toolkit (including 

marshalling and unmarshalling of the data). It is used as a standalone component in 

applications th a t integrate the toolkit, like in DynaMap. The default communication 

convention used is H TTP as the data  transfer protocol, and XML as the data format. 

Although H TTP and XML are two well-established standards in data communica

tion, both of them  can be replaced by other technologies if th a t is the wish of the 

system designer.

BaseObject

InterpreterSensor

Assregator

Figure 4.5: The Context Toolkit Components

Since the toolkit separates context acquisition from everything else little had to 

be done in the design of DynaMap to integrate it. Each piece of context is acquired
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with the use of widgets, aggregators, and interpreters (refer to Section 4.2.2). This 

information is then transm itted to the central controller, via the Context Manager 

component. The Context Manager interfaces with the widgets through one instance 

of a BaseObject th a t it stores. We can see in Figure 4.4 the context exchange process 

involved between DynaMap and the context widgets tha t it uses.

Of interest from a technical point of view is the fact tha t the Context Toolkit 

was developed in Java,, whereas DynaMap is a C + +  application. However, since the 

communication to the toolkit widgets is done via HTTP (by default), the application 

th a t uses these widgets, DynaMap in our case, is indifferent to the programming 

language of the widgets. Only the BaseObject had to be converted into C + +  since 

this is the component th a t contains the logic needed to communicate with the widgets. 

All widgets developed for DynaMap were done with the toolkit original code, i.e. in 

Java.

4.2 W hat C ontext?

In the scenario given in section 3.1 a student is using a university provided PDA assis

tan t as a way to help with the transition to a new campus. We noticed many instances 

of context-triggered behaviour in the system. In addition to location and orientation 

awareness there is also the constant up-to-date knowledge of the application with 

regards to the campus (class locations, exam schedule, pathways status, etc), and to 

the student (courses taken, living arrangements, books borrowed from library, etc). 

But the context of interest is even wider, including such things as time of the day, 

weather conditions, and also personalization capabilities. In DynaMap we decided to 

consider the current time of the day, the weather, the studen t’s class schedule, and 

the user’s preferred path. We believe th a t the integration of this context will serve 

as proof-of-concept towards the architectural design of context and th a t is feasible 

within our limited timeframe. Of course many additional user's contexts could be 

integrated into the application but this is considered future work and is outside of 

the scope of this document.
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4.2 .1  C on tex tu a l Influence

In this section we introduce two sub-tasks of DynaMap whose behaviour is influenced 

by the user's context, namely map display and shortest path computations.

C on textu a l M ap

Map display has been studied for many years and has been described as both an art 

and a science [97]. Cartographers have always been looking at ways of making maps 

more useful so th a t they contain information tha t is actually relevant to the user. 

W ith the emergence of context.-awareness it is now more than  ever possible to  make 

maps tailored for a single user. We have an opportunity in DynaMap to provide 

real-time contextual maps.

The next question we need to  answer is then: how can we personalize the map 

displayed to the user? From the context collected, described in Section 4.2.2, we 

decided to personalize the map in the following way. First, roads, paths and buildings 

are displayed with increasing colour intensity depending on the frequency such entity 

is actually used by the user. Therefore, the user’s most relevant locations are shown 

more prominently. Secondly we indicate on the map the location of the user’s next 

class if tha t class is one hour away or less from beginning. Along the same line of 

thought, locations containing food and entertainm ent services are also highlighted 

according to the time of the day. For example, in the morning, coffee shops are 

displayed, as opposed to cafeterias around noon and dinnertime, and to  pubs in the 

evening.

All of our context related map display behaviours are triggered by active context 

(refer to  Section 2.2.2) since they cause the map to be displayed differently without 

any user intervention. However, since those changes do not critically affect the use of 

the application we are still confident th a t this type of active context does not induce a 

“loss-of-control” feeling to the user. In term s of Schmidt’s categorisation scheme [93]. 

we can see th a t our contextual map comes from the environment, both  from a social 

point of view (student), as well from the tem poral environment (time of the day)- One 

might argue however tha t some context is activity generated, more particularly the
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one showing the location of the user’s next class where here the activity is essentially 

the act of going to the classroom.

C on tex tu a l S h ortest-P ath

The shortest path problem consists of. given a. source location and a destination 

location, to provide the shortest path from the source to the destination based 011 

a cost model. The input to a shortest path algorithm consists of a graph (nodes 

and edges) representing the traveling network, as well as the position of where the 

source and the destination are. The cost model can be quite broad and not only 

consists of pure and simple Euclidean distance. Weights representing a certain cost 

(e.g. traffic density) of using an edge can be used, which turns the problem into a 

weighted shortest path problem.

The objective is to illustrate th a t user-context. can be integrated in DynaMap. 

The algorithm used to compute the shortest path is of secondary importance here. 

We chose to  use Dijkstra/s algorithm [30] for its simplicity. However there exists a 

number of alternative algorithms to efficiently compute the shortest path in either 

internal or external memory [22] [55] [44] [43]. We leave as future work the exercise 

of identifying the proper external spatial da ta  structure in conjunction with efficient 

algorithms for shortest path  and other potential queries (window queries, contour line 

extractions, etc).

In DynaMap we consider four factors when assigning a cost to path edges:

• I =  Euclidean edge length,

• u =  edge relative usage ratio,

•  w =  edge weather exposure ratio, and

• d =  edge darkness ratio.

The cost of edge e is therefore cost(e) = l * l / u *  w * d. The value I is the length of the 

edge and is therefore fixed. The value u is computed for each user as the edge usage 

counter divided by the total use counter (see Section 4.2.2 011 the user’s preferred
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path). In other words the value u provides a relative measure of how frequently an 

edge is used versus the other edges for a given user. To compute the cost of the edge 

we use the inverse of the edge relative usage ratio. Therefore the higher the usage of 

an edge by the user, the lower the cost of tha t edge.

The weather and darkness ratio values w, d consists of the multiplication of two 

factors, a static factor w s  and d s  describing “influence’', and an attenuation factor 

W-a and d-a describing “current, condition” . The influence factors are values between 

0 and 1 determined by members of the Carlet.on University campus to describe how 

of an impact has weather and lighting on a specific edge. For example, the more 

an edge is likely to be unusable due to  extreme weather conditions, the higher its 

w s  factor, and the less an edge is well lit at night, the higher its gL s  factor. The 

attenuation factors, also values between 0 and 1, are assigned according to  the current 

weather condition context and the current darkness condition context (e.g. extremely 

cold weather and to tal darkness have attenuation factors of 1, whereas warm weather 

and noon sunshine have attenuation factors of 0.3. Refer to Section 4.2.2 for the 

exhaustive list of attenuation factors used). In summary the w and d ratios provide a 

measure of how usable the graph edges are based on the current weather conditions 

and based on the current lighting conditions. The values are computed at shortest 

path computation time as follow: w = w s  * w m , and d =  d s  * d-a.

DynaMap offers the possibility to query for the shortest path  from the user’s 

current location to a location provided by the user by pointing and holding the PDA’ 

stylus on the map corresponding to h is/her desired destination. It is possible to  do 

this in DynaMap by restricting the graph to only consist of the studen t’s campus, and 

by limiting the context to  be the one described in the cost model. However a more 

general solution would be to have a GIS server with shortest path query capabilities. 

The application would provide the server the user’s context via a CDL form atted 

data, exchange, and the server would return  with the computed shortest path. Such 

architecture would remove the constraint, of having the client, application such as 

DynaMap to have to know about all possible context considered by the domain and 

to only focus on collecting the user’s context.. However we consider this problem to be 

possible future work to be considered during the development of the IMA framework
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(refer to  Section 3.3).

Finally we point out th a t the graph considered in DynaMap is a 2D representation 

of the geographical domain. This does not cause a problem in most cases since we 

are mainly interested to provide 2D navigation assistance to the user as a proof-of- 

concept th a t user context can be integrated into DynaMa,p. However we live in a 3D 

world, and therefore the graph considered in DynaMap is not a perfect representation 

of the environment. However, 3D navigation could be supported with the addition of 

th ird  coordinate to all instances in the graph, as well as with the addition th a t the 

GPS accurately provides the user’s altitude.

In the case of contextual shortest path  in DynaMap context is again active-context 

mainly because the shortest path computation is directly affected by the user’s current 

context, and tha t, without the explicit consent of the user. Similarly to  contextual 

maps we do not believe this to  be a problem as we don’t foresee users feeling a “loss 

of control” over this behaviour. However we do acknowledge th a t somehow the user 

should be able to better specify what kind of shortest path s/he might wish to have 

computed (fastest, simplest, shortest distance, etc). We also believe th a t somehow the 

user should have a final say over some of the weights assigned to the edges (for example 

some user might not care as much about the weather condition effect on the shortest 

path computation). These are what we consider additional context information of 

type personalization th a t could be supported by DynaMap but were not due to time 

constraints. In terms of Schm idt’s categorization [93] contextual shortest path comes 

from the environment (time of day, weather) with the exception of the user’s preferred 

path, which is of type activity since it comes from the user’s traveling habits.

In all cases, in order to promote contextual influence on the behaviour of DynaMap 

the context itself must be collected. A detailed overview of how this is achieved in 

DynaMap is given in the next section.

4.2 .2  C o n tex t-A w are R ea lisa tio n

DynaMap acquires context with the use of the Context Toolkit. The toolkit provides 

one additional benefit: it forces system designers to identify the context required
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an d  to  b re a k  it dow n in to  pieces of in fo rm atio n  th a t  can  be  collected. T he designers 

th e n  devise  how  to  assem ble th e  p ieces to g e th e r w ith  th e  use of th e  o b jec ts  p rov ided  

by  to o lk it (refer to  sec tion  4.1.1). W e have a lread y  defined th e  con tex t of in te res t 

for DynaMap:  th e  s tu d e n t’s class schedule, th e  c u rren t tim e  of th e  day, th e  w ea ther 

fo recast, a n d  th e  u se r’s p referred  p a th . W e will show  in th is  section  from  w h a t 

sources of in fo rm atio n  th e  co n tex t can  be  e x tra c te d  an d  in te rp re ted , as well as how 

it is h a n d le d  by  th e  to o lk it before it is sen t to  DynaMap. In  each case th is  will be 

il lu s tra te d  w ith  th e  help  of a d iag ram , using  th e  n o ta tio n  of in  F igu re  4.5.
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C lass Schedule

In order to  display to the user the location of his/her next class DynaMap needs 

to know in what classes is the student currently registered, at what time are those 

classes offered, and where they are taking place. We refer to  this as the student’s 

class schedule. We assume that this information is made available by the learning 

institution, in a way th a t allows a, context widget to query it. A context widget 

provides access to th a t contextual information, and the BaseObject of DynaMap''s 

Context Manager subscribes to tha t widget. See Figure 4.6a as an illustration.

The actual implementation of th a t widget is to simulate a few class schedules th a t 

could be assigned to a particular user. Through a simple user interface illustrated in 

Figure 4.7a we can force a different, schedule on the user. DynaMap, which subscribed 

to  this widget, is informed every time the schedule of its user (represented by the 

student number) has changed. The current widget supports three users: 100232650, 

100232651, and 100232652, as well as three different schedules: schedule A, schedule 

B, and schedule C.

T im e o f th e  D ay

The current time of the day is contextual information typically relevant to a user. 

Not surprisingly the source of time comes from the clock local to the device, and a 

widget is assigned to keep track on its evolution. See Figure 4.6b as an illustration.

In DynaMap we again decided to simulate this widget to  be able to  better illustrate 

the change of behaviour it induces in the application (Map display, shortest path. 

See Section 4.2). We have therefore developed a simple user interface as illustrated 

in Figure 4.7b. DynaMap registers to th a t widget. Every time the time of the day 

changes, DynaMap is then notified. The current values available in the widget, are: 

Breakfast(0.3), Morning(0.2), Noon(O.l), Aft.ernoon(O.l), Supper(0.3), Evening(0.5). 

and Night. (1.0). The numeric values indicate the darkness attenuation factors (dm) 

used during contextual shortest path  com putation (see Section 4.2.1).
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W eather

A user engaged in navigational activities is often affected by the current weather 

conditions. This is more so for a pedestrian user, who must endure directly the 

different moods of M other Nature. This type of context acquisition system is modeled 

as shown in Figure 4.6c. The weather information from the weather database is 

extracted at regular small time intervals by the widget. We are only interested in the 

weather at the place where the user is located. Location is provided by a GPS, and is 

made available via a longitude-latitude widget. Since weather forecasts are available 

per regions, which are identified by the most prominent city in th a t region, we need 

an interpreter th a t can convert from longitude-latitude coordinates to a city name. 

An aggregator is then responsible for querying the city interpreter, and querying the 

weather widget for the weather forecast in the region of th a t city.

Again, for simplicity we opted to simulate this widget through the use of a user 

interface illustrated in Figure 4.7. We may change the current weather condition to: 

Sunny(O.l), Overcast(0.5), and Raining(l.O), as well as the tem perature to: Cold(l.O), 

Chilly(0.5), Warm(O.l), Hot(0.5), and Burning(l.O). Every time any of these two 

value changes, the widget notifies DynaMap. The multiplication of the weather con

dition numeric value times the tem perature numeric value provides the weather a t

tenuation factor (ic_a) used during contextual shortest path  computation (see Section 

4.2.1).

U ser’s Preferred P a th

The final user context included in this document is the one of the user’s preferred path. 

A user is said to have used a certain path, if s /he  was within a certain radius from th a t 

path  (5 meters in DynaMap). Each user in DynaMap keeps a counter for each edge in 

the graph. In addition each user keeps a global counter. All counters are initialized 

to the value 1. Once a path is used, the counter for th a t path  is increased by one and 

so is the global counter. Using these two counters we can compute for each edge the 

edge relative usage ratio (u) used during contextual shortest path computation (see 

Section 4.2.1). The ratio consists of the edge counter divided by the global counter
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providing a relative measure of the usage of tha t edge versus the usage of the other 

edges. Edges with higher edge relative usage ratio (u) are displayed more prominently 

on the map and are favoured in the shortest path  computation algorithm.

As we can see, a lot of work is done in DynaMap to decide which are the user’s 

preferred paths. However one still need to  obtain the current path being used. We 

refer to  Figure 4.8 to illustrate the toolkit components involved in acquiring this 

information.

DvnaM ap

1
Lon Lat to Paths 

Interpreter J
A

I
Lon Lat 
W idget------------—-T~ '--------

I

Figure 4.8: The User’s Preferred P ath  Context Acquisition Diagram

Again, the GPS provides location information, which is extracted by the longitude- 

latitude widget. However, this time the longitude-latitude coordinates are being 

passed to an interpreter which has access to the spatial data, and can therefore decide 

which path (if any path  at all) is being used by the user. T hat path is then sent to 

the BaseObject of DynaMap, and the edge counters are updated.

4.3 E nd-P roduct

The design of a Context Management System (CMS) th a t can be re-applied in general 

to other mobile context-aware applications is the main contribution of this chapter. 

We analyzed the features th a t are im portant to  provide for any CMS in a mobile and

  ILi sc Object 
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context-aware environment and came up with the following five: language (support 

context exchange), flexibility (easy to support new context), logic (easy to integrate in 

the application’s logic), storage (can store context), and profile (can switch between 

users). We then proposed a Context Description Language (CDL) th a t facilitates 

context encoding, which in the end allows for a formal context exchange data format.. 

Finally we re-introduced the Context Toolkit [28] but this time in more details so as 

to  better understand its benefits towards context modeling, context acquisition, and 

context sharing.

Using the CDL and the Context Toolkit we have shown how to  build a CMS within 

DynaMap. We explained how context is handled by DynaMap’s central controller 

component in a way th a t allow for any type of context to  be supported. We have 

also introduced the Context Manager components and explained its roles of acquiring 

context (via the Context Toolkit), storing context and switching between contexts of 

different users (user profiling).

Finally we have shown how DynaMap's CMS can be used in a real life environment 

by describing two areas of the application influenced by the user’s context: contextual 

maps and contextual shortest paths. We chose four different types of user’s contexts 

to illustrate how to achieve context-awareness in these two areas, and our choice was: 

the user’s class schedule, the current time of the day, the current weather conditions, 

and the user’s preferred path. Finally we showed how to model context acquisition 

for each one of them, and how to integrate this context within DynaMap to achieve 

contextual maps and contextual shortest paths.

Both contextual maps and contextual shortest paths have been partially imple

mented in order to validate the proposed CMS design. We were able to do so without 

implementing the entire proposed and modeled context described in this chapter due 

to the limited time constraint. Instead we focused on a scaled-down version of the 

user’s preferred path  in order to provide a proof-of-concept of DynaMap's CMS. We 

may see in Figure 4.9 an illustration of how context information is currently used and 

handled by DynaMap. We can see the result of a shortest path  computation based 

on a scaled-down cost model defined in Section 4.2.1.

DynaMap shares a number of similarities w ith other applications with respect to
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Mode: G I Sys: ON, Server: OK, GPS: OK

Figure 4.9: Screenshots of Context in Action in DynaMap

its context induced behaviour. For example like many other LBS DynaMap makes use 
of the user’s location and orientation [28], [17], [93], [10]. DynaMap also has a notion 
of the user’s traveling habit as similarly defined in [68]. Analogous to tourist-type 
applications [19] [94], DynaMap uses domain-specific context information, namely 
that of a student through the class schedule context.

However where DynaMap differs is in the overall integration of context throughout 
the system architecture. It builds on the work of Dey on the Context Toolkit [28] and 
proposes an all-encompassing reusable CMS that can be applied in the IMA frame
work. However the principles outlined can easily be extended to non-IMA framework 
environments as well.

This concludes our section on DynaMap’s integration of context. We continue 
on the topic of user’s experience in the next chapter since an attempt is made at 
discovering which map rotation scheme is best suited for its users.
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M A P  R O TA TIO N

We have all done this before, take a paper map, and rotate it so th a t what is in 

front of us appears at the top. This behaviour has been studied numerous times by 

psychologist and cartographers. The general explanation of such behaviour resides 

in the cognitive load imposed on a user in understanding a map, and in building a 

mental model of what is represented on the map. If the map is rotated so th a t it fits 

the user's orientation in h is/her environment, then a lesser cognitive load is required 

to understand the map than  if it had not been rotated in the first place. It has also 

been shown that the extent to which users will feel they should rotate a map varies 

between individuals and gender. A study done by Radoczky however, shows th a t 

eighty-six percent of all participants preferred head-up maps, as opposed to only nine 

percents th a t preferred North-up [37].

In DynaMap in order to accommodate everyone, we initially offered two choices to 

users: to have the map rotated (head-up) or to have its orientation fixed (North-up). 

If chosen, map rotation was performed every time a new user heading was provided 

by the electronic compass (embedded in our GPS). Therefore the map was always 

in-line with the user’s orientation, plus an average of one second delay due to  the 

sensing technology.

103
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5.1 P roblem  D efinition

W hen we tried DynaMap for the first few times however, we did not find the map 

rotation feature quite as useful as expected. Instead of having a better map under

standing and a better positioning of our location on the map, we found tha t the map 

being constantly rotated confused us to the point of sometimes us becoming totally 

disoriented. This result can be explained by the following two reasons:

1. The instability of the map due to constant rotations caused by the variations 

in the user’s heading.

2. The time required to reposition oneself on the map after each rotation.

Point 1 comes from the fact th a t it is almost impossible for the user to keep a constant 

orientation (between 0 and 360 degrees). The constant movement of the user, even 

when trying to be stable, and the margin of error of the sensor are both direct causes 

of this problem. Point 2 comes from the fact th a t the process of understanding a map 

requires the user to find a correlation between the real world and the one depicted on 

the map. A large sudden and unexpected rotation of the map can break the user’s 

mental model of the map which is required to decipher the information provided on 

th a t map. One might argue th a t using animation to rotate the map would solve 

this problem but unfortunately this cannot be treated as a solution. Not only would 

animating rotations be a technical challenge on a PDA with limited processor and 

battery  power, but it would also be difficult to find the correct balance between the 

time required for an animation, and the need to accurately show the map rotated 

according to the user’s orientation. Of course, in the end, point 2 is much more a 

problem with large rotations than it is with small ones, since a user will not be thrown 

off as much by smaller rotations.

Point I has already been acknowledged by Suomela et al. [99] in their work on 

the WalkMap, an application testing different map projections. Their solution was 

to prevent rotations less than  ten degrees. We find little comfort by this simple 

proposition. First of all there is no substantiation th a t ten degrees is the appropriate 

threshold value, and secondly, to apply a minimum threshold on rotation am plitude is
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only one of many ways to approach the problem. We acknowledge tha t under certain 

conditions this solution might work well, such as for a user in a car mostly going 

in straight lines, but we believe th a t it may not work so well in many other cases. 

Indeed, pedestrian navigation is more complex than some other types of navigation 

due to the increased degree of freedom enjoyed by the users. For example, a user 

lost is an unknown environment would most likely use a navigation application like 

DynaMap by first orienting him /herself with an object in sight (building, intersection, 

etc) and then comparing what, s/he sees with was is on the map displayed. In such 

an alignment case we certainly want map rotation to occur quickly and accurately. 

However, there are other cases where map rotation might be uncalled for. We can 

think of a map like those found in shopping malls. In such a case a user normally wants 

to find a certain location, from his/her current position on a global perspective map. 

If the map is rotated, even slightly, then the user’s mental model of the environment 

is gone and has to  be rebuilt.

We believe th a t due to the complexities of the tasks executed in pedestrian nav

igation, and due to  the multiplicity of such tasks, th a t we need a more thorough 

evaluation of several map rotation strategies. We propose in the next section a few 

different map rotation algorithms, along with their analysis.

5.2 P roposed  Solution

After our own experience in using an early version of DynaMap , and after discussing 

with people who were assigned short trials with the application, we came with a 

set of different rotation algorithms. Each one has their characteristics in terms of 

how and when the map is rotated, but also in terms of their efficiency and storage. 

These algorithms are briefly described in Table 5.1, and then further explained in the 

following subsections.
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N am e D escrip tion
STATIC Map is never rotated
DIRECT Map is directly rotated according to the user’s heading 

at every reading from the electronic compass
R.ANGLE Map is only rotated at right angles
MIN Map is only rotated if the difference in amplitude from 

the last rotation is more tha t the value specified in the 
variable MINTHRESH

MAX Map is rotated by at most the amplitude specified in the 
variable MAXTHRESH

MIN.MAX Scheme where the MIN mode is first applied, followed by 
the MAX mode

ADPT Similar scheme as MIN_N1AX with the difference th a t the 
value of the variables MINTHRESH and MAXTHRESH 
are automatically updated according to the history of the 
user’s orientations

Table 5.1: Map Rotation Schemes available in the DynaMap

5.2.1 STATIC

This mode consists of North-up map. Therefore no map rotation occurs no m atter 

what the user’s heading might be. The benefit of this mode is th a t the user does not 

experience disorientation due to map rotation. However this comes at the cost of the 

user of having to  reorient h is/her mental map in order to align the real world with the 

map representation. No extra processor power, or storage is required in this mode.

5.2.2 D I R E C T

This mode consists of the classical head-up map, in the sense th a t no intervention 

is made to prevent map rotation from happening. The benefit of this mode resides 

in the always-aecurate orientation of the map with respect to the user’s heading. 

The fact th a t map rotation is hypersensitive to  the user’s heading causes it to occur 

frequently, which can irritate users. Large map rotations are possible in this mode, 

which sometime causes a user to become disoriented after such a big change from 

one displayed map to another. The pseudo code of DIRECT rotation is listed in
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Algorithm 1. The function RotateMapToHeadingQ used in line 2 takes a heading 

value and rotates the map such tha t the top of the map now corresponds to tha t 

heading value. For example, if the user’s heading is 20 degrees, than the DIRECT 

algorithm calls RotateMapToHeading(20).

A lg o rith m  1 DIRECT

1: X  <— UserHeading()
2: RotateM apToHeading(X )

The processing power required by the DIRECT rotation mode is quite high in 

the sense th a t map rotation occurs frequently, i.e. at every new user heading. The 

amplitude of the rotation can be any arbitrary value between 0 and 360 degrees, 

preventing any optimization of the rotation code. The storage required by this mode 

is constant.

5.2.3 R .A N G L E

This mode allows only right angle map rotations. In this mode the map is either 

rotated North-up, East-up, South-up, or West-up. The direction into which a map 

is rotated depends on which of the four quadrants falls the user’s heading. The 

quadrants are defined as ±45 degrees from the cardinals. For example, a map is 

rotated East-up if the user’s heading is within 45 and 135 degrees. A small buffer of 

15 degrees along the borders is given to the user before a switch is made to another 

quadrant. This is done to avoid having back and forth 90 degrees map rotations as a 

user’s heading drifts along a border case. The pseudo code of the R.ANGLE rotation 

mode is listed in Algorithm 2.

The benefits of the R.ANGLE map rotation mode lies in its simplicity and its 

correlation with the experience users have with paper maps. Indeed, people rotate 

paper-based maps mostly in only four ways: North-up, East-up, South-up, and West- 

up. Also, using this mode a user knows th a t there are only four ways a map can 

be rotated. The user should therefore be less surprised by a map rotation and s/he 

should require less mental processing to rebuild h is/her mental model of the map 

afterwards. The drawbacks of this mode are the limited number of possible rotations
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A lg o rith m  2 R.ANGLE

1 X  UscrHeadingO
2 if  (LASTQUAD =  NORTH) A N D ( ( X  < 60)O R ( X  > 300)) th en
3 RETURN
4 else if  (LASTQUAD =  EAST) A N D {30 < X  < 150) th en
5 RETURN
6 else if  (LASTQUAD =  SOUTH) A N D (  120 < A  <  240) th en
7 RETURN
8 else if  (LASTQUAD =  W EST) AALD(210 < A  < 330) th en
9 RETURN

10 end if
11 if  (A <  45)0 R (X  > 315) th en
12 LASTQUAD <- NORTH
13 RotateMapToHeading(O)
14 else  if  45 < A  <  135 th en
15 LASTQUAD <- EAST
16 RotateMapToHeading(90)
17 else if  135 < A  <  225 th en
18 LASTQUAD <- SOUTH
19 RotateMapToHeading(180)
20 else if  225 < A  < 315 th en
21 LASTQUAD ^  W EST
22 RotateMapToHeading(270)
23 end if
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meaning th a t often the map will not be perfectly in-line with the user’s heading. Also 

this mode favours rotations of large amplitude, namely of 90 degrees.

In terms of processing power, this mode is the most efficient after STATIC. This 

is due to both the reduced number of rotations, and the fact th a t rotations occur only 

at four angles: 0, 90, 180, 270. Such map rotations can be highly optimized for speed 

since it can be done with simple pixel swapping operations. The storage required by 

this mode is constant.

5.2.4 M I N

In the MIN rotation mode the map is only rotated if the difference in amplitude 

from the last rotation is more than the value specified in the variable MINTHRESH. 

This is similar to the solution proposed by Suomela et al. [99] with the exception 

th a t the threshold value is user defined as opposed to being hard-coded to a certain 

value. The benefit of the MIN rotation mode is the decrease of insignificant rotations, 

where insignificance is defined by a minimum rotation amplitude. Assuming the user 

sets the MINTHRESH variable to  a value th a t suits him /her, the MIN rotation 

mode results in more stable map display. However the MIN rotation scheme does not 

prevent large rotations from happening. In addition, the burden of finding the correct 

MINTHRESH value is left to the user. This means th a t whenever the user engages 

in a different navigational task s/he may have to reset the MINTHRESH value to 

something else (e.g. when the user goes from walking around to driving a car). The 

pseudo code of the MIN rotation mode is listed in Algorithm 3. A global variable 

named “LASTHEADING” is used in this algorithm to remember the heading to which 

the map was rotated in the previous rotation operation. For example the user heading 

in the previous rotation operation could have been 30 degrees, but the algorithm 

decided to only rotate the map to 20 degrees. In th a t case “LASTHEADING” is set 

to 20 degrees.

The processing power required by the MIN rotation mode is comparable but 

slightly better than  the one of the DIRECT rotation mode. In both cases the map 

can be rotated at any arbitrary angle, however in the MIN case all rotations of lesser
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A lgorith m  3 MIN

1: X  <— UserHeadingO
2: Y  < -a b s ((X - LASTHEADING)??? od360)
3: if  Y  > 180 th en
4: Y  <- 360 -  Y
5: end if
6: if  y  > MINTHRESH th en  
7: Rota,teMa.pToHeading( X )
8: LA STH EA D IN G ^ X
9: end if

amplitude than  the MINTHRESH value are eliminated. The storage of the MIN 

rotation mode is constant.

5.2.5 M A X

In the MAX rotation mode the map is rotated at once by at most the amplitude 

specified in the variable MAXTHRESH. Nothing prevents rotations to  be less than 

the MAXTHRESH value however (in comparison with the MIN mode). The benefit 

of the MAX rotation mode is the elimination of large rotations. In this mode large 

rotations are broken down into a number of rotations of at most MAXTHRESH. 

Therefore the MAX rotation mode is a way to simulate rotation animation th a t is 

feasible on a small device platform. However the MAX rotation mode suffers from 

being occasionally quite off with respect to  the current user’s heading. The impression 

th a t this scheme leaves on a user with a wrongly set MAXTHRESH value is th a t the 

map is always trying to catch up with reality. In addition, the burden of finding 

the correct MAXTHRESH value is left to the user. This results in the cumbersome 

operation of changing th a t value whenever the user engages in a different navigational 

task. The pseudo code of the MAX rotation mode is listed in Algorithm 4. This 

algorithm also makes use of the global variable “LASTHEADING” as described in 

the MIN algorithm, i.e. to store the heading to which the map was last rotated.

The processing power imposed by the MAX rotation mode is exactly the same 

one as of the DIRECT mode in the sense th a t rotation occurs almost at every new
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A lg o rith m  4 MAX

1: X  <— UserHeading()
2: Y  abs((X  — LASTHEADING)mod360)
3: ROTATERIGHT ^  ((A-LA STH EA D IN G ) > 0)
4: if  Y  > 180 th e n
5: Y  <- 360 -  y
6: R O T A T E R IG H T ^ not ROTATERIGHT
7: e n d  i f
8: if  R  > MAXTHRESH th e n  
9: if  ROTATERIGHT =  true th e n

10: ROTATIONHEADING<— (LASTHEADING+ MAXTHRESH)mod360
11: e l s e
12: ROTATIONHEADING<— (LASTHEADING- MAXTHRESH)mod360
13: e n d  i f
14: e l s e
15: ROTATIONHEADING^ A
16: e n d  i f
17: RotateMapToHeading(ROTATIONHEADING)
18: LASTHEADING^ROTATIONHEADING

user’s heading update, and th a t rotation cannot be optimized. The storage of the 

MAX rotation mode is constant.

5.2.6 M I N . M A X

The MIN_MAX rotation mode consists of first applying the rules of the MIN mode, 

followed by the application of the rules of the MAX mode. Therefore in the MIN-MAX 

rotation scheme, map rotation occurs only when the rotation amplitude is more then 

the value of the MINTHRESH variable, and if there is a rotation, it is limited to 

be at most the value specified in the MAXTHRESH variable. The benefits of the 

MINAIAX rotation mode are the union of the benefits of the MIN and the MAX 

modes. In other words the user is presented with a more stable map where large 

rotations are reduced assuming th a t the variables MINTHRESH and MAXTHRESH 

are set correctly. The drawbacks for the MIN-MAX modes combine the drawbacks of 

the MIN and the MAX modes. That means th a t the burden of finding correct values
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for the MINTHRESH and MAXTHRESH is again left on the user. The pseudo code 

of the MIN_MAX rotation mode is listed in Algorithm 5.

A lgorith m  5 MIN_MAX

1 X  UserHeadingO
2 Y  <—abs((A  — LASTHEADING)mod360)
3 ROTATERIGHT ^  ((A —LASTHEADING) > 0)
4 if  Y  > 1 8 0  th en
5 Y  <- 360 -  Y
6 R O T A T E R IG H T ^ not ROTATERIGHT
7 end  if
8 if  y  >  MINTHRESH th en
9 if  y  > MAXTHRESH th en

10 if  ROTATERIGHT =  true th en
11 ROTATIONHEADING<— (LASTHEADING+ MAXTHRESH)mod360
12 else
13 ROTATIONHEADING<— (LA STH EAD ING - MAXTHRESH)mod360
14 end if
15 else
16 ROTATIONHEADING<— A
17 end if
18 RotateMapToHeading(ROTATIONHEADING)
19 LASTHEADING^ROTATIONHEADING
20 end if

The processing power required by the MINJVIAX mode is a compromise between 

the one of the MIN and the MAX mode. Fewer rotations are triggered due to the 

rules of the MIN mode. However, when a rotation is triggered, it is often broken down 

into multiple ones due to the rules of the MAX mode. Since rotation can occur at 

any degree, there is no possible optimization. The storage required by the MIN_MAX 

mode is constant.

5.2.7 A D P T

The ADPT (adaptive) rotation mode is similar to  the MINJV1AX scheme with the 

only difference th a t the value of the variables MINTHRESH and MAXTHRESH are 

automatically updated according to the history of the user’s past headings. The
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benefits of the ADPT mode are the same as those of the MIX MAX rotation mode 

with the convenience to the user of not having to figure out what the values of the 

MINTHRESH and MAXTHRESH variables should be. The drawback of the ADPT 

mode is th a t DynaMap can only attem pt to guess what the values of MINTHRESH 

and MAXTHRESH values should be. The quality of the guess depends on the num

ber of past user headings th a t are available for analysis. However, there is a direct 

trade-off between the speed of adjusting to a new user’s behaviour and the accuracy 

of the guess. In DynaMap a to tal of ten past records are used for analysis. For some 

users this setting might result in an ADPT mode th a t does not react quickly enough 

to changes in their task (e.g. from walking to  driving a car), while for some other 

users this setting might result in an ADPT mode th a t does not perfectly find the 

correct MINTHRESH and MAXTHRESH values. The pseudo code of the ADPT 

rotation mode is listed in Algorithm 6. In line 3 of the algorithm the function Av- 

erageRot,Amplitude(USER^PAST_HEADINGS) simply computes the average rota

tion by which the map was rotated in all the past rotation amplitudes stored in 

USER_PAST_HEADINGS.

A lgorithm  6 ADPT
1: X  <— UserHeading()
2: insert(USER_PAST_HEADINGS, X )
3: Z  <- AverageRotAmplitude(USER_PAST_HEADINGS)
4: MINTHRESH <- m in(Z +  5, 60)
5: MAXTHRESH ^  max ( Z  -  ((E/60) * Z),  5)
6: DoM inM axRot(X)

Some explanation is in order to  justify the formula used to  calculate the MINTHRESH 

and MAXTHRESH values. Both are based on the average difference in heading in

duced by the user over the past ten recordings. The MINTHRESH value is straight

forward since it is set to five degrees higher than  this average. T hat means th a t only 

when the difference in user’s heading is greater by at least five degrees to what is con

sider normal, is the map rotated. The MINTHRESH value is capped at 60 degrees 

to avoid it to become so high th a t it prevents rotation altogether.

The setting of the MAXTHRESH variable is a bit more complex. First of all,
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because the MAXTHRESH variable provides the maximum amplitude for a map 

rotation, we ensure th a t it never goes below 5 degrees so as to  not unduly prevent 

rotations to terminate. Once tha t is understood, a symbolic value of 60 degrees is 

used to do the rest of the computation. The value of 60 degrees represents the highest 

average difference in user’s heading th a t we care for. If the average is actually higher 

than 60, then the minimum value of 5 degrees is simply used. In the other case, 

when the average is between 0 and 60 degrees, the percentage of the average with 

respect to 60 degrees is computed, and th a t value is removed from the average. For 

example, if the average difference in user’s heading is 30 degrees, then MAXTHRESH 

is set to 30 — ((30/60) * 30) which is 15 degrees, or half of 30 degrees. That means 

in th a t case, th a t if a rotation occurs it will be broken down in at least two, if not 

more. The formula to compute MAXTHRESH has been designed specifically to be 

used in the MINLMAX rules where first it is decided through the MIN rules whether 

rotation occurs at all. If we examine the formula, we notice th a t as Z  approaches 60, 

MAXTHRESH approaches 0, and as Z approaches 0, MAXTHRESH approaches Z.  

Since a lower Z  represents a more stable user, this formula makes map rotation occur 

more freely when the user is stable, and tries to break down the rotation into multiple 

ones when the user is more irregular. This is the behaviour th a t a user would expect 

from the ADPT rotation mode.

Similarly to  the MIN_MAX rotation mode, the processing power required by the 

ADPT mode is a compromise between the one of the MIN and the MAX mode, with 

the addition of the average computation, and the MINTHRESH and MAXTHRESH 

modes (constant time). The storage requirement consists of the space required to 

store the user’s past heading. In the case of DynaMap , this is set to  the constant 

value of ten.

In an attem pt to illustrate the differences between all the proposed map rotation 

algorithms, a comparison chart is provided in Tables 5.2 5.3 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6. Tables 

5.2 and 5.3 shows actual com putation values for each of the algorithms. As for Tables 

5.4 5.5 and 5.6, each algorithm has been run through the same user sequence of 

locations and headings, consisting first of the user going in a straight line towards the 

North at lOm/s (in fluctuating headings of 10° and 350°), followed by a stationary
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user rotating at angles of 10°, 360°, 20°, 30°, and 90°. Only the last five rotations are 

shown, when the user is standing in one location.

DIRECT R.ANGLE MIN (10) MAX (15)

User
Head

ing

Map
Rot.

Heading

Last
Quad

Cur.
Quad

Map
Rot.

Head
ing

Last
Head

ing

Alap
Rot.

Head
ing

Last
Head

ing

Map
Rot.

Head
ing

60.1 60.1 - EAST 90 - 60.1 - 60.1
60.1 60.1 EAST EAST 90 60.1 60.1 60.1 60.1
60.3 60.3 EAST EAST 90 60.1 60.1 60.1 60.3
60.3 60.3 EAST EAST 90 60.1 60.1 60.3 60.3

333.1 333.1 EAST NORTH 0 60.1 333.1 60.3 45.3
333.1 333.1 NORTH NORTH 0 333.1 333.1 45.3 30.3
299.8 299.8 NORTH W EST 270 333.1 299.8 30.3 15.3
302.2 302.2 W EST W EST 270 299.8 299.8 15.3 0.3
302.2 302.2 W EST W EST 270 299.8 299.8 0.3 345.3
30.7 30.7 W EST NORTH 0 299.8 30.7 345.3 0.3
36.2 36.2 NORTH NORTH 0 30.7 30.7 0.3 15.3
36.2 36.2 NORTH NORTH 0 30.7 30.7 15.3 30.3
80.3 80.3 NORTH EAST 90 30.7 80.3 30.3 45.3
80.3 80.3 EAST EAST 90 80.3 80.3 45.3 60.3
137.3 137.3 EAST EAST 90 80.3 137.3 60.3 75.3
137.3 137.3 EAST EAST 90 137.3 137.3 75.3 90.3
140.9 140.9 EAST EAST 90 137.3 137.3 90.3 105.3
140.9 140.9 EAST EAST 90 137.3 137.3 105.3 120.3
134.2 134.2 EAST EAST 90 137.3 137.3 120.3 134.2
132.5 132.5 EAST EAST 90 137.3 137.3 134.2 132.5

Table 5.2: Algorithms - Sample D ata (1/2)
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MIN_MAX ADPT

User
Head

ing

Last,
Head

ing

Map
Rot.

Head
ing

Avg Min
Thresh.

Max
Thresh.

Last,
Head

ing

Map
Rot,.

Head
ing

60.1 - 60.1 60.1 60 5 - 60.1
60.1 60.1 60.1 30.05 35.05 15 60.1 60.1
60.3 60.1 60.1 20.1 25.1 13.37 60.1 60.1
60.3 60.1 60.1 15.08 20.08 11.29 60.1 60.1

333.1 60.1 45.1 29.5 34.5 15 60.1 45.1
333.1 45.1 30.1 24.5 29.58 14.51 45.1 30.59
299.8 30.1 15.1 25.83 30.83 14.71 30.59 15.88
302.2 15.1 0.1 22.9 27.9 14.16 15.88 1.72
302.2 0.1 345.1 20.36 25.36 13.45 1.72 348.27
30.7 345.1 0.1 27.17 32.17 14.87 348.27 3.14
36.2 0.1 15.1 25.2 30.2 14.62 3.14 17.76
36.2 15.1 30.1 19.74 24.74 13.24 17.76 17.76
80.3 30.1 45.1 23.75 28.75 14.35 17.76 32.1
80.3 45.1 60.1 23.73 28.73 14.34 32.1 46.45
137.3 60.1 75.1 28.91 33.91 14.98 46.45 61.43
137.3 75.1 90.1 20.98 25.98 13.64 61.43 75.07
140.9 90.1 105.1 21.31 26.31 13.74 75.07 88.81
140.9 105.1 120.1 18.28 23.28 12.71 88.81 101.53
134.2 120.1 134.2 18.67 23.67 12.86 101.53 114.39
132.5 134.2 134.2 18.83 23.83 12.92 114.39 114.39

Table 5.3: Algorithms - Sample Data, (2/2)
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5.3 Evaluation

Each algorithm offers something unique in terms of benefits and drawbacks. Although 

one might be tem pted to judge rapidly the usefulness of each algorithm, our experience 

has shown th a t often our assumption can be wrong. Therefore there needs to be a 

formal evaluation, based on well-established techniques for measuring the usability 

of each rotation mode. Care has to be taken when doing such measurements due to 

impossibility to fully control the environment. There are also a number of factors tha t 

can only be measured in subjective manner, such as user preferences, for example. In 

order to  provide for a better testing environment, and to take advantage of existing 

knowledge in performing these types of evaluation, we team ed-up with the Human 

Oriented Technology (HOT) lab at Carleton University.

Through numerous discussions between the various members of this joint com

mittee, we have established a formal process to  evaluate the map rotation features 

of DynaMap. We provide a summary of the procedure followed and of the results 

obtained in the following sections. However, we refer to  the work of Narasimhan [76] 

for the complete report on the usability study.

5.3.1 H y p o th es is

We expect the R.ANGLE algorithm to be the least preferred algorithm by the user 

due to size of each rotation: ninety degrees. We expect the ADPT rotation mode 

to  be the best suited map rotation algorithm in a general setting. However, due to 

the number of special cases where a different algorithm might do better than  ADPT, 

we suspect that, a more encompassing solution should be proposed where the ADPT 

algorithm would be used by default, but the possibility of choosing another algorithm 

would be left to the user.

5.3.2 Lab S tu dy

A lab environment allows the usability engineer to have more control over the ex

periment. We decided to first conduct a lab study of DynaMap to obtain an initial
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understanding of the issues in evaluating such software. We wanted to use this op

portunity  to better prepare for a more in-depth field study. This strategy has also 

been confirmed by Goodman et al. in their report of field usability techniques for 

mobile guides [45].

A im

The aim of the lab study was to  see which algorithms can be individually distinguished 

by the user in an attem pt to determine which ones would be more relevant to test in 

a field study setting. At the same time we hoped th a t we could get some indication 

of which algorithm seems to be preferred by the users from their limited exposure to 

the system.

Proced ure

The lab experiment consisted of presenting to thirty-four participants a set of pre

recorded sequences of a user walking around the campus of Carleton University. The 

participants were placed in front of a desktop computer, inside one of the experiment’s 

rooms in the HOTlab facilities. DynaMap was used, in its simulated environment, to 

play the sequences. In the simulated environment DynaMap runs on a PDA simulator 

for Win32 desktop machines, using GPS data  previously recorded on text hies to 

simulate a moving user.

The sequences were a cross product of eight simulated paths of about ten seconds 

each, with the six map rotation algorithms, for a to tal of forty-eight sequences. After 

each sequence the user was asked two questions:

•  How well did the map rotation match the movements of the holder of the Pock- 

etPC?

• How confident are you in indicating the building or landmark you are now 

facing?

The user answered each question by setting the position of a sliding scale out of the 

ninety-nine available positions (see Figure 5.1).
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ftPoctelPC TOO] &  P o c k e t PC 7 0 0 3

4  p i lB il i— gBIHBI

F igu re  5.1: T h e  L a b -S tu d y  Q uestions

T h e  e igh t p re -reco rd ed  p a th s  w ere chosen based  on tw o crite ria : 1- th e  location  

on  cam pus w here th e  p a th  wms recorded , an d  2- th e  p a t te rn  of m ovem ent of th e  p a th . 

W e chose four locations: one su rro u n d ed  b y  bu ild ings, one n ea r a river, one n ea r a 

ra il tra c k  an d  road , an d  one in  th e  m idd le  of a  field. W e feel th a t  th ese  four d ifferent 

lo ca tio n s p rov ided  a  good coverage of th e  d ifferen t a r tifa c ts  a  user m ig h t ty p ica lly  

find a ro u n d  h im /h e rse lf  on a  m ap , hence red u c in g  th e  p ro b a b ility  th a t  th e  ty p e  of 

m ap  d isp layed  becom es a  fac to r in th e  study . T h e  tw o ty p e s  of p a tte rn  of m ovem ent 

used  w ere curved  a n d  zigzag. In  a  cu rved  p a tte rn ,  th e  p a th  does no t inc lude  sh a rp  

ro ta tio n s . T h e  zigzag p a t te rn  s its  a t  th e  o th e r  end  of th e  sp e c tru m  a n d  th erefo re  

includes m u ltip le  sh a rp  ro ta tio n s . T h is  allow ed us to  co m p are  th e  im p ac t on th e  user 

of th e  d ifferent m a p  ro ta tio n  a lg o rith m s b ased  on  th e  p a t te rn  of m ovem ent d isplayed. 

W e recorded  in  each loca tio n  tw o p a th s , one for each of th e  p a t te rn  of m ovem ent. 

D ue to  th e  difficulty  of record ing  p e rfec t p a th  sequences to  be used  in  a lab  s tudy , we 

developed  a  to o l th a t  allow ed us to  fine tu n e  th e m  once saved  in to  a te x t  file. T h is  

to o l, w hich we called  N M E A G en. can  be  seen in  F ig u re  5.2.
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F ig u re  5.2: N M E A  0183 D a ta  G e n e ra to r

R e su lts  o f  L ab S tu d y  b y  H O T la b  in  [76]

W e p resen t a  b rie f su m m ary  of th e  re su lts  o b ta in ed . T h e  lab  s tu d y  an d  its  analysis 

w ere ca rried  o u t by  th e  H O T lab . For d e ta ils  of th e  analy sis  th e  read er is referred  

to  [76]. O u r co n trib u tio n s  w ere th e  so ftw are p re p a ra tio n  to  ca rry  o u t th e  s tu d y  

an d  p a r tic ip a tio n  in  th e  design  p rocess for th e  study . In  th e  re su lts  th e  D IR E C T  

ro ta tio n  m o d e  is som etim e re fe rred  to  as “N o T h re sh o ld ’". T h e  tw o  te rm s  are  used 

in te rm itte n tly  th ro u g h o u t th is  S ection  a n d  refer to  th e  sam e ro ta tio n  schem e.

T h e  com piled  re su lts  to  th e  first q u es tio n  can  be  seen in  F igu re  5.3. W e see 

th a t  th e  cu rved  p a tte rn  of m ovem ent p ro d u ced  m ore varied  re su lts  th a n  th a t  of th e  

zigzag p a t te rn  of m ovem ent. T h e  6X8 re p e a te d  m easu res A N O V A  show  th a t  no 

significant m a in  effect of a lg o rith m  w as found. H ow ever, a  sign ifican t in te rac tio n  

betw een  a lg o rith m  an d  sequence F (2 9 , 956) =  1.64, P  <  .001 w as observed.
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Means for Algorithm and Sequence Q1

75.00

" 0.00

65.00

60.00

55.00

50.00

J9 ^  ^  yX X ^  X op <F o' X X X -iX
O'-

Sequence

O'' £je
,e

Right Angle 

No T hreshold  

A daptive 

Min Only 

Min Max 

Max Only

F ig u re  -5.3: M eans for A lgo rithm  an d  Sequence for Q u estio n  1 [76]

W e can  see th e  re su lts  of four p a ired -re la ted  sam ple  t- te s ts  in  T ab le  5.7. A Bon- 

ferron i co rrec tion  w as used, P  c r itic a l=  .0 5 /4  =  .0125. T h e  B onferron i co rrec tion  is 

a  conservative s ta tis t ic  m e th o d  used  to  reduce  th e  chances of sp u rio u s positives w hen 

m u ltip le  com parisons are  b e ing  perfo rm ed  sim ultaneously . W h en  looking a t  th e  o u t

com e of m u ltip le  com parisons as done here, th e  chances of n o t find ing  som eth ing  

sign ifican t decreases (.95 * .95 * ... * .95). Inversely  th e  chances of find ing  an y th in g  

sign ifican t th e re fo re  grow. T h e  B onferroni co rrec tion  consists  of low ering th e  c ritica l 

significance level, n o rm ally  .05 b y  d iv id ing  it  by  th e  n u m b er of com parisons perfo rm ed , 

an d  to  use th e  re su lt as th e  new  c ritica l significance level [12],

T h e  te s ts  in  T ab le  5.7 in d ic a te  th a t  th e  rig h t angle an d  th e  no  th re sh o ld  a lg o rith m s 

for th e  curve o - tra in , curve residence, an d  curve  L oeb sequences were sign ifican tly  

d ifferent 7(33) =  — 3 .236 , p  <  .01,7(33) =  —3.747,7(33) =  —2.808. T h e  rig h t angle 

a lg o rith m  was also  s ign ifican tly  d ifferent from  th e  zigzag L oeb  sequence, 7(33) =  

- 2 .6 3 2 . p  <  .01.

T he curved  p a t te rn  of m ovem ent w as th e n  m ad e  one g ro u p  an d  w as com pared  

to  th e  zigzag p a t te r n  of m ovem ent. W e can  see th e  re su lts  in  F ig u re  5.4. T h e  6X2 

rep ea ted  m easu res ANO V A  w ith  B onferron i co rrec tio n  (p = .0 5 /4  =  ,0125) show s a
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Paired Differences T df Sig-12-
tailed)

Paired Comparison Mean Std.
Devia
tion

Std.
Error
Mean

Right Angle. Curve O-train 
- No Threshold, Curve O- 
train

-16.5 29.731 5.0988 -3.23 33 .003

Right Angle, Curve Resi
dence - No Threshold, Curve 
Residence

-18.5 28.880 4.9529 -3.74 33 .001

Right Angle, Curve Loeb - 
No Threshold, Curve Loeb

-12.1 25.159 4.3148 -2.80 33 .008

Right Angle, Zigzag Loeb - 
Max Only, Zigzag Loeb

-14.5 32.120 5.5085 -2.63 33 .013

Table 5.7: Paired Related Samples T-Tests for Sequences and Algorithm for Question 
1 [76]

significant interaction between algorithm and sequence F ( 5,165) =  3.876, p < .002.

The paired related t-tests shown in Figure 5.8 show th a t when curved sequences 

were displayed using the right angle algorithm, they were significantly rated lower 

compared to when a curved sequence was displayed using a no threshold algorithm, 

t (33) =  —4.48,p < .0001, or min only algorithm, £(33) =  —3.23,p < .003.
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Mean Ratings for Curve and Zig Sequences by Algorithms Q1

80.00 -

□ Curve 
ZigZag6 6  UU

60.00

60. uO

M ean  R atin g

F ig u re  5.4: M ean  R a tin g s  for C urve  an d  Z igzag Sequences an d  A lgorithm s for Q ues
tio n  1 [76]

P a ire d  D ifferences T df
Sig. 12- 
ta iled )

C om parisons M ean S td .
D ev ia
tio n

S td .
E rro r
M ean

P a ir  1 R ig h t A ngle, C urve - No 
T h resh o ld . C urve

-13.55 17.64 3.02 -4.48 33 .000

P a ir  2 R ig h t A ngle, C urve  - M in 
only, C urve

-10.03 18.08 3.10 -3.23 33 .003

P a ir  3 R ig h t A ngle, Z igzag - M in 
M ax, Z igzag

-4.44 16.97 2.91 -1.52 33 .137

P a ir  4 R igh t A ngle, Z igzag - M ax 
Only, Z igzag

-4.67 19.25 3.30 -1.41 33 .166

T able 5.8: P a ir  R e la te d  Sam ples T -T ests  C o m p arin g  C urve  an d  Zigzag S equences b y  
A lg o rith m  for Q u estio n  1 [76]
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The results for question two were not as revealing. As we can see in Figure 5.5. no 
clear algorithm/sequence produced significantly different ratings. The same occurs 
when we combine all the curved patter of movement sequences and all the zigzag 
pattern of movement sequences together. These results can be seen in Figure 5.6.

M eans  fo r  Algorithm a n d  S e q u e n c e  Q2

75 .00  -)

70 .00

65.00

60.00

55.00

50.00

R i g h t  A n g l e  

•  N o  T h r e s h o l d  

A d  a p t i v e  

M i n  O n l y  

M i n  M a x  

M a x  O n l y

v-

S e q u e n c e

Figure 5.5: Means for Algorithm and Sequence for Question 2 [76]

D iscu ss io n

The lab study found that there are significant differences between the ratings of 
each algorithm between sequences of curved vs. zigzag pattern of movement. The 
no threshold performed better for curved sequences, and the max threshold only 
algorithm did best for zigzag sequences. This may be due to the fact that curved 
sequences tend to not generate large map rotations, hence do not confuse the user 
while always keeping the map accurately oriented with the user. In the zigzag case, 
the map tends to be rotated much more sharply. The max threshold only algorithm 
ensures that large map rotations are broken down into smaller ones, hence reducing 
the confusion induced to the user. It is important to note that for both types of 
patterns of movement, the adaptive algorithm achieved the third highest scores. This 
indicates that the adaptive algorithm may be a good compromise in the general case. 
We note that the sequences were about ten seconds in length, which may be too short
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M e a n  C o n f i d e n c e  R a t i n g s  for  C u r v e  a n d  Zig Z a g  
S e q u e n c e s  v y  A l g o r i t h m  Q 2

n  70 00 
§ 68.00 
3  66.00 
c  64 00 
«  62.00 
2  60 00

u Curve 
■ Zig Zag

58.00

Algorithm

Figure 5.6: Mean Ratings for Curve and Zigzag Sequences for Question 2 [76]

for the adaptive algorithm to learn the pattern of movement, and therefore to show 
its true value. Such hypothesis should be confirmed or contradicted in a field study.

Finally, as per our hypothesis the results indicate the right angle algorithm scored 
significantly lower on both sequence types of pattern or movement. Therefore there 
would be little value-added in including the right angle map rotation in a field study.

A field study is currently under preparation and therefore the results could unfortu
nately not be included in this document. In order to obtain more accurate results 
on the value of each map rotation algorithm in a real-life environment, we made the 
decision to run the field study as close as possible to the beginning of a new semester. 
This will allow us to find many participants (students) with little or no previous 
knowledge of the campus. These participants will therefore have a bigger incentive to 
rely on DynaMap to execute the requested tasks. The results of the held study will 
be presented as a separate publication.

5 .3 .3  F ie ld  S tu d y
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5.4 Sum m ary

We have shown the difficulty involved in displaying in a, useful way to the user a map 

rotated in real-time so tha t it matches the user's orientation. We  have shown that 

there exist multiple solutions to such problem by using different map rotation algo

rithms, namely STATIC, DIRECT, R.ANGLE, MIN, MAX, MINJVIAX, and ADPT. 

We described the algorithms in terms of their efficiency, memory usage, but more 

specifically in terms of their advantages and disadvantages from the point of view 

of the user’s perception. Finally we have started  a formal evaluation process of each 

algorithm used in different contexts, in partnership with usability experts of the HOT 

lab from Carleton University. We have seen from the lab study results th a t some al

gorithms, namely DIRECT, MIN, MAX, MINJY1AX, and ADPT, are more relevant 

than others in terms of their impact on user perceptions, depending on the type of 

user movement. We have decided to  further study these algorithms in a more real life 

environment by executing a field study experiment.
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C O N C L U SIO N  A N D  F U T U R E  

W O R K

In this thesis we researched issues for the design and prototype implementation of 

a mobile and context-aware pedestrian navigation application: DynaMap. We de

signed and implemented an application th a t provides to its user personalized map 

visualization and navigation services. DynaMap, which has been used by a number of 

users, runs on a PocketPC^™^ PDA with the help of a GPS, an electronic compass, 

and a spatial da ta  server. We took into consideration multiple constraints imposed 

by the system such as the real-time nature of the application, the limited physical 

resources available (processing power, memory, battery, screen real estate), and the 

usability issues imposed by a mobile user. In particular we addressed the usability 

issues of real-time map rotation based on the user’s orientation. We proposed dif

ferent map rotation algorithms and explained their advantages and disadvantages in 

terms of user perception. Finally we provided in collaboration with the Human Ori

ented Technology (HOT) lab at Carleton University a lab usability study to find out 

empirically in which situation (user travel pattern, user’s different surroundings, etc) 

each algorithm performs better.

We designed a Context Management System (CMS) th a t can support any type of 

user context th a t can easily be integrated into an application’s logic, th a t can store 

and exchange context, and th a t can switch between the context of different users. We
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showed how to use Dey’s Context Toolkit [28] within the Context Manager component 

of DynaMap in order to reuse the context acquisition and context modeling solutions 

already available. Finally we provided the framework on how to achieve contextual 

maps and contextual shortest-path computations in DynaMap.

Based on generic requirements we proposed a system's design th a t favours archi

tecture reuse. We relied on principles of code modularity and abstraction, as well as 

on a clear separation of concerns for each of the provided autonomous components. 

It should be possible to reapply DynaMa,p's design in other mobile and context-aware 

GIS applications such as those to  be developed for the IMA framework.

6.1 Future W ork

More work needs to be spent o properly integrate more of the user’s context in future 

applications. Each time we find new user context to be considered by an application 

we should evaluate and study the best way to do so from a usability point of view. 

One lesson learned with DynaMap was to rely as much as possible on the results of 

real-life usability experiments to properly understand the perceived impact on the 

user due to the context-aware behaviour of an application. A specific example of this 

is the contextual shortest path  feature of DynaMap, which calculates the shortest 

path to a user’s provided destination based on contextual data  (user’s preferred path, 

time of day, weather, etc). Such shortest path  computation is undeniably something 

th a t users want, however it is less clear specifically how this should be achieved. It 

would be interesting to get answers to the following questions for example:

•  How should we let the user specify which part, of h is/her context should be part, 

of the shortest path  com putations (turn them on/off, use weights, global vs. 

one-time only settings, user provided settings or autom atically learned, etc)?

• How to best, provide the shortest, path  results (provide only one path, provide 

multiple paths based on different, criteria’s/weights, provide partial paths then 

recompute based on the new context or provide the entire path, etc)?
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• How to visualize the shortest path results (graphically overlaid on top of the map 

with or without audio navigational instructions, using colour/boldness/movement 

to indicate em phasis/danger/alternatives, etc)?

Once the answers to the above questions are obtained one could integrate them into 

DynaMap and improve the usability of the current feature. In terms of the map 

rotation feature of DynaMap, it would be interesting to further study different formula 

for the ADPT rotation mode and see if we can achieve higher usability results in 

general. However we should first obtain the results of the field-study to  see whether 

it confirms those of the lab experiment.

In terms of context integration we should further study the concept of one common 

Context Description Language (CDL) th a t can be used across applications. The one 

proposed in Chapter 4 can be used as a starting point and then one needs to see 

what is required to make it an all-encompassing solution. The issues here are to 

determine specifically for what purposes the CDL is used (user profiling, context 

da ta  exchange, context distribution, context archiving/retrieving, etc) and how to 

use CDL to facilitate context usage across applications (a meta-language to publish 

the context to the external world, a query language to retrieve information about- the 

available context, etc).

Finally, based on the lessons learned and on the solutions proposed throughout 

the development of DynaMap the IMA framework has to  be brought into life. The 

framework will simplify the development of future applications by providing services 

th a t are common to all (e.g. finding out about- available spatial data  servers). Many 

of the solutions proposed in the design of DynaMap can be reused here and applied 

more widely.
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A P P E N D I X  A

L IT T E R A T U R E  B R E A K D O W N  

B Y  T O PIC S OF IN T E R E ST S

Acquisition process of context

• M ethods used to acquire context

[28] [65] [93] [68] [114] [18] [51] [10] [19] [75] [17] [91] [54] [53]

[71] [77]

Acquisition process of location

Methods used to acquire the user’s location

-  [5] t 6 3 ]  I 6 1 ] t 1 1 ] [ 9 ]  I 5 2 ] [S5] [10] [94] [59] [35] [33] [34] [104] 
[84] [19] [98] [75] [86] [99] [101] [17] [105] [54] [53] [37] [106] 

[56]
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Agent systems

• Systems that, use fully or in part agents to accomplish their goal(s) 

-  [61] [35] [34] [75] [83] [62] [40] [113] [96]

Context-aware project implementations

• Implementations of context-aware applications

-  [28] [5] [65] [93] [63] [68] [11] [18] [51] [6] [27] [10] [19] [75] 

[17] [91] [54] [53] [108] [109] [72] [70] [62] [71] [20]

Definition of Context-Awareness

• W hat defines context, and what defines an application th a t is 

context-aware?

-  [7] [28] [65] [93] [29] [114] [17] [91] [53] [108] [109] [8] [96]

Different learning, or pattern  recognition projects attem pted

• Context has a lot to do with interpretation. How does a system 

interpret different information correctly. W hat kind of learning, 

or pattern  recognition algorithms were used to improve context 

understanding

-  [5] [65] [68] [75]
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Discovering meaningful places or routes

•  Using location as context, algorithms th a t try  to discover mean

ingful locations or places for the user.

-  I t  [68] [47]

Energy preserving methods

• Mobile devices need to  be self sufficient, and th a t includes from 

a power point of view. Can software be designed in such a way 

to reduce power consumption?

-  [93] [1]

Future vision of a ubiquitous world

•  Mobile and ubiquitous computing was first introduced as a vision 

of the computing future. Since then, more and more people ha,ve 

shared their vision of such a world.

-  [93] [63] [18] [27] [9] [104] [86] [99] [17] [107] [105] [80] [15] 

[53] [108] [109] [78] [64]

Geographical Information Systems

• Deals with GIS. Anything th a t combines computing with geogra

phy.

-  [82] [6] [16] [52] [10] [33] [49] [104] [98] [86] [99] [111] [26] [37] 

[112] [47] [39]
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Map Display

• Humans are quite sensitive to how maps are drawn. W hat tricks 

were used to draw maps the most efficiently, tha t is both feasible 

for the computer, and pleasing to the user.

-  [6] [16] [10] [94] [49] [104] [86] [99] [48] [78] [37] [112] [38]

Navigation

• Anything th a t touches the notion of something trying to get some

where.

-  t6] t10] [86] [95] [103] [100] [69] [99] [101] [58] [111] [25] [26]

[37] [112] [47]

P attern  Recognition

• This topic is about the classical pa ttern  recognition held (pattern

classification, or clustering techniques).

-  [5] [65] [68] [60] [75]

Previous work in location aware computing

• Implementation of location based systems

-  [28] [63] [61] [6] [16] [27] [9] [52] [85] [10] [94] [59] [35] [33]

[49] [34] [104] [84] [19] [98] [75] [99] [101] [17] [105] [54] [53]

[102] [72]
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Psychology

•  The cognitive side of computers. How do human behave, react. 

-  [7] [28] [82] [95] [103] [100] [69] [25] [78]

Security/Privacy

•  Collaboration between two mobile users, as well as the emergence 

of context-aware applications, brings many interesting security, 

privacy issues to the forefront.

-  [7] [63] [59] [31] [17] [105]

Service discovery

• Mobility is supposed to increase the number of services th a t we 

will take part of. How do one discover those services and then how 

do one m aintain such discovery system in an im portant question.

-  [28] [34] [36] [50] [74] [57] [73]

Small display size

• Mobile devices are often small. This brings the issue of having 

to develop advanced applications, which are limited in the size of 

things they can display.

-  [63] [6] [16] [10] [94] [35] [104] [86] [99] [88] [14] [48] [78] [112]
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Software engineering practice in the context of MUC or CA

• Systems th a t were developed keeping in mind maintainability, 

performance, flexibility, robustness, etc.

-  [114] [94] [34] [24]

Standards

• Anything th a t tries to bring a new standard.

-  [28] [93] [11] [9] [59] [104] [86] [25]

Usability of MUC, CA applications

• Overall and thorough studies

-  [?] [28] [93] [63] [18] [82] [6] [27] [19] [99] [14] [8] [32] [45] [78] 

[20]

Wireless da ta  transmission optimization

• To be able to  deliver information wirelessly is a great benefit 

for the everyday user. However wireless data transmissions are 

unique in their unreliability. How to  deal with this problem is 

discusses here.

-  [11] [16] [49] [104] [98] [66] [87] [54] [53] [62] [23] [46] [13] [67]
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A P P E N D I X  B

G U I D E S C R IP T IO N

L A N G U A G E

Notation:

• (nothing) =  Must have 1 and only 1 occurrence

•  ? =  Must have 0 or 1 occurrence

• +  =  Must have 1 or more occurrences

•  * =  Must have 0 or more occurrences 

Macros:

•  ANY_STR =  Any stream  of characters

• ID =  a unique ANY_STR in the current, context

• =  literal (any chars between quotes)

Document: DynamicMapFormData 

Grammar:

• DynamicM apFormData(Title=ANY_STR) =  Dialog-f

• Dialog(DlgId=ID, Title=ANY_STR) =  DlgEntry*
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• D lgEntry(EntryId=ID , Label=ANY_STR, T ype=(”Text” or ”Int.” o r ’’Double” 

or "Info” or ” Bool” or ”Senum” or ”Menum” or ” Date” o r ” Time” ) =  (ElmMin?. 

ElmMax?. ElmChoice*, ANY_STR)

• ElmMin =  ANY.STR

• ElmMax =  ANY_STR

• ElmChoice(ChoiceId=ID) =  ANY.STR 

Semantic:

• Each xml Document describes one Form D ata (The title makes up the dialog 

title)

•  Each form D ata can represents one or more dialogs, if there is more than  one 

dialog, they will be shown on different tabs (the title  is shown on the tab  if 

there is a tab)

• Each dialog consist of 0 or more rows of controls

• each row of controls consist of a label and a control of one of the following types 

(’’Text” or ”In t” or ’’Double” or ’’Info” or ’’Bool” or ’’Senum” or ’’Menum” or 

’’Date” or ’’Time”)

• Each Row of Control can have text between the DlgEntry tags. This text 

represents a default value when the dialog is created and represents the returned 

value when the dialog is term inated

-  Text: The data  type is any string of characters

-  Int.: The data  is an integer

-  Double: The data, type is a floating point value

* If the control type is ’’Int.” or ’’Double” min and max constraint on 

the values can optionally be passed through the ElmMin and ElmMax 

tags
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— Info: The data  type is a read-only string (for display purposed only)

— Bool: The data type is either ’’true” or ’’false”

— SEnum: The data type is a ”S” ingle ID from one of the following Elm- 

Choice tags (shown as a combo box)

— MEnum: The data type is a ”M”ultiple string of IDs from the following 

ElmChoice tags (each ID separated by ” ;” ) (shown as a list box)

* If the control type is ’’Senum” o f ’’Menum” then there must be at least 

one or more embedded ElmChoice tags. Each tags has a Choiceld held 

th a t uniquely identifies it (the ’;’ character is forbidden), and the text 

enclosed by th a t tag is the text displayed to the user

— Date: The data type is a date of the following format ’’YYYY-MM-DD”

— Time: The data type is a time of the following format ”HH:MM” when 

HH is a two digits integer between 00-23, and MM is a two digits integer 

between 00-59

Example:

<DynamicMapFormData Title="test">
<Dialog DlgId="Main" Title="Youhou">
<DlgEntry EntryId="aTextFld" Label="TextFldExample" Type="Text"> 
<ElmMin>This field is ignored</ElmMin>
<ElmMax>This field is ignored</ElmMax>
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="FirstChoice">This field is ignored</ElmChoice> 
</DlgEntry>
<P1 gF.nt.ry EntryId="aIntFld" Label="IntFldExample" Type="Int"> 
<ElmMin>0</ElmMin>
<ElmMax>100</ElmMax>
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="FirstChoice">This field is ignored</ElmChoice> 
</DlgEntry>
<DlgEntry EntryId="aDoubleFld" Label="DoubleFldExample" Type="Double"> 
<ElmMin>0.0</ElmMin>
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<ElmMax>100.0</ElmMax>
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="FirstChoice">This field is ignored</ElmChoice> 
</DlgEntry>
<DlgEntry Entryld="anlnfoFld" Label="InfoFldExample" Type="Info"> 
<ElmMin>This field is ignored</ElmMin>
<ElmMax>This field is ignored</ElmMax>
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="FirstChoice">This field is ignored</ElmChoice> 
</DlgEntry>
<DlgEntry EntryId="aBoolFld" Label="BoolFldExample" Type="Bool"> 
<ElmMin>This field is ignored</ElmMin>
<ElmMax>This field is ignored</ElmMax>
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="FirstChoice">This field is ignored</ElmChoice> 
</DlgEntry>
<DlgEntry EntryId="aSenumFld" Label="SenumFldExample" Type="Senum"> 
<ElmMin>This field is ignored</ElmMin>
<ElmMax>This field is ignored</ElmMax>
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="FirstChoice">First Choice</ElmChoice> 
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="SecondChoice">Second Choice</ElmChoice> 
FirstChoice 
</DlgEntry>
<DlgEntry EntryId="aMenumFld" Label="MenumFldExample" Type="Menum"> 
<ElmMin>This field is ignored</ElmMin>
<ElmMax>This field is ignored</ElmMax>
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="FirstChoice">First Choice</ElmChoice> 
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="SecondChoice">Second Choice</ElmChoice> 
FirstChoice;SecondChoice 
</DlgEntry>
<DlgEntry EntryId="aDateFld" Label="DateFldExample" Type="Date"> 
<ElmMin>This field is ignored</ElmMin>
<ElmMax>This field is ignored</ElmMax>
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="FirstChoice">This field is ignored</ElmChoice>
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</DlgEntry>
<DlgEntry EntryId="aTimeFld" Label="TimeFldExample" Type="Time"> 
<ElmMin>This field is ignored</ElmMin>
<ElmMax>This field is ignored</ElmMax>
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="FirstChoice">This field is ignored</ElmChoice> 
</DlgEntry>
</Dialog>
</DynamicMapFormData>
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A P P E N D I X  C

C O N T E X T  D E S C R IP T IO N

L A N G U A G E

Notation:

• (nothing) =  Must have 1 and only 1 occurrence

•  ? =  Must have 0 or 1 occurrence

• +  =  Must have 1 or more occurrences

• * =  Must have 0 or more occurrences 

Macros:

• ANY_STR =  Any stream  of characters

• ID =  a unique ANY_STR in the current context

• =  literal (any chars between quotes)

Document: ContextDescriptionData 

Grammar:

• ContextDescriptionData(Comrnent=ANY_STR) =  Context,Data+

• C ontextD ata(ContextId=ID , Name=ANY_STR) =  ContextUnit*
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• ContextU nit(ContextSubld—ID, Name=ANY_STR, T ype= (”Text” or ”Int” or 

” Double” or ”Bool” or ”Senum” or ”Menum” or ’’Date” or ’’Time” or ’’Con

tex tU nit” ) =  (ContextU nit+, ElmChoice, ANYJ3TR.)

• ElmChoice(ChoiceId=ID) =  ANYJ3TR.

Semantic:

• Each xml Document describes a set of contextual information.

• Each piece of contextual information is represented by a ContextD ata element

• Each Context da ta  contains 0 or more context units

•  A context unit has a name, and describes one value of type (’’Text” or ’’Int.” or 

’’Double” or ’’Bool” or ’’Senum” or ’’Menum” or ’’D ate” or ’’Time” or ’’Con

textU nit” )

•  Except for type ’’ContextUnit” , where the child is another context unit element, 

the value of the context unit is stored as an ANY_STR in the ContextUnit 

element

-  Text: The data  type is any string of characters

-  Int: The da ta  is an integer

-  Double: The data type is a floating point value

-  Bool: The data  type is either ’’true” or ’’false”

-  SEnum: The data type is a ”S” ingle ID from one of the following Elm

Choice tags

-  MEnum: The data type is a ”M”ult.iple string of IDs from the following 

ElmChoice tags (each ID separated by ” ;” )

* If the control type is ’’Senum” of ’’Menum” then  there must be at least 

one or more embedded ElmChoice tags. Each tags has a Choiceld held 

tha t uniquely identifies it (the ’:’ character is forbidden)
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-  Date: The data  type is a date of the following format ”YYYY-MM-DD”

— Time: The data  type is a time of the following format ”HH:MM” when 

HH is a two digits integer between 00-23, and MM is a, two digits integer 

between 00-59

Example:

<ContextDescriptionData Comment="test">
<ContextData ContextId="CTTID" Title="MyDog">
<ContextUnit ContextSubId="NameID" Name="DogName" Type="Text">
Fido
</ContextUnit>
<ContextUnit ContextSubId="AgeID" Name="DogAge" Type="Int">
2

</ContextUnit>
<ContextUnit ContextSubId="WeightID" Name="DogWeight" Type="Double">
20.3

</ContextUnit>
<ContextUnit ContextSubId="IsMaleID" Name="DogGender" Type="Bool"> 
true
</ContextUnit>
<ContextUnit ContextSubId="FoodID" Name="DogFood" Type="Senum"> 
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="foodchoiceone">yummy</ElmChoice>
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="foodchoicetwo">soso</ElmChoice> 
yummy
</ContextUnit>
<ContextUnit ContextSubId="FriendsID" Name="DogFriends" Type="Menum"> 
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="friendone">Daisy</ElmChoice>
<ElmChoice ChoiceId="friendtwo">Jack</ElmChoice>
Daisy;Jack 
</ContextUnit>
<ContextUnit ContextSubId="BirthDateID" Name="DogBirthDate" Type="Date"
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2003-04-12 

</ContextUnit>
<ContextUnit ContextSubId="TimeID" Name="DogSupperTime" Type="Time">
17:00

</ContextUnit>
<ContextUnit ContextSubId="CompetitionsID" Name="DogCompetitions" Type="Conte: 
<ContextUnit ContextSubId="CompetitionDateID" Name="Date" Type="Date">
2004-23-10 

</ContextUnit>
<ContextUnit ContextSubId="CompetitionScoreID" Name="Score" Type="int">
94.3

</ContextUnit>
</ContextUnit>
</ContextData>
</ContextDescriptionData>
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